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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Why?

Then, then,

impossible,

Cod

Cape

Sometimes, through you, through you,
I see the gray sky blue,

Aud feel the warmth of
In the December day.

Sometimes, sometimes,
Ail burdens fall, forget

t*-i•ui-tii.i

Before my dream doth die.

I drift and drift away
Out of your light of day,
< tut of
your warmth aud cheer,
Your blessed atmosphere?

Cranberries.

Cape Cod agriculcranberry raising. No other part

does it come to pass?
Alas, and still alas !
Why doth the world prevail.
Why doth the spirit fail.

Why

brief

suggestions, fai ls.
xperieiu-es uri solicileil from housekeepfai'esi's and gurtleuers. Address Agriu ra!
litor. .!<■'! nial <)ftice, Belfast Maine.]
ill

■

And hide itself away
Behind its wall of elav,
Since time began—alas!
Why does it come to pass?
[Nora Perry, in Harper's Magazine.

“Much
A

-—

her la ini lies anti in the world at
aim.irried women are the ones who
tv.
i.eai the most
utireoomju'Nsing
■i a:'as. iimi that often without
receiving considerations from others. Their
'■ .-i
: e set aside and overborne,
they
:<
limited like children and sometimes
a a
;• t:si\
thwarted even after they
lie
ui
at the years of discretion,
li
et they are made to feel their de:n
u a thousand little wavs that
]"
■
man in ith.-r
ould nor would hear.
I., u.liy developed woman longs for
liei own
nun, ;n.<j her owf children.
Tie re she at least w ill have hut one masi : siii- wall
;ie- some one
heneath
her over whom she has power. And, let
w
ni
hi-pcr it in your ear. my sister; women love power.
lave hei own children to re1 i
traits, and to restore to her
!.» i
u! i
they will he her present joy
and tier luluiv happiness, for in them she
live- uer ,;(t over again, and through
iae-m she hopes to touch the world’s des'■

“Not

now
article
>ar>a

sick.

What is ti c difference between a muscular tramp
and a newly cleaned lamp?
Only tlii-. one is a
well limbed tramp and the other is a well-trimmed

lamp.

A

Vexed

J’h'.s many women many men whom
..ke <»dI\ : not so much for the sake
ihi uushands, but of the homes, and
k.e | ,,wer and assurer
position that the
hav mg a husband gives them.
'!1" inuiarried v, man needs to be the
■
.-ait .a the earth t >
keep from being
ued.
for her lot w 11 probably lie al",
-I. consult ot Iters’ wishes rather than
*•. live in other
.vi
people’s homes,
:
other people’s work, rejoice in stranger' happiness and bear their burdens
and soi tow.' : s well as her own.
She
ii
t >•'.; cot lull
appreciation or grat,.
-.lit he contented with the most unselfish joys.
h hi m i,lid- rather forlorn, hut a life so
mi -elf,shiv spent is of the noblest
type.
U
hav known such women, true sisters
ol mci-i-y.so full of deeds and
tendersympati v that everywhere glad welcomes
awn;: iliem.
[Kxebange.
’ii1
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Kitchen

Smells.

in
Somewhere
“The
Newcomes”
Tiiackeusy makes that lough and uuga.i
ojuie, Mr. Barnes .Neweoine, say
to his friends, as they arrive at a house
to which they are bidden, that, “there is
a good deal of dinner on the staircase.”
Dickens, again, in “Pickwick,” refers to
the odors of roast mutton hanging about
the doorsteps of Mr. Perker’s residence
in Montague place, Russell Square, when
Mr. Lowton and Mr. .Job Trotter arrive
with the intelligence ot Mrs. BardeH’s arrest on a “cognovit” for costs by Messrs.
Dodson and Fogg, thus informing the
hearers of the news that Mr. Pickwick’s
solicitor was giving a dinner party.
In
many other satirical references of a light
nature made by our great novelists we
see plainly how all pervading and irrepressible these odors from the kitchen
have ever been in our unscientifically
constructed residences. As it seems,
therefore, that this remains an inevitable
evil in the best regulated establishments,
it is desirable on all hands to do wh it we
can to reduce it to a
minimum, and at
least to render these aforesaid odors as
little objectionable as possible. To this
end, then, it is therefore essential in the
first place, of course, to have one’s kitchen arrangements in every respect of the
best as far as sinks, traps, water supply,
cNc., are concerned. But beyond this
much more may he done than often is
done. The smells arising from cooking
meat are not at all times altogether objectionable; nay, it is sometimes a pleasant and agreeable stimulant to the appetite, when one is hungry, just to get one
whiff of t lie preparations for the repast
on one’s arrival at the house, whether as
master or guest.
But the whiff should
be but transient, and
entirely free from
anything suggestive of staleness and
gi easiness, otherwise the reverse is the
result, and a good appetite may he utterly destroyed. To avoid this undesirable
result, unwary cooks should be warned
that it is chiefly to the
cooking of vegetables that they must look, for it is these
verdant comestibles which are the
greatest
sinners in producing unpleasant
smells. All “greens,” to use a familiar

expression, especially cabbage, as we
know, have a horrible tendency to create
noxious vapors, while onions, it need not
be said, permeate the remotest recesses
of a building, not only while they are

Clergyman.

patience

of .Job would In come exhaustpreacher and endeavoring to interest
his audience while they were keeping up an inccs~ant roughing, making it impossible for him to be
‘card
Yet, how very easy can all this be avoided
by simpl;. using Dr. King’s' New Discovery for Consumption. Cough' and Colds. Trial U< tiles given
away

at

a

It. H.

Moody’s Drug

Store.

When Henry was courting Sarah he used to boast
that ho had a “bos',” girl; now that he is married
be finds he has a “boss” wife, but be never mentions it.
A

World

of Good.

hi
of the most popular medicines now before
tb
American public, is Hop Hitters.
You see it
everywhere. People take it with good effect. It
builds them up.
It is not as pleasant to the taste
a
one other Hitters, as it i' not a
whiskey drink,
is more like the old fashioned bone-set tea, that
bus done a world <>f good. If you don’t feel just
right, try H"p Hitters. [Nunda News.
>t4h
<

jt

When Hamlet said, “Hut 1 have that within which
pa--etb show.’ it is believed that he had in his
pocket a complimentary ticket for the circus.

Don’t Give Ip
because you feel blue and are troubled with that
tired and all gone feeling. Do as I did, use a bottle
of Sulphur Bitters, it will make
you feel like a new
person ; it did me.
•Jennie Holmes. 3’*4 Trcmont street, Boston.
A Bridgeport, Conn., corset factory has to run
till nine o'clock at night.” There is one industry,
at least, that prospers by a “tight squeeze.”

Ha)

Fever.

For Ha
Fever I recommend Ely’s Cream Balm.
It entirely relieved me from the first application :
have been a sufferer for ten years. Going from
home and neglecting to take the remedy, I had an
attack; after returning 1 immediately resorted to

it, and found instant relief. I believe, had i begun
its use earlier, J should not have been troubled
J.
Collveh, Clerk, 11s Broad sc, Elizabeth, N. ,J.
M) brother Myron and myself were both cured
to all
appearance, of C atarrh and Hay Fever last
July and August. Cp to this date. Dee. ‘2*, neither
have had any return of these troubles.
Ely’s
rean
Balm was the medicine used.
Gabkiee
rcituig, spencer, N. Y.
2t4<>
Mr'. Homespun, who has a terrible time every
morning to get her young brood out of their beds,
'-■i
l)r ‘‘annot understand why children are called
the rising generation.
Mr. E. B. Smith, sheriff of
Effingham Cocnty,
“Brow,,’- Iron Bitters relieved mv
says
dys.
pepsia and increased my weight 40
pounds.”
-'hall

stop the great evil of lying?” asks
“if.w
religious weekly. Don’t know, give it
It’s a
habit you ought never to have fallen Into.up.
wo

There is no affinity between cheap and useless
beet, wine and iron tonics and the Liebig Co.’s
Beef Tonic, a real reno\ant of strength and
restoralive of health
“It is the best Tonic there is.
Everv physician to whom I have recommended it
has found it so,” says Professor II. B. DRAKE, M.
D
Detroit, Mich, it imparts new tone t<> tiie liver,
stomach, kidneys and bow els, and by its regulative
action affords relief from headaches,
neuralgia, constipation and languor. Beware of imitations.

Brighton

Cattle

Market.
Tl KSDAl, Oct. 2.

Amount of stock at market: Cattle,
'.*77; sheen
ami lambs, 3284 ; fat swine, 1(5,127.
Prices of beef cattle ¥ luo tb live
weight, extra
quality, $G 50-47 00; lirst, $ti 00g(i 37,1Zl seeoml,
f-r‘ 37»-#a5
third, $4 50fl5 25; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 0044 37 *z.
Brighton Hides, 7g71zc4P’ tbf Brighton Tallow,
7<‘ ¥ lb; Country Hides, light ones, 0 >.,<•, ¥ tb;
heavy, 7c ¥ tb ; Country Tallow, 4g4fj£c#’ tt>; Calf
Skins, 11c ¥ lb; Lamb'skins. 75cg$l each; Sheep
Skins, 50 § 75c each.
The supply of Cattle in market the past week has
been light, most of those brought in being suitable
for the butchers’ trade were e-old for the Boston
markets. There were some very nice Beeves among
them, which were sold at our highest quotations.
Prices obtained did not vary much of any from
those obtained one week since, sales in most instances ranging from $5.2547 ¥ 100 It*, live
weight.
Mieep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost, landed
at the yards this week, from
5g5Jzc, and Lambs <*g
0'z<' ¥ It*, live weight. There was quite a large
number of Canada
Sheep ami Lambs, all consigned
to it. \\ Hollis & (jo. from Canada.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs cost, landed at the
Blauglitcr bouses, from r.1, a5,V- V lb live weight.
Il7 w ere nil owned by butchers. In our number
we include all the Western Fat
Hogs brought In
lhe several railroads for the week
ending to

I"™

The Whig says the report of the Fish and
Hume Commissioners shows that the enforcement of the laws has resulted in a notable increase
of both fish and game. As an example of the
great work being done by the Commissioners
we will refer to the
propagation of black bass.
About 1875, forty specimens of this fish were
placed in Pusbatv Lake and not long before
some fish were placed in Cobosseeeontee Lake
in Kennebec county. These two lakes are now
swarming with bass and (lie fishing is very superior. The benefits reaped from having such
splendid sport as can lie iiad at Pushuw are
very great, much more so than would he imagined at first thought. The Commissioners in
the past few years have stocked about fifty
ponds in the State with black bass, and the
benefits resulting therefrom will be far reaching. The sportsmen are now abroad and the
annual fall campaign on game birds has commenced. The reports are that partridges are
very abundant and it is anticipated that deer
will be plentiful later in the fall.

Lottie.

yard.

wH! and favorably
pari! lit, tin-, gave the unprecedented quantity of loo does ior .<1 These
facts commend this remedy to the eonsidi ration of
the sick, also the well, for they are liable to l>e

E\ n the
ed were he

to-day,

I can’t go till tomorrow; you may come along then if
mamma says so.”
The next morning, Lottie was duly
dressed in her prettiest clothes, and looking like a dolly, only far sweeter and
prettier than the best of dollies, sho
went down to the platform, for Mr. Park’s
house was the upper story of the picturesque passenger depot.
Before long the train came screaming
and hissing in from the West, and Mr.
Park locked up the office and came out
where Lottie stood. Tom Scott the haggage-master on the train, looked out of
the sliding door to see Lottie, for whom
he was always prepared with flowers, an
apple, a hit of candy, or some other
dainty, for he loved the rosy little thing
dearly, and all the more that his own
little girl lav asleep in the Sharon grave-

A New Departure.
result of the hard times a few years
bringing into life an article in proprietary medicine, which gave t *e\cr\ purehasi r a full
equivalent for his money. The rule of this class of
medicines
H orn 1" to •}.' do>e> for $], the best only
.Mc-r-. Mood & Co. took a new doreaching 4

■

COOKE.

Waring.

One g*»od
ago, was the

pai ture and in the
known a> Hood’.-«

ITU K STORY.

to Hartford with
Lottie Park, as
she saw her father open the door to go
down stairs, for it was almost train-time
and Mr. Park was station agent at West

"lie

I

Etc

“I’apa, i want to go
you!” called out little

■

iu

Ado,”

BY ROSE TERRY

1

-mgs to I In- wide world.
And -lie I" her ne-t
In dn sweet ear of nature.
Wuieli so tig is the best;-”

L let

Then, then, alas, alas!
Why does it come to pass,
Before the hour goes by.

of the countn can compete with the Cape
in this. Everywhere lie the cranberry
meadows, or bogs, as they are properly
called. They form one of the most characteristic features of tilt* landscape. You
A Home of My Own.
see them from the car windows, spreading out over level acres, or skirting, with
N
two attractive
very lung
width, the running streams : you
varying
women
sat
on
the
deck
mg
together
see them in winding valleys, far below
liaison River steam-lioat.
The
the carriage road; you come upon them
" as.
pel haps, suggestive .if more
in the woods
strangely trim,
teniigius than were expressed, as suddenly
shut in by
w.is
ust about twilight.
'The smooth rectangular clearings, darkly
a dense swamp growth.
The culture of
oxnai; o >f water heaved under the beatthe cranberry has been reduced to a sciI the paddle-wheel, and over the
A swamp is cleared of its wild
oark hills Venus mst a long, wavy line ence.
of trees and bushes and leveled
growth
■
dpon tin stream. One of them
like a lioor: six inches of dear sand are
tin
tiier ah iptly: “What 1
carted on, to cover the heavy bug soil;
"
...
home of IliV own." "Subnumerous trenches for the flow of water
i. ine fo!
house." responded tin
are cut ; a dike is thrown up about the
.ii,
1 w .1 enture b assert, that
tield, and a brook is turned to run through
f
elm
the
desire
y
earthly
oxpress
it, with gates, so that the land can lie
w
ho
is
tide:
woman
more
than
y
“flowed" in spring to kill insects, and in
"
t
-live \e; rs old."
The last speakt ines
the fall for protection from frostfc.
s
er
nearly right.
are set out at regular intervals, and
last <;awn oi 11nuance and herospreading, they mat the ground. It costs
soiue gui- build lazy < astles in
on the a' erage perhaps £400 an acre to
'•
i o the
ntral figure of these daytransform a rough swamp into a cranberdi > is
the comit a man: while with
meadow in bearing condition. One
these voting visionaries, they ry
marsh
in Barnstable cost £MO.oO(l. The
i
ins
tin
and iieii own w onderful deeds
arc large.
One meadadulation and cornerstone of protits, however,
ow of two er three acres has repaid six
a fanciful structure.
mi;,
weeks’ annual labor with £1000 a year
A
do: women tin.- :s not so. They
for
2d years. Another, of half ail acre,
1 to lean; that it takes very exto Mrs. Emulous Small of Harcharacters or circumstances, belonging
p
an expert in this culture, has
wichport,
eventhusiasms
to
make
•;> strong
os barrels in one season.
A
oi
light an impression on the world’s yielded
meadow of Id acres at Marshal's Mills
i'hey have generally learned netted in one
year £S000, and another of
i
’.
dr
w t abilities an-of a very ordi4- acres at Newtown, in Barnstable, lias
nary nature, and that the circle of their
in one season, within a year or
'os wii! only include
homely duties, and yielded
two, 42(4(1 barrels, netting a profit of SO
i
iy s and sorrows as fall to the lot of
per cent. There are probably on Cape
e\ er day humanity.
.-mue Kind acres of cranberry meadCod
1 lien ,t is that they begin to long fora
from a few rods to 50 acres in size,
in>ii1
fthei: own. where such talents as ows,
1 •. e v. ; find free scope, and where and the acreage is constantly increasing.
The whole crop is from do,(ion to 45,000
"m
i;
!••••. that they are of real use.
l.arrc-ls, worth from £250,000 to £.’400,000
lh
an instinctive longing, imon the ground.
The picking time is an
.. ...>
i
in their hearts for the
tiio: ,,f society. It is the balance- era in the year. Schools are often closed,
the aalimis. and in part what and the hoys and gills, with many of
their elders, turn to gathering the crop;
s woman
the conservative element
rakes arc seldom used, for fear of damage
i '.In
ife oi the world.
to the berries, which are best picked by
M
seen] rarely to have it in a great
The price of picking is not incluaiid indeed, if abnormally devel- hand.
ded m the figures given above, and on
:
:
i them, it might prove a serious
the whole a substantial amount of ready
isad' antage to the state.
,s distributed in a thousand
tiny
Ii the poets are to he trusted it is a money
rivulets from this industry. (Century for
"tig tig by which even the brute creation
September.
emi ibk-d. for one of them says'■>

May

All cares, and every fear.
In your sweet atmosphere.

The great feature in
ture is

far, so'far.

Like some far star you are.

but the effluvium may be
mitigated. A large piece of bread is
sometimes put upon the knife's point
while onions are being peeled in order to
prevent the tearful effect which the pungent esculent produces on the eyes; and
we have lately been told in a popular
cookery book that the offensive results
of cabbage-boiling may be well-nigh got
rid of by wrapping up in a piece of clean
white linen rag a large lump of bread,
and putting it in the saucepan of water
in which the cabbage is being cooked.
to

so

j
I

Mr. Park swung Lottie up into Tom
Scot’s arms. “Here !” said he ; “cheek
this hit of baggage through to Hartford.”
Catching her, with a laugh and a kiss,
he sat her down on a big trunk and
gave her a cooky out of his dinner pail.
Just then Mr. Park caught sight of the
very man on whose account he was going in to Hartford. .Mr. Coe was a manufacturer in Waring, and there had been
trouble about the freight rates, which
Mr. Park had to go in to the office of the
road to see about; he had not got all the
information he wanted, for Mr. Coe had
been West, hut here he was j list come
hack, on his way to Waring station, half a
mile below West Waring.
So Mr. Park talked to him all the time
the engine was taking water, and then
got into the car and sat beside, him, still
talking so earnestly that he got otf at
Waring station, quitt forgetful of Lottie,
Hartford and o\ erything else, and followed Mr. Coe to the wagon which was waiting for him, in his earnestness to inform
himself about the matter.
The clatter of the ear wheels called
him back in a moment ; the train was otf,
off beyond his reach, hut it would go easily down to the ‘Tuck Junction a few
rods off, and stop there according to law,
to cross the other track.
Mr. Park tore
after it like a crazy man, caught his foot
in a rail, fell, scrambled up and rushed
on, hut all too late !
The train hissed away far ahead of its
frantic follower; there was but one thing
to do: telegraph to the next station,
Last Hartland, to have her put off there,
and sent back by the next train.
He ran hack to the Waring station, but
the telegraph operator had gone home to
dinner, and he had to hunt him up and
get the key : but now the train was overdue at Last Hartland, he must signal to

Parsonsville.

This village happened to be a mile
from its station, and before the operator
could send up a message the train had
Mr. Park could have cried if he
gone.
had been a woman; being a man lm expressed his distress otherwise, but quite
as forcibly.
The next thing was to signal Hampton.
“Ask conductor Cone to stop train at
B. Brook siding; fetch girl Tom Scott
has

along.
The train from Warner went

siding just

flag station close by the siding, when
Tom Scott found her father had not come
aboard.
Why had he not thought of this before ?
A wild thrill of hope ran through his
heart; he could scarcely wait for the
train to come up; why should he t he
could run down to the Tuck Junction
and get on the cars there ? so oil'he went
again at full speed, and boarded the
train the instant it slowed.
“Is my little Lottie aboard f he called
eagerly, turning a white, worn face and
hungry eyes towards conductor Smith,
who stood in the caboose-door.
“No, sir; nobody but them you see
sittin’ before y< u,” smiled the conductor,
quite unaware of the agony his answer
gave the expectant father.
Mr. l’ark dropped into a.seat that was
luckily vacant close beside him. There
was no child there, but a small
boy of
about Lottie's age—a boy as black as
black could be, who turned and looked
at him with a grin.
Mr. Lark laughed; he was so tired, so
anxious, so cruelly disappointed, that he
laughed aloud, but it was a laugh worse
than a cry.
Everybody turned to look at him, but
the train stopped, and being close to the
door, he got out tirst, went over to the
freight-station, sat down on a cheese
box. and leaned his head against a beam,

Generalities.

a

Sometimes how near you are,
Sometimes how dear you are;

on

to a

enii.eiy

worn

out.

The

freight-master asked some trivial,
kindly questions, but the poor man shook
his head silently; he could not speak : so

the other went his way and let him alone.
He saw that something was the matter
he could neither meddle with nor help,
but lie told his wile that night that he
did wonder what ailed Park; for he
never saw such a face in all his life as his
was that day.
It seemed as if the afternoon never
would go by; lie heard three o’clock
strike from somebody’s house near by,
and as the minutes wore on he thought
that the clock had run down, but he
pulled out his watch and it w as a quarter of four. Almost time for the Western train to come in ; then rose the
question in his mind whether the suspense
would be shortened if he got on that train
and went down to East Hartland to wait
for the evening tram out. lie would
know sooner, but what would he know !
Was a horrible certainty easier to bear
than suspense?
Some men would have accepted the alternative at once, but he shrank from it,
partly because he was weakened ami
worn with the terrible strain of the last
few hours, and actually felt unable to
make the exertion; partly because, like
more than half the other
people in the
world, he wanted to delay a shock that
was probable as long as it could he done.
The train steamed in; he heard the
hotel-porters crying out their short, sharp
invitations; he heard laughter, the buzz
of tongues, the driving off of carts and
carriages, the clatter of an unruly horse’s
hoofs, and the objurgations of his driver,
but he never lifted his weary head.
His thoughts took a new turn ; he went
hack to the day Lottie was first laid in
his arms, a little, helpless, fretting baby
of a day old.
Hut how proud he was of
his girl, even from her babyhood! how
he had watched every new trick, and
laughed with delight at the broken babylanguage ! how scared she was at the
locomotive the first time lie took her
down on the platform, hiding her fair
head in his breast and sobbing with terror.

Poor little soul! he wondered it'she
had been frightened when she fell from
the train, or if she had been spared the
terror by instant death.
lie shuddered
at the idea, and made a great effort to
control himself, and dispel the dreadful
fancies that haunted him.
lie got up
and walked up and down the freight-depot, then he went over to the waitingroom,
picked up a New-York paper
somebody had left behind, and sat resolutely down to read it. There was a
great deal of news in that paper, but he
never knew it.
All he saw was—
“Lottie ! dear little Lottie ! lost Lottie !’’
The words seemed to dance up and
down the columns everywhere.
A boy
came along with apples; lie
bought one
of them and tried to eat it, but it choked
him.
Time would fail me to tell of his efforts
to make the day tiy; but it
only crept
the slower.
His very agony wore itself
out at length ; he was dull and dumb,
like one who walks in a bad dream.
At last the half-hour after live came,
and he rose from the box where he had
been sitting on the street side of the
station, and went around to the railway
platform where the cars would come in.
The wind was in his favor; it blew
from the southeast.
When he had stared
at the clock-face in the waiting-room,
through the window, at least fifty times,
and counted out ten minutes, he heard a
distant shriek of the whistle, and his
heart stood
still.
Only ten minutes
more ! for the train was due at 5:3U e. m.
lint what minutes! Ten ? there were
ten hundred of them at the least! and
then—there it came—slowly, carefully
up to the platform, and there was Tom
Scott's pleasant face, and his athletic figure at the door of the ear,
ready to hand
out trunks.
“Tom! Tom Scott!” cried a strange,
hoarse voice, as a man pushed fiercely
through the astonished crowd to the
baggage-car, “where’s my girl ! where is
Lottie ?”
“Lottie!” ejaculated Tom, pausing in
the act of sliding a big trunk to the platform.
“Lottie ! why, man alive, w here do you
s’pose she is ? to home, aint she? where
she’d oughter be!”
“Did you fetch her -send her, I mean
on the 2:10 train ?”
“Bless your crazy soul! 1 never took
her !
When
l see you
didn’t get
aboard this noon, I jest took an’ dropped
her into George's arm—he stood there alookin’ on; and ses I, ‘Take her hum,
George ; he ain't a-goin’ today, as 1 see.'
So he ketehed her and went offwith her.
Didn’t she kick, though !” and Tom Scott
laughed at the recollection.
Mr. Park would have liked to knock
him down on the spot; but the relief;
the revulsion, was so gre: \ he had scarce
strength to drag himself up into the car.
A few' pants of the engine, a short tug
up the heavy grade, and they were at
West Waring station, and there running
across the street, towards the
station,
rosy, dancing, smiling, came lost Lottie!

before you reached Hampton,
and waited for the Ilartland train ten min*
utes.
At Hampton the telegraph-operator was also gone to dinner.
No answer came back til! Mr. l’ark
was ready to despair ; then it said, “Both
trains gone before your message came.”
There was bin one thing left to do now ;
he must telegraph to Hartford, and another message spun along the wires:
“Ask Cone to fetch the little girl Tom
Scott took in on the evening train.”
T he answer that came back was dreadful to the anxious father.
“Tom Scott lelt train at Wintonbury.
No child on board.”
To be sure; Tom Scott’s old mother
lived at W intonbury. Once a week he
stopped off the train at this last station
to see her, and took the return train
there, for she was very old and infirm,
and lately had been dangerously ill.
What
But, “No child on board!”
could this mean (
Had Lottie run into
the next ear to find her father, and slipped unseen between the cars, while careless Tom stepped oil' at Wintonbury, and
thought no more about her? Oh, poor
Lottie! was she lying on that ghastly
track that had slaughtered so many before her ? Mr. Park shuddered and hid
his head in his hands; he was not an
imaginative man, but everything that
could possibly happen to his darling ran
through his mind now, maybe she had
fallen from the door of the baggage car
and been lost in the woods, if she had
escaped uninjured. Perhaps she lay in
that cold, black river the train crosses so
many tunes, which only a few months
ago had engulfed a score of others, each
perhaps dear to some one as Lottie to
him ; and all because of his own carelessness? How could he have forgotten her? [Youth’s
Companion.
What was business of any sort compared
with Lottie?
Waiting for the Bell.
He was not habitually a praying man,
but with the instinct that drives many of
In one of our hotels, says the Dover
(N. II.)
us—most of us—to tin Almighty power Democrat, there appeared one evening this
for help when trouble and danger press, week a granger couple who were evidently on
a
tour.
They had supper, and went
he lifted up a fervent prayer to God to to wedding
the parlor.
It grew late, and the bride rehelp him ; to bring back his lost Lottie.
tired, agreeing to ring to the office when the
Poor man ! he dared not go home and groom might come. The groom sat on the
face his wife, who was feeble always, and lounge in the office and waited patiently. Finally, he walked to the desk and wanted to know
now worn out with the care of a sick
if that bell had not rung. A negative answer
baby. He could not bear to think of go- sent him back to the lounge. About 12 o’clock
ing to her with the truth of the case— he inquired again, and, learning that the bell
which he could not know himself till the had not rung, went back to the lounge and fell
In the morning the porter awoke him,
evening train brought out Tom Scott; asleep.
and he used unparliamentary lauguage, swearand he would not go to her with a dreadsee whether his wife would make
he
would
ing
ful uncertainty.
him sleep on a lounge all night. A divorce
There was nothing for him but to wait seemed to be imminent, and the hotel clerk was
surprised to see the twain together in a few
at the station till the train came in.
hours as happy as turtle doves. Her excuse
His brother George was in the ticketWhile lowering the gas in
was satisfactory.
oflice at West Waring filling his
place, her room she had turned it clear out. and could
not tind the bell.
on the supposition that he and Lottie
had gone to Hartford, so lie need not go
At the time of the death of Senator Matt II.
back there.
the statement was widely circulated
It was '■£ o’clock by this time : in fifteen Carpenter
that he died a pauper, leaving his family entiremintues the milk-train would come along. ly destitute. An appraisal of his estate now
There was just a chance Lottie might shows that the Milwaukee and Washington
have been put on to the milk-train from real estate, notes, bonds, and securities in the
hands of the widow aggregate §102,000. The
the platform at Bright Brook, which was estate when
entirely settled will net §150,000.

The .Mormons have
tion this year.

gained

Tne

3000 by

immigra-

Of the 1.300,000 people in New York
own real estate.

The Arctic

of

expedition

arrived at Gottenburg.

In the Ischian earthquake
sand persons were killed.

nearly

A Texas murderer received a

has

two thou-

sentence of

ninety-nine years’ imprisonment.
Some land in the city of London was lately
sold at the rate of $3,300,000 an acre.
The exeessof the bids for the condemned vessels of the nuvv over the appraised value is

$30,973.

The recent earthquake in Java caused a disturbance in the harbor of Colombo. Ceylon.
At

soldiers' reunion

a

Sept. 27th, a soldier

was

battle.

Marysville, Mo.,
fatally shot in a sham
at

The late New Haven manufacturer after
whom the Yale lock is named left an estate of

§8,000,000.

MAINE

supply of three-cent postage stamps at
Washington has become exhausted, and no
more will be printed.
The

There is no interference with American fishof St. Lawrence, and

largely obtained

from Mexico for Texas and Kansas cattle
ranches. They come in duty free.

O'Donnell, the murderer of Carey,

was com-

mitted for trial.
Mrs. Carey testified
O'Donm II said he was sent to do it.

that

Astronomers at the Naval Observatory express the opinion that the comet of tsig’ will
soon become visible to the naked eye.
The climate of Western Nebraska is said to
be growing more rainy, because of the great
cornfields, which act as miniature forests.
in his forthcoming annual
his recommendation for tlie
consolidation of many of the minor customs
districts.

Secretary Folgcr,

report, will

renew

Four men were instantly killed and six others
badly injured by the explosion of a steam
threshing machine at Asafces Station, Minn.,
Sept. 27th.
It is conjectured that about one hundred vessels and seventy lives were lost during the recent hurricane at Nassau. The destruction of

property

was severe.

The Second Comptroller of the Treasury has
decided tiiat certain officers, among whom are
General Daniel F. Sickles and Captain Adam
lladeau, an not legally in the army.

Secretary Folgcr has decided that under the
new Tariff’law the packages and coverings of
imported merchandise are not to he taken as a
part of or in addition to the value of the goods.
The Supreme Court of the United States will
its session next Monday. There are
90b cases on the docket, which, according to the
work
of the past terms, means about
average
three years’ work.
resume

General Sherman has fixed the first of November a- tie' dtite upon which be will turn over
thi' command of the army to General Sheridan,
and virtually retire to civil life, although he
will not lie placed upon the retired list of the
army until th ~-tli of February.
It is expected that Senator Don Cameron will
lie in hi- seat at the opening of Congress. His
health has so improved, it is stated, that he will
lie able to sail for the United States in November'. 1 Ms residence on Scott circle is being repaired for bis return.
California. Any person interested in California can receive descriptive pamphlets, sent
free, hv sending tln*ir address to A. Phillips A
Co.. < alifo rnia excursion agents. No. 850 BroadParties leave Boston Oct.
way. Albany. X. V.
9, Nov. (i and Dec. -I.
Tin* postage to Europe is live cents. The
lines get one and three-fourth* cents,
and the rest is divided between the different
governments. It is said that it costs our government one-third of a cent more to carry a letter to Europe than it receives.

steamship

The

plan of lighting the treasury

with electric
if it prove* successful, will result in a
very great economy to the government, as the
hills of the gaslight company for lighting the
building, although the clerks do not work at
night, are about £20.000 annually.

light*,

Tlie Bradford heirs have got left. Consul
General Merritsavs: “There is no unclaimed
stock of money recorded in the books of the
bank of England in the name of Gov. Win.
Bradford, nor is there, so far as 1 am aware,
any foundation for the assertion that there is."
The

prohibitory

law has now been in force in
than thirty years. It was
originally passed by the Legislature of 1*52,
General Neal Dow oi Maine taking an active
part in pushing it through. It created a good
deal of debate, but finally squeezed through by
one vote.

Vermont for

more

It is expected that forty feet will be added to
the height of tlie great Washington monument
tlie capita], before cold weather stops the
work, and there is talk of holding a great jubilee when the monument is completed in 13S5.
and asking all the nations on the globe to send
representatives to celebrate the praises of our
immortal G. W.
at

Pres. Arthur was at Bristol. It. I., recently,
to assist ill laving the corner-stone of Burnside
Memorial Hall. In |si7 President Monroe visited Col. Colt's residence at Bristol, and twentv
girls strewed his path with Mowers. President
Arthur stopped at the same house where the
ceremony was repeated. At the luneli at Gov.
A. C. Brown's, the table linen and silver were
those used at a reception given to Washington
in 1790.

Capital is notoriously timid. Investors of today are not so anxious for high rates as for ample security. It is to convince investors of the
undoubted solidity of tlie 5 per cent, bonds of

the Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad Company that the Maverick Bank of Boston has
taken so much pains to set forth in a neat pamphlet the condition of the road, the terms of its
lease to tlie
Fitchburg Railroad, which guarantees these bonds,
juincijm/ nml iuhrexl, and the
condition of the latter road. Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad stock sold the other day at
133',; Fitchburg stock sold at 127. With stock
at these prices at a time when all stocks are believed to be near bed-rock, is it too much to
urge the absolute security of the V. ,t M.'s 5
per cent, bonds? It would seem not. And for
these reasons these bonds appear to be available not only for individuals, but also savings
banks, institutions, trustees; in fact, for any

one

desiring

first-class investment.

a

mercial Bulletin.
The

Carter

[Com-

Farndy.

The first minister of tlie town of Woburn was
the Rev. Thomas Carter. His pastorate extended from 1042 till his deatli in 1084. His
descendants are numerous, and at a meeting
held Sept. 20th, some thirty or more representatives of the family decided to hold a
reunion ot all who bear the Carter name. The
reunion will probably be held at the historic
town of Woburn some time next
year, which is
the two hundredth anniversary of the deatli of
the Rev. Thomas Carter. Efficient committees
were appointed.
The Chairman of the General
Committee of Arrangements is Mr. John It.
Carter of Woburn, of the Committee on Finance
Mr. C. X. Carter of 35 Winter street,
Boston, and of the Committee oil Genealogy
Mr. Samuel R. Carter of Paris, Me. There are
many who hear the name of Carter who are
not certain of their descent from the Rev.
Thomas, but all will lie invited for the purpose
of establishing genealogical facts, so far as they
are accessible; and also because those who
may
not he descended from him are very likely
children of his brother, who lived in Charlestown. The Moderator of the meeting was
Rev. Charles F. Carter of Manchester. N. II..
and the Secretary was Rev. Clark Carter of
Lawrence. Mass. Either of these gentlemen
would be glad to answer correspondence from
and become acquainted with the genealogical
facts in possession of any members of this large

family.

[Boston Journal.
The

Wadsworth

Estate.

A Hartford t’t., despatch of Sept. 12th, says :
The estate of Daniel Wadsworth, held in trust
since his death in 1848, has been distributed to
the heirs. The amount of the estate at the time
of his death was $233,000, the largest in the oily
at that time.
Over $130,000 have been paid in
annuities, and the amount now distributed to
the heirs is $780,000. Among the heirs are
Major-General Terry and wife, Col. Closson and
wife and Capt. E. Still. The estate was to be held
in trust during t he lives of the testators, nephews
and nieces, of whom Mrs. Dr. Bacon was the
last, dying in’82. Daniel Wadsworth was the
son of Colonel Jeremiah
Wadsworth, Commissary-General of the revolutionary army. His
successor in that office. Ephraim Blaine, was
the grandfather of James G. Blaine.
[Ansel Wadsworth of this city, sheriff of
Waldo county, is a member of the above family,
but we are sorry to say is not among the heirs
of this large estate.—Ed. Journal.]

CONGRESSMEN’S VIEWS.

and. until tins is Secured, a limitation of the
of tlie over-valued silver dollar to the
demands of actual circulation.
I am
opposed to a general revision of the tariff
partly because the business interests of the
country demand stability in duties based on
imports and partly because all revisions suggested are based on the idea of a tariff for rev1 am opposed to the abolition or
enueotily.
reduction of the internal taxes on whiskey, malt
cr
tobacco.
I favor moderate appropriliquors
ations for the improvement of rivers and harbors
w here the object is
clearly to further National
commerce. A- the Mississippi is a great National
highway of commerce, 1 favor reasonable appropriations to improve its navigation, but uot
a ceut to protect the private lands on its shores.
I am in favor of redeeming the pledges of aid
to railroads,
where the conditions of the
land-grants have been met by the roads. Where
the conditions have not been met in letter or
spirit the grants should be declared forfeitid.
Representative-elect Miiliken of Maine: ■•!
would not reduce the internal tax on liquors or
tobacco so long its we have taxes to raise. On
nothing can taxes be raised to oppress the
people so little as upon those two articles. The
Government should make appropriations for
internal improvements as an individual appropriates his fluids—where it appears to be a
good investment for the investor, and nowhere
else.
My first choice for candidate for Speaker is
Reed of Maine, if lie desires tin* nomination."

coinage

A negro woman died in Liberty, Ye., a few
days ago, who was a hundred and six years
and ten months old.

now

IS-

Representative Iiingley of Maine: ••[ favor
the coinage of full legal-tender gold and silver
coins at substantially equivalent bullion values,

It is expected that the bodies of Do Tong and
his comrades will reach the United States some
time in January next.

ing vessels in the Gulf
they need no protection.
Breeding cattle are

of Congress.

Letters have recently been written by the
New York Tribune to members of Congress,
enquiring their views of public matters. Replies have been received from SO Democrats
and -to Republicans. Many of them were written under a seal of confidence which must be
respected, so far at least as the identity of the
writer is concerned. Of the 45 Republicans,
all are opposed to an attempt to re-open the
tariff question for a general revision, although
9 of them would be glad to have a readjustment
as to certain items; 17 want the duty on wool
restored to the old rate; one would like to have
lumber placed on the free list; 3 strenuously
oppose the present high duty oil sugar.
Of the 79 Democrats who responded to the
inquiries 52 favor a reopening of the tariff
question next winter, 4 are opposed to it, and
the remainder are non-committal.
Of the 79 Democratic representatives (14 are
opposed to a repeal of the compulsory provisions of the silver coinage act; 4 favor it and 12
express no opinion. Several are in favor of
unlimited coinage of silver. As to the Speakership 21 express a preference for Carlisle, 11 for
■S. S. Cox, 8 for Randall, and 2 for Springer,
while 37 are non-committal. Many of the 37 say
they have not yet made a choice.'

city only

Nordenskjold

Session

THE OPINIONS OF MEMBERS ON PUBLIC
SUES—MAINE CONGRESSMEN’S VIEWS.

Oue-flfth of tin! citizens of Utah are said to
oppose Mormonism.
til,052

Next

!

j

DEMOCRATIC

EMBARRASSMENT.

Representative Cassidy of Nevada, (dent.)
explains the Democratic situation as follows;

“Some of your conundrums are hard ones. The
situation is not w ithout its embarrassments. I
feel'inclined to say, it you will pardon the profanity, that it looks as if we might be <1—d it
we do, and d—d if we don't.
The

Sham

and

the

Heal.

Every good thing has its hosts of imitators;
every genuine article its counterfeits. Bad manners and wicked habits have theirs also; but lie
who shams the bad never boasts of it. while
they who ape the virtues of the good or simulate the genuine never hesitate to place the
counterfeit before the public in their most alluring tones. When these people imitate they
always choose a pronounced type or popular
subject to copy from; and when they claim to
he as good as •■•So-and-so,” or to sell an article
equal to “So-and-so,” the public mav depend
upon it that Mr. "So-and-so” and his article are
always the best of the kind. Thus I lit* sham is
always proving the genuine merit of the thing
it copies,
A firm of enterprising gentlemen produce and
popularize an article of household use, such as
the Koval Baking l’owder, whoso convenience,
usefulness and real merit make for itself an immense and universal sale. A hundred imitators
arise on every hand, and as they hold out their
sham articles to the public, yelp in chorus,
"Buy this; it's just as good as Koval, and much
cheaper!” The Koval Baking f’owder is the
standard the world over, and its imitators in
their cry that theirs is "as good as Koval" are
all the time emphasizing this fact, ln’their laborious attempts to show by analysis and otherwise that tile "Snowball” brand lias as much
raising power "as the Koyil;” or that (lie "Kcsurreetion" powder is as wholesome "as Koval;’’ or that the "Earthquake” brand is "as
pure as the lioyal,’’ as well as by their eontortive twistings of chemical certificates and labored efforts to obtain recognition from the Government chemists and prominent scientists who
have certified the superiority of Koval overall
others, they all admit the "Koval" to he the acme of perfect ion, which it is their
highest ambition to imitate.
But the difference between
the real and these imitations, winch copy only
its general appearance, is as wide as that be1 ween the paste and the true diamond.
The
shams all pay homage to the "Koval!”
The
TilK

MAINE FREE WILL BAPTISTS.

Xlije

Penobscot yearly meeting of the Free
Baptists convened with the Dexter church
Sept 23th, and organized by choosing Rev. R.
B. Howard of Bangor, moderator, and Rev. A.
G. II ill of Dexter, clerk. The afternoon was
devoted to business, and at night an able sermon was preached by Revs. Mariner of Lvnn,
Mass., and Rev. E. j’. Moulton of Rochester,
N. 11. The conference chose Revs. A. (i. Hill
of Dexter, C. Purington of Montville and J.
Boyd of Newport, and Messrs. K. 1). Wade of
Dovd'r and O. W. Bridges of Dexter delegates
to the general conference to be liolden in MinAn Appeal to the People of Maine.
neapolis next week. Corresponding delegates
were chosen as follows: New Brunswick ConThe undersigned, constituting a State Temperference of Free Christian Baptists, Rev. (i. F.
ance Committee, appointed in part at a meeting of
Bowden; East Maine M. E. Conference, Rc\
friends of temperance, and in part by the several
C.
Purington; Maine Central G. M.. Rev. C.
temperance organizations in Maine, take this opportunity to call your attention to the prohibitory ('. Foster; Maine Western G. M., Rev. James
constitutional amendment which has been subBoyd; New Hampshire G. 31..Rev. R. E. Howmitted to the people to be voted upon in Sept. 1SS4 ard. The Woman's Mission
Society conducted
—the constitution requiring that all proposed
a dee ply interesting service, and at
night ringamendments shall be voted upon at the regular
addresses
wi
re
ing
given upon Sunday schools,
state election next succeeding their submission.
the
observance
of
and
Sunday
The reasons which led many thousand petition- I
temperance by
several speakers. On Thursday Rev. W. W.
ers to ask the legislature to submit this amend,
Marsh of Dexter eloquently presented tie
merit, were tirst to strengthen the policy of prohibiting dram shops by making it a part of the fraternal greetings of the East Maine M. E.
fundamental law of the state, so tirmly intrenched
Conference, addresses were given upon missions
as to no longer invite assault, encourage resistance
and education, sermons were preached bv Revs.
or foster hopes of its overthrow ; and
secondly to G. E. Bowden. R. B. Howard and <
Purington.
elevate prohibition above party issues and complications, as has been the result in the case of all and the session closed with a social and communion ser> ice.
other principles aim policies that have hemi solemnly incorporated into the constitution of tate and
MAINE CHURCH WORK.
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cooking, but while they are being prepared for the saucepan or the frying pan.
To thoroughly deodorize the boiling
cabbage or the frying onion is next door

Barron

Case.

At nirous
i<> tiik
iti.eoui
judicial uounr.

supukmi:

nation.
*»

netner

or

not these

reasons

xvere

The orange crop of Florida will be
year than last.

one-eighth

The Maine religious papers are somewhat deover last year’s statistical report-. For
instance, the Christian Mirror, speaking of the
Maine Congregational churches, reports the accessions of the past year, as follows:

suflieiently

pressed

well grounded to justify such a step, it is m»t now
necessary to inquire, for the reason that the fact
of the submission of the amendment to a popular
vote makes it necessary to vote it up or vote it
down ; and it is impossible to prevent the influence
of the vote from passing beyoml the question of
whether prohibition shall be in the constitution, to
the other
.question of whether prohibition shall
stand or give way to license. Indeed both at home
and abroad almost the only question which will be
regarded as involved in the submission will la* that
of prohibition or license.

No, of

Franklin.
Handoek.
Somerset.
Piscataquis.

Washington.

the

vote

on

the

prohi'

tion or license; and every voter should cast his
vote in view of this practical fact. It is for this
reason that the mere form of the amendment is of
little consequence. The amendment is not legislation. It does not add to nor subtract from the
text of any law now on the sta .ute book.
In effect
it simply declares that the policy of
prohibiting
the liquor traffic shall be tin* settled policy of the
Nate of Maine, and that no legislature dial! ever
give the dram-shop the protection of the law.
Now, any legislature mfiy substitute license for
prohibition. This simple fact encourages the
liqimr interest to hope for tin* overthrow of prohibition, and to maintain an agitation in that direction. With the adoption of the amendment all
inducement to agitate for the overthrow of prohibition would be taken away. The exception of
elder from the operation of the imendment doe*
lc-t in any manner
change existing laws relating to
it, but simply reserves to the
the same
discretionary right to deal with i that tills body
now has.
must be evident to every reflecting mind that
a defeat of the amendment Van not leave the
prohibitory cause where it stand* now. It would not,
to be sure,
immediately repeal our prohibitory
l.iws, but it would at once paralyze their enforcement and deal them a most injurious blow.
It
would be accepted at home, as well as abroad, as a
proof that the people of Maine arc tired of prohibition and ready to try license.
It would encourage
every enemy of prohibition in and out of the
state to at once labor for its overthrow. It would
correspondingly di*< murage every friend of the
prohibitory policy and make the desperate contest
tor repeal which would follow, one of the severest
ever known.
It would renew the severe political
conflicts oxer this question xvhic.h prevailed in
this stale from i-Not) to I' m, with a new factor < t
opposition, viz., the corruption funds of the na
tionni liquor dealers* associations of the country,
solicitous to break n mil they regaid a* the head
and front of lcgi.dalion adverse to their interest*.
On the other hand, a
strong allirmative majority
for the amendment will be accepted, at home and
as
evidence
that
the great body
abroad,
tin
people of Maine, altera trial 01 thirtv years, regard
the policy of prohibiting the drain
a-on the
"hole more successful than
that of lion.-e,
and propose to hold to it.
Such a result will
be
t
friend*
of
strengthen
prohibition every w rare,
and uiw ..a. impetus to the cause. It will also
gr< ;ii\ strengthen our prohibitory laws in Maine,
xx ill make their enforcement easier, and a ill weaken opposition to them.
It has been claimed and ibelieved by many, that our prohibition laws m not
sustained by the people, and thi* o.-litd enourages
opposition to them and weakens their enforcement
in many sections of the State. It the vote on the
amendment .diould show, as we confides h\ believe it will, that our prohibitory polic.
ha- the
support of a large majority of oiir people, *uel a
will do much to increase its p ipularitv and

Oxford.

Lincoln and Sagadahoc..
Waldo.
Penobscot..

Cumberland

Cumberland.
i

tile
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dram-shop

evils

otlser states, and

more

than license ha*
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than license did
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“square meal.”
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WONI'l l*.

The Lewiston .Journal say.-, in it* report of
the Kastern S';*!;- can A *t:dl over wliieli was
a yellow placard.
reading Kentucky W under/’
lias received the must company during the
Fair. Kentucky Womb r is, without dnuht, th-•
most famous yuiing horse in Maine, and ev
body desired to sc- him. Kentm-ky W’und' r is
famous, partly from the fact that h
w>
the
brought up liy hand, and partiv In • ;ui>e
wonderful speed that lie *h »vv*. II i* hand!. •'
by Mr. Uowe Weeks of Frankfort, and owned
by him and a ( liieago gentleman. Kentucky
Wonder was sired by the renowned Mambrim*
W ilkes. owned by lion. B. Clark uf Mancie ster, N. II.. and bred by (b n. Withers of LexAfter kentueky Wonder Was
ington. Ivy.
born, nine weeks passed before In could stand
alone. His dam gave no milk and he was bred
It is
by band on cow’s milk, by Mr. Row*
singular that the only other instance uf this
kind on record is the ease of old ( b-orge Wilkes,
Kentucky Wonder’s grandfather. Hi dam gave
no milk.
Kentucky Wonder astonished everybody by showing a d/io gait when thirteen
weeks old.
When a yearling, he struck a 2 :bo
clip. lie is two years old now, and can trot a
mile belter than 2 :bo.
He is a spirited, intelligent looking colt, bay with black points. 'landing fourteen hands three indies high. “He has
grown three inches since lie was turned out to
pasture last June,” 'ays his owner. He is valued at S2.o <». He is decorated with ribbons
and has a parlor stall luxurious with hangings
and pictures, lie knows how to its, his teeth
and allows no stranger to tritle with l/tu.
*•

1

We do no! propose at this lime to present ii*. dctail those i,: r- which conclusively demonstrate
that our prohioitory laws have been productive of
great good in midgaling the tempta.'ions of the
:aim- that they
dram-shop in Maine. No one
have extinguished die secret dram
shop. Laws
murder
and robbery do not absolutely
prohibiting
prevent llie-o crimes; they -amply lessen and mi;
gate them. That our prohibitory law s have diminwhen tried in this -tatc,— is w :thin the personal
observation of a large number oi our citizens.
ltcplies to circular* addre.-.-c 1 to each town in
Maine indicate that, ii a large proportion of the
towns, intoxicating liquors ae not even secretly
>old. Inasmuch as In-lore tin: advent of
prohibition there were from throe to a dozen open dram
-hop- in nearly ail of the-e town.-, this great change
for the better of itself demonstrate* the sucre** of
our prohibitory laws.
In all but a very few of the town* and cities, there
i- no free, open, undisguised sale of
liquor*; and
Hu* secret sale is conducted under more or Ir.-s
diflicullies, varying with the degree of rhi ienev of
the enforcement of tin* law, so a- for the nm.-i
part
to oiler little temptation to person-; not seeking for
an opportunity to
gratify their appetite*.
It is well-nigh the universal
testimony of those
who have engaged in temperance w >rk that on:*
prohibitory law are an important adjunct of moral
agencies in the promoti->n of temperance, not only
by dimaii-hing Mu* dram -imp temptation-, bin also
by their educational influence. 1 ,n* great iniprox enicnt in the drinking habits and the gem ml condition of our people during the pa-t forty \curs. affords abundant e\ ideuee of thi*.
Hut no cause, however coop, run in ,•> ph «>\ r
error unless its trieuds labor to secure -ue •,
We appeal, therefore, to every frit*i 1 < f
temperance !-> give his active efl'urts and hi- influence t<.
make the vote in favor of prohibition .mi*
year
hence so strong that no one can misunderstand* the
position of Maine ou this question.
Il is highly important that there lie so strong a
vote of tin* people of Maine of .all
political organization* as to lift the question of temperance and
prohibition above partisanship into the sphere of
common morality.
Ii is to accomplish this result
-one most earnestly desired by
every friend of
temperance —that the undersigned stale eooimitlee,
*d
ot
compos
gentlemen connected with eaeh of the
political parties in Maine, appeal to each individa d
voter without regard to his party ailllialions, to
sustain the cati-e of t, mjierance and pro.libitum
by
an allirmative vote on the
amendment, and ill us
make the principle of prohibiting dram shops the
policy not of any party, but that of the people of
Maine without regard }o party names or associa
tious.
Nelson Dinglev, dr., Lew i-ton, T. It. Simonton,
Camden, H. A. S ho rex, Itridglon, Nate ledge of
Loud Templars; -C W. Dom-gan, liangor, d. K.
Osgood, Lardiner, >. L. Carlemn. Portland, sons
of Temperance; Neal Dow, Portland, do.-hua
Ny
Augusta. D. W. Lcl.acbeur, Portland. Nate Tern
peranee socitty; .J. U. Ayer, liangor. A. K. P.
I lull'll in, Lardiner, \Y. T Lu-ti*. Dixlield, From
Kef •nn Clubs; 1. Luce, (Lindner, 11. « ..Munson,
Noutii Lerwick, U.W. Duni
Watervilie. > ale I in
perance Alliance; Mrs. H. P,ar*tow, liangor, Juvenile Templars; Mrs. M. L. N. Nevcn-, Nroudwater, Mrs. M. C. Cross man, liangor, MiHarriet
done*, W inihrop, Woman’s Christian Temperance
Lidon; It. Dresser, Andro*eoggin, 1. It King,
Am;>*took. .Job T. Sanford, ( umherl.u d, J. I*.
Thwing, Franklin. J. c. ( hillcot, Dance*, it. \\\
S(»ule, Kennebec, 11 p,. Kabm, Knox, F. i..l arnev,
Line.,in, ,j. >. Wrigni, uxlord, J.s. W iicchx rmiit,
Penobseot, C.C. ‘..'one, Sagadahoc. N. 15. P,u\;on,
Somerset, ). It. Taber, Waldo, N 15. Nutt, Washington, IL il. Ilurbank, York.

t
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1
funmenting on these figures th Mirror say -:
“These figures may be used in many ways to
show the comparative barrenness of the year.
One whole conference with but a single person
apparently converted. Five whole conferences
containing sixtr-tive churches with hut twentyseven.
Less than an average of t• to each
church in the whole state, a large number of
churches (the Minnie- alone will show just how*
'•
/; .<>•/' added from the
many, with
world !*’
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tory amendment in September, IsN. will be a poll
of the voters of Maine on the
question of prohibi-

The auditors in the ease of the Dexter SavBank vs. the estate of the late .1. Wilson i
Barron, have made a report to the supreme judicial court at Bangor. The balance due from
the Barron estate to the hank is found by them
to he $2.011.its. including interest.
The document i, a very lengthy one and treats elaborately of the various features. The report concludes. "We do not feel called upon to form any
opinion upon tlie question of the murder or
suicide of Mr. Barron, because we are satisfied
from the evidence that there was substantially
no money in the hank at the time of
Barron's
death, and whether Barron came to his death
murder
or
otherwise the amount of money
by
in his possession in the hank was so inconsiderable as not to materially effect the situation
of the parties litigant or iliange the result of
our conclusion.”
Of the amount which the auditors decided
that the Barron estate Is indebted to the Dexter Savings Bank. $.707.91
is for interest.
Among the principal items is $272.*2 necessary
to balance the account on the cash book, after
deducting the cash on hand at the time of Barron’s death; $(>.72.5.7 for live special deposits
made at the bank, but not entered by Barron;
$520 charged for a United States bond, just
prior to Barron's death, and which the auditors
decide was nut purchased. The report of the
auditors does not settle the ease and either parThe New England Potato Crop.
ty lias a right to ask a trial by jury. It is probable it will come before a jury, although the
Tin' New England Homestead publishes
present indications are that it will not come very exhaustive n ports from 1!,(>
corre>p<>ndout at the present term of court now in sesen's re hit i v«* to tin- "ivat potato
crop of lss,» in
sion.
N« w England, tie Provinces and NVw York,
where this crop is the leading income.
These
The Keduced Hostage Kate.
reports show that the farmers at the East.
North and in New York are generally
Host Office officials are in doubt as to the efholding
fect of the reduced letter rate on the postal rev- for higher prico than the 25 and 50 eents per
The general est'mate is that it will re- bushel otic red. While there lias been fully 15
enues.
sult in a reduction, nilaougb those who are
per cent, increase in the acreage of potatoes
most earnest in urging the two-rent rate are of
compared with last year in the territory covered
in
that
the
increase
by the reports, the yield in the great shipcorrespondence,
opinion
which will lie encouraged by the reduction of
ping sections of the Provinces and Aroostook
postage, will have the effect to at least maintain county. Me., is not as large as was anticipated.
1’lie supply, however, is large and the Homethe revenues at the former standard. The officials expect that it will he some weeks before stead sees no ground for anticipating a material
this question will be settled. The stamp itself
.advance in value for two months yet.
has not created a pleasant impression. A Gov- Then iMooksfura gradual improvement, hut.
cents will In* the highest wholeernment official, who lias a collection of all the thinks ,o to
Government stamps, says that the new two-rent sale price at Boston in March and April next.
stamp is perhaps the ugliest of the series. The This, however, is largely problematical. Taking
contractors are said to he themselves dissatisfied into account the shrinkage, the expense of
with the die, and are working upon a new one, handling and tin* liability of rot and freezing,
the probabilities are that the farmers distant
but Hie demand for stamps lias been so great
from markets may do well to sell when they
that it, will he necessary to use for some weeks
the die which was first accepted. One of the can get 40 cents a bushel or more. Those* in
most frequent inquiries which have been receiv- close proximity to markets may do well to
work off their crops at 50 cents to 00 or more
ed at the Host Office Department in connection
before the cheaper northern potatoes come into
with the change is whether old tlireo-cent
he
will
for
the
new
twos.
exchanged
competition with them. 'The wisdom of holdstamps
ing or selling will depend upon the farmers’
The department lias refused to do this for priindividual resources.
vate citizens, hut has done it for the departments, which have exchanged large quantities of the old stamps. The cost to the Host
The Crooked Logie of the i'rog. Age.
Office Department for the manufacture of the
stamps is nine cents for a sheet of one thousand.
When Bro. Rust of the Belfast Age, claiming
The Government would lose that by exchangthat he was the Grand Mogul of Greeiibaekism
ing without a deduction; besides, the clerical in the 5th
Congressional District, asserted, or
force in most Host offices is inadequate to the
at least strongly implied, that the nomination
additional labor which would he made nccessaof T. II. Mureh instead of Win. M. Bust, as the
ry*if there was to be a general exchange.
Congressional candidate, was a burning shame
and disgrace, Bro. Bust was right and logical.
The Maryland Republicans.
When Bro. Bust, a former Republican, endeavors to persuade his former Republican associThe platform adopted by the recent Republiates who went off to (ireenhackisin. that the
can State convention held in
Baltimore re- Greenbaeker should now go into the Democrataffirms the heartiest sympathy of Maryland reic ranks instead of returning to the Republican
publicans with the great national republican party, he is wrong and strangely illogical.
party, reiterates their pride in its splendid
His argument put into the form of a preamachievements and their unabated confidence in
ble and resolution, is this. Whereas : The Reits ability to carry on the general government
publican party lias come very nearly in accord
in the future in the best interests of the people with the
principles of the Greenback party in
as done in the past, and still further to consoliregard to linaneial questions, and whereas,
date the prosperity of the country. It declares there can he but two
parties, therefore:
cordial approval of the wise, abie and conserResolved, that Greenbaekers should herevative administration of President Arthur, after act witli the Democratic
party. [Arooswhich justly commands respect and confidence took
Republican.
of aft thoughtful citizens, it declares that the
gravest abuse continues to exist in the adminThe Democratic, nominee for Mayor of Indianistration of the State government, and that to
apolis, in liis speech accepting the nomination,
carry out the reforms public sentiment de- said “l will do
mv best, if elected, to fill the
mands would be to dethrone those rulers. The
office in a way that will bring success to the
fifth plank holds that laboring men have an
Democratic party.” The Republican nominee,
equal right with the owners of capital to make in his speech of
acceptance, said: “If I am
peaceful combinations for their own protection elected I will endeavor
to discharge the duties
and that such rights shall bo secured bv law.
of the office for the best interests of the city, belion. Hart IS. Holton, Republican nominee for
lieving that what is for the best interests of the
governor, is a prosperous farmer and a member entire
community is best for every portion of
elect to the next Congress from the fifth disthat community.” The two answer's mark well
trict. At the election last fall bis majority
the characteristics of the parties.
over Chapman, Democrat, was 1530.
Two
years before Chapman's majority over his ReThe latest thing in dinner plates is square in
publican opponent was 178(1.
shape, beautifully band painted.
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The North Kennebec Agricultural Fail -petted at Waterville. S-pt. 27th. with a line showing of blood stock and horse*. A farmers’ levee
and the show of products was held at ( it v H ill.
Thursday t veiling. The attendance wa*s light
at the fair grounds.
There was s**nu good

|

trotting Friday
TheOssipee Valley

1* air closed > p!
h.
The show of fruit, stork and farm product- h
said to exceed that at the mate Fair.
I'llladies’ fancy article department wa* the best
everexhibitrd in the < >s>ipe.- V diey. Twentyone babies were in line, four of wliieli received
premiums as little beauties. Tic race for a
was won
purse of Fs17/>
by Finery. Fearnaught second. The fair wa* a sucres.and
otherwise.
financially
The Bristol Agricultural
»cidy closed a
tlirei days’ fair at their ground* a’ Bristol
Mills, Sept. 27th.
It has been in almost e\-ry
particular the most sucee'sful exhibition v. r
held by the society, and the attendance and the
exhibits have been very large.
|’ne -how <>!
stock was unusually extensive and tine, and f
fruit and fancy articles wen n.•? >/■■ ■,!.!.
Purses for draft cattle wen speci tl f itun-s ot
W« dnesday and Thursday.
The Washington county fair was held at Pembroke. Sept. 2d and 27. The colt race of one-ha i f
mile was won by Bia• is 1> mond. tine
1.2m
The 2.40 Has' was won by Flying .Jimmie,
time, 2..‘>0. The >wccpstak eht" vvas vvmn by
Flying Jimmie, time. 2.1m Tin .-ounty tro*f
was won by lien. Mack time b.oi.
lJAl.l.on.N

A

UlCl \

A

I

NOIMII

V!

IIMKWICK.

Prof. Allen of Providence, had a thri!iIn
balloon experiemrecently, lb* m ale.an as.
eension at Rochester. N. II.. in tie afternoon.
Iril’P d out t<>
Forty-live minute* Inter le* vv a
scant Wells Beach.
A «-urrent of air change.1
his e Hiise while at a height of two milo.
Wi'hing t<‘ desei ml. le- let ot >«»nic gas. l ie
ropes got entangled, the big valve open, d to
tin? full extent and he einiid not (•!.>'•■ i*.
Tie
balloon came down with gnat I speed, landing
in a swamp in North Berwick
it struck
tree in tin* descent.
The plop"..,* narn wly
escaped death.
i\ <;r.\i-.i: u..

All

of the

sleigh

manufactures

making

an

sleighs in the old-fashi-m-d high back- d
shapes in square and round ••orner*. ehganily

new

upholstered.
ing

Tim

man

uf adorn

s are

ium

»;

m i-

'h ighs.

on

Humphrey

H. 'inond of Wuilie vv li.e d-d
1 )eeca'< d Was a hed'ii
eiti/i n. mid for most of his |if.• i.r<«miin-u i\
identitied with the lumber inter. >t*. 1I< was
also widely known in sporting circle- a' tin*
owner for many years >t the famou* **I'ly
ing
Magic,“ on- uf in. fasti >f hoj-'e* ever r. art •; at
Kastcrn Maine.
Mrs. Lillian Norton-!, over n.igho Non;
lately prima hnimt it tin (irand Opci a. Pari'
has recently paid 1’aniiiugton. Me., In r na: iv
town, a v i'i: and on Friday
vetting gave a concert at Music H ill which was tided to overflowing. Mrs. tower returns to Paris ab.mt
the first ot November.

Sept. 20tl). aged 71.

Notes.

Literary

The Forest ami Stream, the

journal

of

ai

ling and shooting. I>n 1 >Hslo •• i at New Veil.,
issued

digest of the gane
in pamphlet form.

laws nf the lilt'

a

States,

Tliese are,

Pri

e

to

ought to lie. tin

or

n

he
ft a'

ills.

golden d.i\-:

but Golden

llays, published I>y .lames F.lverif,
Philadelp.hia. is radiant all the veal
monthly part for October, jits: is-ued. full to
the brim of interesting rnattei
serials, short
stories, poems and miscellany.
sotl.

Seietiee News for October

Popular

Tile

eeii-

taiiis th" cream of the news in it-various de-

partments. and is alike interesting

to

the -eit

n-

general reader. II is address' d to
practical man ami woman rather than the

tist and the
the

student of thealistru-' .and it- editorialways thoughtful and stiggistivc.
cnee News Go.. Poston.
(>ur

piece

Little

<

for < letober ha- for

hies

a

i|-

are

Popular

S

frontis-

illustration ot Hie poem. Song of tin
Prook. and the other illustrations are as dainty
an

and the

accompanying

letter press as delightful
There is no lowering of (lur Little
Ones standard, which i> borne high and well in
usual.

as

advance.
sell

'*4.
"The
one

It is //,.

Publishing
a

<

juvenile publication.

Kiis_

'o., Poston.

by the author of
pamphlet of about

Political li< relation,

Coining

Crown." i-

a

hundred pages, in which are foretold tin
coming Presidential campaign and

issues of the
the

proceedings of the
Republican

lilaine is the

national conventions,
and Putter the l*mo-

eratie candidate, and that
would bo

glad

to

see.

is

In the

a

result

main

Republican

eon-

ventiou a song entitled "The Politic Cry of "S4”
was sling, of which we give -pt cimen verse-:
See hi- white plumes waling high.
Hark I the glorious battle cry:
Our cause still lives, il cannot die
Our leader lilaine of Maine.

again we'll face the foe:
Once again we'll lay him low;
(fnee again our prowess show
We're led hv lilaine of Maine.
Once

The first ballot followed the

singing

second Mr. lilaine is nominated.

and

I'lie

on

the

pamphlet

will be found entertaining if not instructive.
It is published by Oonelly A Co.. Philadelphia.
Mr. (i.

A. S:11 a says:

"America may be,

politically, a Republic: but socially and
mentally, it is the Women's Kingdom.

sentiFrom

Cape Cod to the Golden Gate the American
woman

is

Queen.”
published Get. 1st shows
public debt during September

The debt statement
a

decrease in the

of $14,707,22!*. 11. The decrease
since June 30th is $20, 27h.001.o0.

in the debt

Maine
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HIE CALAIS TRAGEDY.

EATON FINED

BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1883.

$1,000.

Herbert Katon was in Court at Machias, Monday and arraigned on an indictment for manslaughter, in shooting Samuel Kelley, Jr., at
Calais, in March last. He pleaded not guilty.
After remarks by the State's counsel and counsel for the respondent. Judge Danforth reviewed the case concluding: 1 could sentence
for a short time to the County Jail, but the
County Attorney does not feel authorized to
ask for this. I nless the respondent continues
to be a reformed man I shall regret that he did
not go to State Prison for three to live years.
If lie docs continue reformed 1 shall always feel
pleased that 1 did not send him to prison, of
course 1 can’t pledge the future.
If 1 could 1
should know exactly how to act. As it is I
must act according to my best judgment and
lake the chances. 1 hope I am not mistaken,
i f it proves that 1 am it will be a case of sincere
regret because the next best way to produce
reform would be to place him out of the reach
of temptation. As it is 1 do not feel it necessary to try that. It is necessary that the county
should be indemnified for all costs and expense- beyond taxable costs.
A fine of $1000 and costs was imposed. C.
K. Pounds with K. K. Livermore. County attorGeo. K. Curran. A. Miney. for the State.
x’ a ho! and K. It. Harvey for the defendant.
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The

bers of the

the

and the other

prohibits

for-

the manufacture and sale of liquors in the

While

Republicans have entertained no doubt
to their majority in Iowa, and the result will

as

justify

faith,Ohio has been regarded from
the first as debatable ground. Although Democratic dissensions in Hamilton county and
elsewhere gave grouud for hope, it was believed
that the whole liquor element, with a large pertheir

centage of tin1 German vote, heretofore Republican, would be arrayed against the Republican

ticket,

t( mperanee votes
could not be counted upon with exactitude,
lienee, on the very eve of the election, the best
informed and most skilful computers could not

while the

gain of

venture upon definite predictions. Those of
each party, however, claimed the State by
-mall

majorities, and

a

safe deduction from this

that the result was doubtful. The returns
at hand at this writing sustain (his view.
The

was

Democrats claim a majority on the State ticket,
and that they will have the Legislature. The

Republican committee expect to elect the Governor by a few hundred
majority. If the verdict should he

the other way we should be
neither surprised uor discouraged. The Democratic plurality last year was 20,000 and if it
has been out down to a few hundreds, we may

safely count on Ohio as a Republican State in
the coming national contest. The Republicans
of Ohio have fought a good tight.
In Iowa numerous Republican gains over last
year arc reported, but returns are indefinite.
There is. however, no doubt as to a Republican
victory in that State.

I be Maim
Baptist anniversary meetings
In d at smith Berwick closed ’Thursday. Tin
t usurer
f tlie associat ion reported receipts of
s-.’i.v. expenditurecash in treasury
r-I.loi;. The permanent fund is now s* 17,7-14.
lb solutions against .Sunday excursions were
id'ipted. Kev. W. u. Ayer of Skowhegan. was
•'nil preacher of the annual sermon next
>■' ar. and Kev. A. A. Ford, of Waldoboro. al!• mate,
llonlton was selected as the next
l'iaee ot meeting. The educational society
eieil the following officers: l'resid nt. Kev.
II. W. 1'ilden; Vice president. Kev. W. o.
''
r:
Secretary. Kev. W. II. Spencer; Trciuier. Prof. E. W. Hall. The treasurer
reported
:■-> t> of $:i.!t70. The
secretary's report reviewd the works of the society in securing tlie ndownient of tlie academics at Waterville. Hebron and Iloulton. with a fitting recognition of
tic munificent gifts of Hon. Abner ('obtirn.

\\ e implore our neighbor the Journal to
keep
slid about nominating us for governor. If it
persists we fear that through its great uiHuaire
that result will be brought about. Of course
we
should be defeated which would nearly
kill us. We can't think our kind hearted cotemporary wishes to involve us in so sad a condition. and we trust it will forbear. Take any
form hut that.
[Prog. Age.

■

We are glad to record this evidence of returnreason on the part of our esteemed contem-

ing

porary. Of course, under the circumstances,
tlie Journal will not be so cruel as to use its
influence to secure a nomination for the editor

IN GENERAL.

i he j.aj rolls of tin Douglass and Stewart
mine- at Blue Hill amount to about $8000 a
month.
I be Executive Council Oct. o confirmed tlie
nomination of linn, i,. A. Emery, of Ellsworth,
a- Associate Justice of the
Supreme Judicial
( onrt of Maine.
II is understood the attempt to raise the
.'■'icht •'Ideal" in West (juoddy Bay has been
abandoned. The vessel lies in sixteen fat limn-of water, a long distance from the shore,
and tin- chance of raising her is small.
Buwdoin ( ullege proposes to adopt the Amhcr-t plan of a co-operative scheme of
college
government by the president and a jury
-<1. cti d by the students from
among tln msclve-.
I he rails on the Shore Fine railroad arc now
laid tor a distance of about eight miles.
'The Importer says that 300,000 cans of corn
w. re
put tip at the Skowhegan eornfactorv this
year.
1 >• i tit\ Secretary of State Chadbourne and
Male have decided to spend the coming winter
in Florida.
Berlin ii liali. at Kent's Hill -• .idiiarv. will be
completed about Jan. 1st. ft i- of (jueen Anne
style of architecture.
President C’heuey of Bates college was
ho-eu president of the Erei ]!apti-t convention
in -e-.-ion at Minneapolis.
Patents have been awarded to Hlnirles P.
'iinpson. of Sullivan. Me., for cooking utensil:
ai-oto Joseph it. Stet.-ou. l.ineoln, for a lan-

of the Age, although party interest would
prompt us to do so. A success for the Republican party would thus be assured. This is admitted by the Age, which further appeals to
our sympathy by
declaring that defeat “would

nearly

kill us."

A'o doubt our contemporary is
sincere in his professions, but may he not he
so committed to his friends that retreat is im-

possible.

if that is so, he may well
"Save me from my friends."
The Rockland Free
the .Maine Central

exclaim,

Press thinks that had

obtained

tlie

Knox

and

Lincoln the Shore Line would not have been
built, and tiiat business will now be diverted
from instead of to the Kuox and Lincoln. A
writer in the liatli Times waxes indignant over
this showing, and says the Maine Central was
guilty of stupidity in not offering a higher
rental.
Of the proposed lease this writer
says:
Ii was based on the very lowest valuation of
tlie property and franchise. If this offer had
been accepted, the towns and cities which had
loaned their credit, would have been cut off
completely from any advantage which an inertusing business may give the road, and the
coupons would have to be paid, and the bonds
finally redeemed, with only the assistance
which the road could then give, thus surrendering all expectations from increased business
entirely and completely to the M. C. K. R.

tern.

Po-tmaster General Hresham has looked into
the charge- against Postmaster
Goddard, of
1
tlaud. Me., and announces them unsustaiu<u.

The Chicago Tribune proposes the names of
Senator Edmunds of Vermont, and Senator
Miller of California as candidates for President
and Vice President, and considers them the
two best men under the circumstances for
securing a Republican victory in tsyt.

issue was

In Iowa the

liquor traffic,

ever

t

ring.

to Senator

State.

ANNIVERSARIES.

The treasury department has information of
dangerous counterfeit of the silver dollar,
which is only detected bv a higher note in its

to Senator Alli-

successor

gives the general assembly power to regulate

1

a

successor

chosen

In the latter state two amendments to the
constitution were also voted on, one of which

■

Terrible ravages of yellow fever in Mexico
are reported.
In one town 22 out of 31 members of an opera troupe died.

a

Legislature

it.

The Maim
Enitarian Association held at
a-iilie the "d inst.. its annual meeting for the
h.'in of officers and the transaction of any
other business legally before it. The following
officer- were chosen : President. Hon. Joseph
Dane. Kennebunk: Vice President, E. M.
-abiiu
Bangor; Secretary. Heo. A. Emery,
>:no: Treasurer. Mark P. Emery. Esq’.,
I’oiiiind: Emanee Committee. Hon. Joseph
l> a
Hon. Sam’l E. Spring. Portland and
H"U. E. M. Sabine. The jirineipal business
"a- action
upon the legacy of the late Wm. H.
N al. of Saeo. amounting’to $3.7d(l 9(i. who be• to allied
the
same amount to the I'liitarian
I
lety id -aeo. The terms of lliis and previous
bequests are that the income shall be appropriated for missionary work in Maine.

Tub Amkro Cask. The ISoston Post
says
that Gov. ISutler has detailed two State detectives to work up the defense in the Anterocase.
Attorney General Sherman is very indignant
and says the Governor’s action is without precedent and in violation of the constitution.
The Attorney General has written a
sharp letter to the Governor in which he
requests him
to withdraw his officers and leave the
department of justice and the prisoner’s counsel to
manage the ease. It is hinted that the Governor has reason to believe that the detectives employed by the prosecution are using improper
means to secure Amero’s conviction.

Elections.

pending in
question of prohibition was the over-shadowing one, and in Ohio
the Republicans were the champions of the
Scott law, which imposes a heavy tax on the
saloon keepers, while the Democrats opposed

either state.

(

1

legislature.

The

and that of Ohio a
Pendleton. No national

MAINE l'N'I'l AKIAN ASSOCIATION.

■

Iowa

son.

The l nitarian churches of this state held
their annual Conference at Casting on the 2d.
fid and t;h of this month. All the societies
W 'T<
represented by delegates. The meeting.,
of the Conference were unusually profitable
and interesting. Officers of the ( onferenee for
the ensuing year were chosen as follows:
President. Hon. Joseph Dane, of Kennebunk:
\ ie, President, lion. Geo. E. Talbot, of Portland: Secretary and Treasurer. Kev. 0 C.
Final. f Kennebunk; Executive Committee.
1! v. J. T. (., Nichols, of saeo. Hon. J. I). Hopkills, of Ellsworth. Hon.F. M. Sabine, liangor;
"milliner on Mission-. Kev. J. A. Bellows,
Watt rville. Kev. Alfred Hooding. Brunswick,
s. H. Dec ring.
Esq.. Saeo: Committee of Ways
and Means. J. P. Farrington. Portland. lion,
saiei.el Titeomb. Augusta, ( apt. Noali Emery,
of Bangor, 'l ie ( 'onferenee adjourned to meet
*
in Portland next year.

I In- ( anadian Pat-ilk Kail road
company Iiavn_ intimated that
they would like to buy the
Portland dry dock, tin- directors have been aut !i*»riz*-d jo >»-ll it for
$100,000.
v l- lh- rt lira"", of
I>ixmont. while out gun"i,!- accidentally discharged his gun while clinibhier a lence and was killed almost
instantly,
: !c-charge
taking t ftW-t in hi> ln art.
Mr. II. K. Morrell, of Gardiner Home Jour•!- !|a> -one into winter quarters,
having left
i:i‘ ‘>m:i :-.ud returned to his Gardiner home.
II lias -.I far improved in health as to be able
t" in- at his office.
Tiie K' V. Dr. S. 1
Smith, author of tiie Nal onal hymn, and
formerly of Maine, has rclu ll to Boston from Asia, whitln-r
lie went
.'vers ago to visit the Baptist missions. He is
more
—
than
v*tity years old. and will
1,:'" tiie is mainder of hi- davs in America.
la wile of tiie late Murdoch <
'umpbcil, who
"hi!i''l by Patrick (fain, was on
Wednesday
i-unwed to tin insane asylum at Augusta,
by
: a r ol tiie 'I'ii'clnn-n.
Mrs. Campbell lias
i't' ii in a Weak state of mind for
>01111
time
i'iisl
Mr. Charles .Baton has on his
premises at
‘tccii s Banding. Deer isle, an
apple tree
wlio-e branches spread 47 feet. It
produced
1 hi- v I'm’ bet Wei 11 35 and 40 bushels of
apples
native iruit) which is an average
yield.
I la- \\ big give- the total valuation of Bangm for 1—3 as $0,231,712.
Among tiie larger
rn311:1 Vi rs are John C'assidv. $1,052: T. U. Coe.
71.133: John B. Foster, $1.0SC; W. B.
Hay1 oi'ii. -1.23, : Morse
A: Co., $2.77o: C. G. Stern-*.
-1.3:10; Geo. Stetson. $2,330.
1 here are many relies of the
Fnglish brig
Boxer existing in Portland. Tiie wreck of the
famous vessel was bought by Thomas
Merrill,
and his descendants have
many articles
tri-111 her in a good state of
preservation.
I in- * olby Brlio, published
by the students of
•olby l Diversity comes with a'new and liandMoneiy engraved cover in the latest prevailing
>l> I-- "ii antique paper. The design was drawn
by the sun of President Pepper.
I.«niuel Bryant, born in 1794, died Thursday
morning in Portland. He was in the war of
Cl2. was wounded, shipwrecked and taken
prisoner on Lake Ontario and confined in
1 tartmoor prison. T.emuel Brvant. who
figures
in
Cooper's novel,-Ned Myers,” is identical
with him.
Much interest is being manifested in tiie
coming convention of the Penobscot Musical
Association which opens in Bangor 011 Tuesday- Oct. lhlh. This will lx- the thirty-sixth
s-ssion of the well known organization. Mr.
T. 1’. iiyder. of Boston, will he conductor.
i: is reported that the executor of the Barron
estate will shortly
bring a suit against the
Dexter Savings Bank to recover the $2000 note
which was donated by the late Cashier Barron
t" the bank and 011 which Ibe bank lias realized
out of the money obtained from his life insurance.
This note with interest amounts at tiie
present time to $2723.07.
1- ive miles of the Munson narrow
gauge have
been completed. The road runs from “Monson
Station-’ in the town of Abbott. 0n the
Bangor
and Piscataquis road, to tiie
village of Monson
and the slate quarries. The main line is six
miles long and there are two miies of branch
tracks to the quarries. The grading lias been
finished and the iron lias been laid. A
gravel
train and a large crew of men are now busilv
at work ballasting the road. I11 two weeks
regular trains will be run on Maine’s third
narrow gauge railroad.
1 he number of liquor cases in the
superior
Court, Cumberland county, are exceptionally
large. Tiie fines imposed amount to over *14.’000.
Caleb It. Ayer, a prominent lawyer of Cornish and formerly Secretary of State, died Friday forenoon, aged 70 years.
A terrific whirlwind at
Newport, Me., Tuesday unroofed Mr. Shaw’s store and did other
damage. Mrs. Powers was lifted and curried
thirty rods. She was but slightly injured.
James Butterfield, one of tiie liiost prominent
citizens of northern Penobscot, died at
Springfield, Thursday, aged 75 years.

and

in Iowa will elect

THE r.MTllilAX COXKEREXOK.

MAINE ilAI'TJS 1

Ohio

Elections were held in Ohio and Iowa on
Tuesday the 'Jth iust., for Governor and mem-

The Journal having reviewed certain untruthful and unpatriotic statements in the

Prog. Age,

tint paper declares it to he a ease of "Satan rebuking s;n." 'This is an honest confession, on
tie part of the Prog. Age, that it is sinful; and

|

none

will

of itself.
it will

dispute

its

Rut when

hardly

authority when it speaks
it comes to speak of others

he considered

a

competent wit-

ness.

i lif AVaterville Sentinel came to

us

last week

enlarged, improved, and containing the salutatory of Capt. J. 1>. Max held the new editor and
proprietor.

able,

and

The paper is in every way creditto he a decided acquisi-

promises

tion to the press of Maine.
AA'e like the sentiments of the new comer and extend to him the
right hand of fellowship.
Last week's issue contained thirteen columns
—eight in nonpareil and live in minion type
—

written and

reported expressly for the Journal.
Twenty-seven writers and contributors were
represented. And yet some people think there
is no work needed to get out a weekly paper.
At

Bangor, Tuesday. A. AV. Brackett’s fouryear old Harbinger defeated C. O. Palmer's
Gloster in three straight heats. Time, 2.40,
2.10. 2.42.

neighbor of the Prog. Age implores us
keep still about nominating him for Governor.
Ho it is to he a still hunt, is iff
Our

to

Bead the “Appeal to the
tiie first page.

People

of Maine” on

WiNTEUPOKT.

ijuitca large delegation will go
Wiuterport to attend the fair In Boston....f
The family of C. A. Dussee have moved to Somerville Mass., instead of Swanville as reported last

loin

week
Dr. Cleaveland lias left town for his new
home in Eastport, much to the regret of his many
friends here. It is tube hoped that our loss will
be his gain
Mrs, Reuben Rowe is spending a
week In Monroe-Mr. Stephen George has had
severa' slight shocks of paralysis recently....
Miss llattie Hall has returned from Boston with
—

—

new stock of millinery-Warren Post, G. A.
is fitting up its new hall. The Post is in a
flourishing condition.Xohn M. Snow has gone
to Moosebcad Lake
Mr. Elisha Clark of Cambridge, Mass., recently spent a few days with his
father-The Paving Co. is crowded with orders.
Supt. Smith is pushing things_The woods are
full of gunners-The demand for hay presses
and threshers exceeds the supply_All our carpenters are busy with work ahead. It Is almost
Impossible to get a man for any kind of work....
Mr. A. II. Hunt and wife, of Hartford, Ct. spent a
few days recently with Hon. Fred Atwood. They

her
if.

—

delighted with tiie scenery

Penobscot hay
and river-Mr. Daniel Norton and wife will
spend the winter in Charleston Me_Mr. Haley
lias repaired Ids block on Commercial street....
The Rich wharf has been repaired-Itiareported
that the B it ii steamers will coal at Bueksport and
land Wiuterport passengers there, taking freight
here the day of sidling. If so, it may be the cause
of better railroad communications_Mrs. Polly C.
were

of

Wentworth, of Orrington, has been visiting her
son-in law, Geo. D. Shaw, of Winterport. She is
8.)years of age, hut as active as when she was 40,
and walks out two miles to make calls on her grandchildren. She lias forty-two grandchildren ana sixteen great-grand children. Her father fought in
the Revolutionary war, her husband served in the
War of 1813, and she was represented in the war of
the Union by six sons, two grandsons and two
sons-in-law, and wishes that she could have done
more... .E. C. Coude, of Gregg iron Works, was in
town last week, visiting Mr. Atwood, ami took Atwood’s order for ten ear loads of goods for early
spring shipment ...Many are to attend the Boston
Fairs. The following among others took the Cambridge last Saturday: Daniel Spencer and wife,
Miss K. H. Croxford, Miss Emily Hall, Bryon Atwood, Mrs. Dr. Swett and son, Rowe Emery and
wife-A slight fire at the house of Capt. Metcalf,
Kaler street, was caused by paper pasted over the
stove pipe hole. No damage_Mr. and Mrs. Ferry left for Boston on the Flying Yankee, Monday.
-Mrs. Trevett is full of work. She lias gained a
wide reputation as an artistic dressmaker. Ladies
were here from Soarsport last week_Sell. Hyer
sailed for Provincetown, Saturday.Charlie
Crockett lias shot quite a number of partridge this
fall. He is a good shot—It is reported that Dr.
Fellows is to reside professionally here.

Murder
AMBROSE

and

Suicide

at

Liberty.

DAGGETT MURDERS ELLA O. GREKLET
AND THEN COMMITS SUICIDE.

The quietness of Sunday last at Liberty village
broken by the startling intelligence that a horrible murder, followed by the suicide of the murwas

derer, had taken place at a quiet farm house one
mile south of the village. The news of the double
tragedy spread rapidly, causing great excitement.
The scene of the tragedy was at the farm house of
David Greeley, on the Knowlton road running
from Liberty village to South Liberty. The house
is an ordinary farm building
painted red, situated
on an eminence
overlooking Cargill and St.
Georges ponds. The view is a tine one, and the
place has been the happy home of the Greeley
family for many years. A Journal representative
visited the place on Monday and learned the particulars of the sad affair.
Sunday afternoon at 0 o'clock, a young man
named Ambrose Daggett, deliberately shot and
killed Ella O., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David

Greeley, and then committed suicide. Ambrose
was the son of Albert
Daggett, who lives at
South Liberty, and was about 24 years of age.
For the past three years Ambrose has lived
in the family of Mr. Greeley
helping to do
the farm work, Mr. G.“being engaged in teaming.
Young Daggett became infatuated with Miss
Greeley, but she did not regard him with equal affection. His attentions became so constant and his
jealousy so intense as to prove an annoyance to her
and her family. If Miss Greeley received the attentions of any other young man Daggett became

enraged, and being possessed of a violent temper
the family were frequently alarmed. Mr. and Mrs.
Greeley have lain awake nights deliberating as to
what should le done in the matter. They thought
to have Daggett arrested for making threats, but
did not dare to, and so kept the matter to themselves. They secretly feared him and did every-

Fair

at

Monroe.

The annual cattle snow anil fair at Mouroe
was held on Thursday and Friday, Oct. 4th
and 5th. The first day was devoted to the dis-

play

of

stock, produce and fancy articles, the
second day to the trotting of horses.
The attendance was good, but not so much

Mr. Fred Grant had

on

exhibition

erected and other improvements made which
places the Monroe grounds in advance of any

vicinity.

i he Monroe band was in attendance and discoursed tine music. There was no
on the grounds and the best of order

Working Oxen—J. If. Cates, Jackson, 1st and 3d
prem; Wm. Black, Searsport, 2d.
Four Year Old < >\en—Freeman Atwood, Monroe,

who

there

visit.

Mrs. Greeley
took her daM) ter to Hit* kitchen, introduced her to
her uncle and then left llie room, Miss Greeley
sitting down beside her uncle. Opposite sat Daggett and Ills half brother. Lincoln Overlock. Miss
Greeley and Daggett did not exchange words on
her entering the kitchen.
Daggett immediately
arose, crossed the kitchen, approaching Miss Greeley on the right side. Ella was blind in the right
eye and did not notice him. Daggett drew a six
barrelled revolver and placing the muzzle not over
six inches from her head fired. The ball entered
just below the ear, coming out in the centre of the
left cheek and went through a pane of glass in the
kitchen window. The old gentleman, Grant, witwas

on

a

nessed the shooting, but was so paralyzed that he
could not speak. Daggett then passed out of tne
rear door in the kitchen, and ran into the orchard.
When three or lour rods from the house he placed
the muzzle of the revolver to his own neck, in the

position <*f Miss Greeley’s wound, and fired.
The ball lodged in his head, killing him instantly.
Neither Miss Greeley or Daggett spoke after the
shooting.
The body of Daggett was brought into the house
and next morning was taken away by his father.
Miss Greeley was twenty-one years of age, dark
complexioned, black eyes and black curly hair.
She was very prepossessing in appearance, and Is
well spoken of by the entire community.
Daggett was regarded by the villagers as an ordinary young man, steady, his worst failing being
exact

The
so

far

following
as

made

are

the entries and

Fat Cattle—J. IT. Cates, Jackson, 1st prem ; Wm,
Herbert Black, Searsport, 2d prem; Freeman
Atwood, Monroe, 3d prem.
Draft Oxen “Any Size”—M. B. Ellis, Monroe, 1st

Black, Searsport, 2d;

Greeley, Swanville, 2d.
Town Team “8 yokes”—Wm. Black, Searsport,
1st prem ; Monroe, 2d; Jackson, 3d.
Farm Slock “8 Head”—Wm. and Herbert Black,
Searsport, 1st prem; J. N. Cates, Jackson, and C.
A. McKennev, Monroe, 2d; W. B. Ellis, Monroe,
E. B.

Monroe.
Pen of Calves—W. B. Ellis, Monroe, 1st prem.;
C. A. McKenney, 2d.
Stock Cow with Calf Throughbred Hereford—
Parker A Otis, Belfast; C. A. McKenney, Mouroe.
One Year Old Thoroughbred Hereford Heifer—
C. A. McKenney, Monroe, 1st prem.
Thoroughbred Hereford Heifer Calf—C. A. M«-Kenney, Monroe, 1st prem.; Parker & Otis, Belfast,
2d.
Thoroughbred Durham Bull—Eli C. West, Frankfort, 1st prem.

He is no\\ more than 00 years of age.
The funeral services took place on Tuesday the
•*th inst. Prayer was offered at her father’s resi-

Draft Horses—Columbus Peabody, Dixmont.
Farm Stallion with Stock
Wm. Kdminstcr,
Knox; II. F. Tibbets, Gleuburn; Levi Rich, Jack-

ing with his revolver.
with his family.

He

was

not

on

good

terms

David

dence at 2 o’clock.

The remains were tln*n taken
to the Baptist church, w here a sermon was
preach*>y Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, of Belfast. The church
crowded with sympathizing friends, and many
remained standing in the aisles and about the door.
was

Universal sympathy wn.-* manifested for the heartbroken parents in their sad bereavement. The

body

of

Daggett

was

buried Tuesday forenoon.

Thi; Blue IIill Fair. The farmers of Bluehil
held their annua! cattle show and fair Oct. 4th.
Though the day was cold and windy, there was a

large attendance, many coming from the neighboring towns to exchange notes and participate in the
great farmers’ festival, which is yearly growing in
favor with all classes of people. Every one was
good natured and the best of order prevailed during the day. Fifty-three yoke of oxen were on exhibition, ten cows, eight horses and colts, tifty-live
sheep and nine swine. David Allen exhibited a
full-blood Durham bull 2 years old, girt (i feet, lo
inches. James L. Saunders a line looking Galway
bull, also a herd of Galway cows and heifers, twenty-live pure Southdown sheep and a tine stallion.
Mr. Saunders knows what good stock is and keeps
no other.
Alfred C. Osgood had a band of sheep—
which won the admiration of all beholders by their
finely rounded forms and heavy fleeces—a Jersey
cow and Durham bull.
His white Russian oats we
think were superior to any thing of the kind in
Hancock Co. The most exciting, if not the most
novel exhibition of the day was the trial of strength
of the oxen.
Simeon Leach’s 2 years old steers
took 2,597 lbs. on a drag through the streets. Oti*
Gray’s 3 year olds 3,102. James M. Gray’s 3,719 lbs.
oxen 0,045 lbs. Aug. ('. Peters’ oxen
took 0,845 lbs. along with ease. The strength and
discipline of the oxen was indeed wonderful, i
noticed that all the teamsters used very many G—d

Geo. A. Port’s

d—n yous to the cattle, and suppose that enabled the brutes to drag a larger load. In the town
hall the show of vegetables and fruits was not
large but excellent in quality. Mr. Warren C. Clay
had two kinds of grapes, fully ripe, raised in the
open air. Geo. W. Clay made a line show of pears
and apples.
Charles C. Clough made a good show
of Bartlett pears and live other kinds of pears, all
excellent. Mr. Clough says it is as easy to raise
pears in eastern Maine as apples. Turnips, beets,
potatoes, beans ami peas were there in abundance,
and of good quality. The ladies’ department was
well represented by quilts, bed spreads, rugs, mats,
tidies, ami lots of things which it would be almost
unlawful to mention. Among the articles which
particularly attracted my notice was a silk quilt,
containing 2,735 pieces, by Mrs. U. S. Cole, Mrs.
Emerson’s Kensington work was better than good;
but as we are no judge of the works of the women
we had to take another lady’s word for it. Macrame
lace, by the same lady, looked too line to handle.
Walker’s point* lace and embroidery were
enough to do your eyes good to look upon. In fact,
according to my poor judgment, the ladies of Biuehill know what is what; but when I attempt to tell
all the wonderful things they do and say, I am in
water too deep for my capacity. An oil painting
done by Parson Fisher in 1807, is really a line work
of art. It is called “A Northwest Prospect from
Nassau Hall, N. V., and a front view of the President’s House, N. J.” This is one of the man)* works
of Mr. Fisher which attest his versatile genius.
Everybody was glad to see me and shook hands
with me twice, and at twelve o’clock m., the bell of
the Baptist church was rung for me to come to dinMrs.

ner—and I went—and w hat a dinner—all for twenty-live cents—baked beans, clam chowder, baked
lamb, corned beef, and all the livings, cake, pie,
pudding—to your stomach’s content. Why, I think
I shall break up house keeping and go board in the
Baptist vestry. All the outside accessories as well
as iuside principals were present to make this a
successful show. The man with the wheel of for
tune was there to cheat the boys out of their live
cent pieces; the man who sold soap and told stories;
the poet from Hardscrabble and another bottle of
poor whiskey, were there to honor the occasion.
H. B. IV.

—

—

Ellingwood, Bangor.

L.

—

son.

Carriage Stallion C. II. Thurlougli, Monroe;
Henry Conanl; W. B. Ferguson, Dixmont.
Four Year Old Stallion—A. T. Gordon, Bangor ;
J. II. Campbell. Plymouth.
3 Year Old Stallion—G. A. Bragg, So. Levant; M.
A. Benjamin, llermon; C. It. Harrison, Monroe.
Breeding Marc with Stock—J. it. Morse, Monroe;
W. Gould, Brooks; W. I». Ferguson, Dixmont.
—

Year Old Colts—W. H. Ryder, Monioe; F. E.
Stevens, Jackson; Geo. Sweetser, Newburgh.
2 Year Old Colts—Forest Grant, Monroe; W. H
3

Ryder.
1 Year Old Colts—Frank Ames, Brooks; E. It.
Moore, Mouroe; John Tasker; M. Littlefield,
Winterport; George Sweetser, Newburgh.
Stock Sheep—Charles L. Walker, Swanville, 1st
I’l

I'm.

Grade Buck—Mr. E. Bartlett, Jackson, 1st prem.;
( has. Walker, Swanville, 2d.
Breeding Sow—Parker A Otis, Belfast, 2d prem.;

OtisLlbbey, Winterport,
burgh,

2d.

H
Brown Leghorns
Woodworth, Newburgh,
Jas. Bieknell, Dixmont, 2d.
White Leghorns—Dixmont, 1st prem.
Plymouth Rock—C. C. Whitcomb, Dixmont, 1st
prem; Franklin Chase, Monroe, 2nd prem; C. H.
Leavett, Newburgh; W. Woodworth, gratuity.
Bolton Gray—J. P. Kenniston, Dixmont, Light
Branch, Ira Dickey, Monroe, gratuity.
Pair Geese—C. 0. Whitcomb, Dixmont, 1st prem:
J. P. Kenniston, Dixmont, 2nd prem; Fairfield
Emery, Monroe, Herbert Kitchie, Winterport, S.
Ritchie, Winterport, gratuity.
Turkeys— W. Woodworth,'Newburgh 1st prem;
J. P. Kenniston, Dixmont, 2nd.
Fruit Entries—20 different named varieties—H. W.
Brown A Son, 1st prem.; A. M. Clark, 2nd prem.;
J. P. Kenniston, 3rd prem.
Five Named Varieties of Fall Apples—A. M.
Clark, 1st prem.; A. B. Strattard, 2nd prem.
Five Named Varieties of Winter Apples—Columbus Peabody, 1st prem.; C. W. Nealey, 2nd prom.;
C. C. Whitcomb, 3rd prem.; J. P. Kenniston, A. B.
Strattard.
Twelve Specimens of Winter Apples—A. M.
Clark, 2nd prem.
Dish Bell Flowers—A. B. Strattard, 1st prem.;
J. P. Kenniston, 2nd prem.
Dish Rhode Island Greenings—A. B. strattard,
1st prem.; C. C. Whitcomb, II. W. Brown A Son,
2nd prem.
Dish Nodhead Apples—C. C. Whitcomb, 2d prem.
Dish Winn Favorite—A. M. Clark, 2d prem.
Dish Bareliinb Greenings—C. W. Neally, A. M.
Clark, A. B. Strattard, I). S. Robertson, 1st prem.;
A. B. Elliott, 2nd prem.
Dish King Thompkins Co. —C. C. Whitcomb,
1st prem.; A. M, Clark, J. P. Kenniston, 2d prem
Dish Baldwins—A. M. Clark, W. B. Ferguson,
H. W. Brown A Son, 1st prem.; C. Peabody, C. C.
Whitcomb, James Bickford, C. W. Neafly, 2nd
prem.
Dish Wine Apples—S. A. Smith, C. C. Whitcomb, J. P. Kenniston, H. VV. Brown A Son, 1st
prem.; A. M. Clark, 2nd prem.
Dish Black Oxford—II. W. Brown A Son, C. VV.
Neally, 1st prem.; C. Peabody, 2d prem.
V arieties Crab Apples—J\ P. Kenniston, 2nd
prem.
Varieties of Pears—Levi Rich, 9 varieties 1st
prem.; C. 11. Thurlough, 10 varieties 2nd prem.
Varieties of Cranberries—A. P. Clements, 1st
prem. ; Daniel Perkins, 2nd prem.
Collection of Grapes—D. s. Robertson, F. VV’.
Ritchie, 1st prem.; James Bickford, A. B Strattard,
E. H. Gregory, H. VV. Brown A Son, 2nd prem.
Specimens of Wheat— E. II. Gregory, 1st prem.;
James Bickford, 2nd prem.
Specimens of Barley—VV. Woodworth, 2nd prem.
Specimens of Oats—E. H. Gregory, 1st prem.,
VV. Woodworth, 2nd prem.
Indian Corn 8 rowed—M. E. Bartlett, 1st prem. ;
Isaac Dearborn and VV. II. Brown A Son, 2d prem.;
Iliram York, George Sweetser, 3rd prem.; J. F.
Tasker, Mark Folson, 4lh prem.
Specimen Indian Corn, 12 rowed—George Sweetser, John Goodwin, 1st prem.; E. 11. Gregory, 4th
prem.; Alfred Getchell, 2d prem.; Isaac Dearborn,
3d prem.
John Neally, A. M. Clark,
Specimen Beans
Mark Folsom, 1st prem.; C. II. Leavett, G. W.
Snow, James Downs, John Goodwin, VV. Woodworth, 2d prem.; Fairlield Emery, Alfred Getchell,
Isaac Dearborn, J. Croxford.
Specimen Peas—George Clements, G. VV. Snow,
James Downs, VV. Woodworth, VV. B. Bickford,
David Libby, 1st prem.; Isaac Dearborn, E. ii.
Gregory, 2d prem.
Geo. Clements, 1st
Specimen Early Potatoes
James Downs, II. Woodworth, C. A. Mevenney, Levi Rich, 2d prem.; Otis J. Libby, I. R.
Moore.
C. H. Leavett, 2d
Specimen White Poiatoes
prem.; James Downs, 4th prem; VV. Woodworth,
3d prem; II. W. Brown & Son, 1st prem.
R. VV. Mayo, Monroe, 3d
Specimen Turnips
prem; C. II. Leavett, Jolm Goodwin, l6t prem; A.
P. Clements, 2d prem.
A. B. Elliott, Mrs. WilSpecimen Cattle Beets
liam Clark, 1st prem; C. H. Leavett, Geo. Clements,
John Goodwin, David Libby, 2d prem.
Specimen Table Beets—A. B. Elliott, C. H. Leavett, Geo. Clements, G. W. Snow, 2d prem; W. L.
Snow, 11. VV. Brown A Son, 1st prem; L. S. Robert—

1st prem.;

—

—

tirein.;

—

—

—

son.

The Unity Fair.

The Fair opened at Unity
Wednesday, JOtli, and continues two days. Tlie
indications are favorable. The day is warm and
pleasant and prospects are for a good day Thursday for tlie races. Tlie recent rains have laid tlie
dust in the streets and tlie track is in good condition. Tlie exhibition of farm produce is rather better than usual, but that of stock is hardly up to the
average. So far the attendance promises to lie larger than for tlie past two or three years.
Tlie pro.

(Thursday) is as follows:
M-, exhibition of carriage, family and driving
horses; 10 A. M-, 3 year old and 4 year old races; 2
r. m., 3 minute class and sweepstakes.
Some good
horses have been entered for all the races, which
promise to be very interesting. Among those iu
the free for all race are Geo. O., owned by Geo. O.
Bailey of Belfast, and Surprise and Aroostook Boy
owned by Col. Morrill of Dexter.

J. F. Tasker, 2d prem; Mrs.
William Clark, Levi Rich, 1st prem.; Fairlield Emery.
Specimen Squash—James Bickford, 3d prem.; M.
E. Bartlett, 4th prem.; David Libby, 2d prem.; E.
H. Gregory, 1st prem.
Specimen Pumpkin—F. Simpson,2d prem.; E. if.
Gregory, 1st prem.
G. VV. Snow, 1st prem.; VV.
Specimen Cabbage
L. Snow, 2d prem.
James Bickford, C. II. LeavSpecimen Carrot
etl, G. VV. Snow, 2d prem.; John Goodwin, 1st
prem.
Honey—J. 1*. Keuniston, 1st prem.

Specimen Onions

—

—

gramme for to-morrow

GRATUITIES ON

BA.

Tlie Monroe Cornet Baud lias made
for an excursion to Boston next
week to tlie Mechanics’ fair, and a number of our
citizens will go with them-The stream was mostMonroe.

arrangemeuts

ly frozen over last Friday night_Everybody is
glad the fair is over.

—

FRUIT, &C.

S. A. Smith—Dish Apples, Hass, Beauty of Kent,
Uoxbury Kussetts, 20 ounce.
(J. C. Whitcomb— N. Y. Pippins, N. Y. Blush,
Porters, Ribston pippins, Beauty of Kent, Kilhaiuhill.
James Bickford—20 ounce.
Geo. Clements—Cucumbers.
C. W. Nealley—Stubbs seedlings.
C. C. Whitcoml)—Trace Pop Corn.
W. Woodworth
Sweet Corn, White

Waterloo
oats, Chinese Hulless Oats, llulless Barley, White
Russian Oats, Cucumbers, Japanese Nest Egg
Gourds, Flower Boxes, Garden Seeds, Silver Hull
Buckwheat.

Rich—Peppers,

Tomatoes.

James Bickford—W atermelons, dish apples.
Royal Tyler—Step ladder and adjustable bench.
E. II. Gregory
Sample Rye, six varieties Potatoes, Peas, Onions, Tomatoes, Bell Peppers.
—

A

Tiie

!

of the

The factory

being left
employs 175

contested

2 40

race an accident occurred which resulted in the
death of the trotting horse Nat Otis, owned by Mr.
W oodbury, of Lewiston. The owners of the horse
claim that a collision with a
wagon on the track
killed the horse, but the society claim that the animal’s death was caused
by the bursting of the
heart. Dr. Atwood examined the horse.
The following is a summary of the races:
3 YEAR OLD CLASS.
C. J>. Wellington, Albion, b. g. I. 0.1
i
G. A. Bragg, So. Levant, Bro S. Jeff Knox_2 2
Time. 3.3!) 3.2a.

2.10

Tin: Backs.

was

cide.

RACK.

Watch-

j
2
3

usual the
were

purse of $20—$10 to first, $0 to second and $4
to third, there were but two starters—Joe Baxter'
by Mudgett Bros., Belfast, and I. O., by A. Little
Held, Belfast. Joe Baxter won in two straight heats.
The 2.50 race was for a purse of $50—
Time 3.17L
$25 to first, $15 to second and $10 to third. There
for

a

were four to start—LaClare, owned by C. B. Wellington, Albion, Knox Chief, by II. E. Healey, Monroe, Kittie McLellan, by G. B. Ingraham, of West
Camden, and Claybourne, by Mr. Wiswell, of Ellsworth. The following is the summary :
Kittie McLellan.. \ i

Knox Chief.. 2 2
LaClare.. 3 3
Clavbourne.. 4 dr.
Time 2.40, 2.30*i,2.3‘J>2.
The sweepstakes or free for all, was for a purse
of $175— $100 to first, $.50 to second, and $25 to
third. There were three to start—George O., Geo-

O. Bailey, Belfast; Watchmaker, by F. B. Hastings’
Damariscotta, and Nat Otis, by 1. B. Woodbury
Lewiston. The following is a summary :

0.0 S 1
Watchmaker.0 1 2
Nat Otis.0 2 3
Time 2.31 ‘4,2.31 *4,2.31 A,, 2.31 %, 2.31 U
The attendance was good. Judges—W. C.
shall, A. Hunt and Samuel Deane.

Geo

2 1 1
1 2 2
3 3 3

Mar.

CAMDKN. Capt. W. 11. Bickmore Is at home....
Charles Keirous the popular baggage master of the
steamer Lewiston, is in town for a few days....
News was received last week of the death by accident in Montana, o f Iloratio Alden, son of the
late C. G. Alden.

mate of

Bailey, A. J. F. Ingraham, W. 11. West, Pliin.
Moody, H. W. Clifford, F. W. Berry, Dr. S. W.
Johnson, R. F. Dunton, Ben. Field, Fred White,
Willie Marshall, W. P. Thompson, Ansel Wadsworth, C. W. Haney, C. II. Field, Lorenzo Dow,
George E. Brackett, James Pattee and wife, o. W.
McKeuney, Eben Littlefield, George I. Mudgett,
Henry Mudgett, Horatio Spicer, Mr. Mayo and
family, J. I). and James Tucker, John Fernald, Dr.

O.

hotly contested, it requiring six heats to deThe victory, however, was with George O.

The first heat was a dead one, the two horses coming in head and head. On the second heat George
O. behaved badly, coming in in the rear. George O.
and Watchmaker are among the best trotters in the
State, and can easily make a mile in less than 2.30.
There were two races trotted Wednesday afternoon,
the three minute and two forty class. The first
was for a purse of $50—$25 to first, $15 to second
and $10 to third. The race was won
by H. E.
Haley's b. s. Knox Chief. Best time 2.41. The 2.40
class was for a purse of $75—$40 to first, $25 to
second and $10 to third. The race was won by Nat
Otis, owned by I. Woodbury, of Lewiston, g. g\
John, owned by H. M. Bean, of Camden, 2d. Best
time 2.40. In the four years old race Thursday
afternoon there were but two starters—Gazelle,
owned by B. K. Hunt, of Unity, and Sweetheart, by
Dr. Hopkins, of Searsport. The race was for a
purse of $30—$15 to first, $10 to second and $5 to
third; best two in three. Gazelle won in two
straight beats, time 2.50. In the three years old race

was

Tiie annual picnic dinner of the Belfast party was
served on the fair grounds at Monroe on Friday of
last week. The large coffee pot was brought out,
the mess cloth spread in the valley near the judge’s
stand, and a happy crowd assembled around the
board. The party consisted of A. A. Howes, R. II.
Coombs and wife, Capt. A. Hunt and wife, II. X.
Lancaster and wife, Miss Sarah Gardner, Miss
Annie Wildes, W. C. Marshall, II. C. Marden and
wife, Capt. Robert T. Emery, Mrs. Dutton, W.
B. Rankin and wife, and Capt. llavner, w ife and
daughter, of Winterport. Among other Belfast
people nt the fair were M. T. Marshall, George

races at the Belfast
very good, and many
who have attended all the fairs this season say they
were the best in the State. The race between
George
O., of this city, and Watchmaker, of Damariscotta,

As

trotting park last week

Capt. Dyer

and make up bad. The contents of the paper are all
lias a large circulation among
the Odd Fellows of Maine.

3 MINUTE GLASS.

i
2
3

1804.

right. The Register

G.

s.

Aug.,

G.

j
!

W. Stoddard and wife.

Steamer Notes. Steamer Cambridge, Saturday night, while about seven miles out from Rockland, bound for Boston, broke her main shaft close
by the bearings. She anchored and remained there
during the night. Sieamer Katahdin, which left
Boston at the usual time, Saturday evening, encountered the Cambridge Sunday mornimr, and
towed her to Rockland. Sieamer Penobscot went
from Bangor early Sunday morning to Rockland,
and took the freight and passengers of the Katalidin, making the usual landings along the river to

Bangor, and the steamer Katahdin took the passengers and freight of the Cambridge, and left Rocklaud for Boston-The steamer Penobscot went
direct from Bangor to Rockland, GO miles, Sunday,
The accident to
in three hours and fifty minutes
the Cambridge necessitates the B. & B. S. S. Co.
making the change to four trips per week sooner
than was intended. The Katahdin and Penobscot
are uow making four trips per week, leaving Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
and this end of the route, Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. Further particulars
—

will be advertised next week.
A. P. Mansfield has returned from Boston with
a new ami carefully selected stock of dry and
fancy goods, and house furnishing goods. All are
particularly Invited to call and examine the stock.
...E. L. Bean, of Searsmont, has fitted up a first
clas6 clothing store in addition to his other business.
He keeps a full line of ready made clothing
and at prices that will suit customers; also buffalo
and wolf robes, etc....Miss A. F. Southworth lias
returned from New York and Boston with a full
line of fall and winter millinery. She solicits all to
examine her stock....Mrs. B. F. Wells has a full
stock of fall and winter millinery. She has a fine
assortment of bonnets, hats and trimmings-B.
AutomF. Wells advertises a full line of dolls
atic street lamps, also Sulky plows for sale by
Fred Atwood, Winterport—Arnold Harris A
Son advertise ready made clothing, etc. They have
a full line and sell as low as the lowest... The
treasurer of Belfast, advertises non-resident taxes.
—

....Geo. O. Bailey has a word to say to people a
purchase a clothes wringer that will be for
their advantage to remember. Read his advertisement in another column....See notice of Belfast
bout to

Superintending School Committee.

oils

above the temple. Ills wounds were dressed and
tire doing well-Eddie
Goodwin, a young man
has set up a harness shop at the village, which was
much needed, as there was none in town. We wish
him success.... The building of an iron bridge,
across the Sebasticook liver, at the eel-weir
rips, is

F. E. Wright has a landscape on exhibition
& Richards, Boston, of which the Herald

still in

Farmers have their harvesting
progress
about done-Wells are failing, rain Is much
needed.

Doll

bays: :‘It is really charming in composition. One
of those broad sunny orchards, truly rural in It

The number of delegates in attend
Unitarian Conference held during the
past week, was small. Many were prevented from
coming by the storm of Tuesday. The meetings
were interesting, however, and many of the townspeople attended. The sumptuous collation in Town
Hall on the last day, showed how excellently the la
dies of the society can prepare a feast. After dinner
speeches were made by several of the clergymen,
including the Revs. Ives and Wardwell of our

a nee

pressed. In the foregrounds is a little maid, who is
part of the scene rather as an incident of color
than of any more prominent interest.”
a

The Operetta "Red Riding Hood” which is to be
given In Belfast Opera House next Monday and
Tuesday evenings, lias been successfully brought
out under Miss Pond’s direction, in Boston, New
Haven, Portland, and several other places. The
“Blue Bell” scene alone is worth the prices of admission. Ten young misses, in costumes representiug “Biue Bells,” together with several little

...1. O.

Estes and wife, fix m Abbington, Mass.,
Belfast for a brief visit.Rev. Mr Ross
and daughter will sail from Liverpool, Oct. isth.

are

in

I

ou

1

Tlie Journal desires to call attention
three masted schooner recently launched
from the yard of G. W. Cottrell in this city and
which is now for sale. The vessel is 150 feet long
on the keel, 33wide, 17
deep and measures mhi
Sale.

to the line

tons

carpenters tonnage. She is of handsome model, thoroughly built of the best material, and a lirsi
class vessel in all particulars. Any one wanting
a good vessel for general business should come to
Belfast and look at tills one. She lias not been
named so that the purchaser may suit himself in
that respect.
The

Granges.

finely. Ten

new

Sunrise Grange is prospering
members has been received with

the last two or three weeks, and still they come.
-Prof. Whitney will meet with and address

in

Grange meetings

as follows: Thorndike Oct,
in,
Freedom Oct. 17, Verona Oct
Jslesboro Oct. i*7.
-Waldo county grange will hold its regular
meeting with Harvest Moon grange Thorndike
Tuesday October 1C at ten o’clock a. m. Bro. < L.
Whitney of Ohio will be present and give one of
his best lectures, and other eminent patrons may
he expected... .There is a move fora new grange
at South Brooks-The new grange at Waldo,

“Ritchie Grange”, is now fully instituted and
good working condition.

in

Miles Staples died at his home on the east aide,
Belfast, on the 5th lust., aged about SO years. Mr.
Staples was born in Swanville where,he lived mi
til about five years ago when he
purchased a farm
at Belfast.
He was a prominent man when in

Swanville, filling several town offices, and for
twelve years was a deputy sheriff of Waldo county.
He was often solicited to act as guardian or admin
Utrator and always fulfilled such trusts with fidelity and honesty. He was a faithful husband and
an affectionate father.
Mrs. Staples died just three
^ ears to an hour before her husband. Mr. staples
leaves fivechidren two sons and three daughters
One son is ex-county attorney L. M.
Staple*, of
Washington and the other is F. M. Staples a deaf
mute of this city. The remains were buried in
Swanville.
Church notes. The repairs on the interior of
the Baptist church having been completed sene
will be held in the audience room on Sunday next.
Among other improvements is a new and elegant
Rev. Mr.
pulpit, a gift from George I)e Protix
Williams, Methodist, occupied the Baptist pulpilast Sunday, Rev. Mr. Tufts being called to Morrill....Rev. Mr. Osgood, of Searsport, conducted
quarterly meeting services at the Methodist church
—

tit the

village, who were present by invitation_Mr.
Curtis Stevens and wife, who have been absent about
three years, have returned to abide with us. I’r-.f
Potter, who has occupied th* house during their
absence, has moved into the house owned hv Mr
M. 15. >ewall
A new and attractive Man has
been erected in front of the >anborn house. Mr.
Douglas- i- a good fellow and keeps a good house
—The lower branch of a large tree on the
prem
isos of Mrs. Robinson on Court street, was
split
down from the trunk by the high wind on Wednes—

Fairies, presents charming spectacle, as they danee
around Red Riding Hood, endeavoring to entice
her from her path of duty. See advertisement.

...

—

Castine.

wide branchings, orchard trees and a spacious
stretch of greensward, that is pictured in the
memory of every country-loving person, is described. The light and distance are admirably ex-

post tills week. His family will accompany him to
Halifax. ...Frank Bickford is home for Ills health.
.Miss Emery and Aliss Eliza Snowman, of Bucks,
port, were at the meeting of the Juvenile Union in
this city on Saturday last... .Edward Johnson and
family have gone to Portland to spend the winter.

little child of Jackson and Charlotte

the stable to harness his father's horse, as he ran
in, he slapped the horse, au.-ing him to kick, hit
ting the boy, ! .caking two ribs ami cutting a ga.-h

widow $5,000.

Personal. Consul General Frye, of Halifax, is
old home in this city, but will return to his

A

am.

Dodge, '1 years old, one day la.it week fell backward
into the lire, burning her quite
badly. Her little
sister, U years old, took her out before railing for
help.\ son of Josiali Jordan latoiy went into

before the Probate Court

at ills

for

stone for Boston.

Urn NTi

Augusta, appeared for petitioner, and \V. 11.
Fogler of Belfast, for objector. The J udge allowed

at

One deer and much smaller game
i. Icason is
delivering a course of

Dr.

lecture- here-A. A. Beaton left last week

er, of

Mr.

...

Ohio, where he will manufacture and sell steam
cooking dishes....Sch. Charlie & Willie has loaded
stone for New York, sloops Yankee Girl and M.
M. Hamilton, stone for Portland, and sell.
Metrop

$20,000. The brothers and sisters of Hillman
objected to the allowance being made. Joseph Bak-

Florence.

in

were

worth

tlie

Jonesboro.
killed

as

Tuesday. The widow of Jeremiah Hillman, of
Troy, petitioned tlie court for an allowance from
tlie personal property of her husband. Hillman wn-

»

was not seriously Injured.
Mr. Wood barely escaped being blown off the building.
C. II. Kilby, editor and proprietor of the Odd
Fellows Register, Portland, was in Belfast last
week looking after the interests of his paper. It is
the only paper in New England devoted to the order
and has a large circulation. The Register was formerly the property of M. M. Reynolds, of East
Greenwich, R. I., and was a model paper in its matter, make-up and press work. Two months ago the
paper was purchased by Mr. Kilby and moved to
Portland. The paper is now printed at the job office of Ford & Rich, Portland. The numbers we
have seen since the change do not compare favorably, typographically, with the old management.
The printing is faulty, the proof reading wretched

4 YEAR OLD GLASS.

maker.1

says they will save the cargo, and lie think- they
may save the vessel also. She lies In 11 feet of
water.... Hon. Moses Webster, Joint I.owe and
others have returned home from a gunning exciu
sion east in steamer May Field. They went as far

on

particu-

lifted the canvas, and with Mr. Townsend it was
blown to the ground, a distance of over twenty feet.
Mr. Townsend struck partially on his feet. He was
taken up unconscious and remained so for some
time. His wrist was sprained but fortunately he

racing on Thursday was not so interesting
on former occasions, as the horses were
not
evenly matched. In each race the winning horse
had every tiling its own wav. At the close of the

W. G. Morrill, Dexter, b. s. Aroostook Boy..2
H- M. Bean, Camden, g. g. John.‘...3
Time. 2.3(5.V 2.33. 2.30.

full

A Narrow Escape.
During the high wind of
Thursday last Mr. Joseph C. Townsend, of this city,
and Mr. Frank Wood, of Xorthport, were engaged
in removing the canvas covering from the roof of
the exhibition building at the Park. A gust of wind

flic

Frank Hastings, Rockland, blk.

giving

bark and on the 10th of Aug., 1804, when a few
miles outside of Monhegan the Alexander fell in
with the rebel cruiser Tallahassee aud was captured
and burned. Later in the day a schooner was captured, boarded and the crews of several burned
vessels placed on board amt sent in. The schooner
landed the men on Monhegan.

a*

S W E LUST A K ES

paper in

the

TROTTING.

Dr. Tafts, Clinton, b. m. Clinton Maid.3
C. If. Timrlougli, Monroe, Ledo, b. s.4
Time. 2.40. 2.41V 2.42V

It. I

case came

Ueo.

\ inai.iiavkn
The Journal last week gave an
account of the loss of schr. Manltou, of this place.
Mr. J. s. Black who owned the
cargo of paving
has been to Chatham and has returned home, lie

Railroad Notes. The new time table on the
Maine Central will go into efl'ect on the 14th_
President Jackson, General Manager Tucker, and

A

Will French will learn the
Perkins is running apian
Geo. Smith Is at work with -J. D. Staples.

er.

plinient by making a stirring off-hand speech which
held tlie large audience until al ter lo o’clock, and
which was frequently interrupted by applause.’

which

Monhegan,

Mattie Webber, Monroe, Velvet Rug.
Mi'. T. A. Snow,
Winterport, Child’s Skirt.
Mrs. T. \. Snow, Winterport, Table Scarf.

1
2
3
0

French has arrived.

plumbers trade.

ken, of Maine, as the man wlm never made a poor
speech in his life. Mr. Milliken justified the coni

monev
now

Capt. Fred S. Dyer, of Lincoinville, has been
awarded $412.50, with interest, which swells the
amount to $720, Alabama claims for personal effects
lost bv the burning of bark P. C. Alexander, oil'

\\ ork.

1
3
2
4

—

vs.

a Resays,
report
publican rally at Worcester, Mass., .Saturday : “Mr.
Hoar then introduced Congressman Seth L. Mill!

Some thief stole Capt. John Hassell’s horse from
the front of Ellis & Ginn’s store, where it was hitched, on Friday evening of last week. The team was
taken at about six o’clock. Half an hour later the
horse was seen passing the house of J. C. Whitten
at the upper bridge, coming towards the city, the
carriage being empty. It is thought that some one
living beyond that point stole the team, rode home
and then sent the horse back alone.

Mrs. J. W. Lang, Brooks, Crochet Work.
R. B. Fernald, Winterport, Stand Cloth.
Nancy Parker, Monroe, Air Castle.
rl'Jm staples, Monroe,
Marriage Certificate.
Mrs. ( A. McKenney, Monroe, Knit Lace.
Miss Augusta Wiswell, Frankfort, Stand Cloth.
Miss Annie Wiswell, Frankfort, Knit Rug.
Mary Tasker, Dixmont, Crochet Work.
Mary Tasker, Dixmont, Cushion.
Mrs. B. A. Curtis, Monroe, Knit Rug.
Mrs. Jane Blithes, Frankfort, Button Rug.
Mr.'. I Sell Palmer, Monroe, Knit Scarf.
Mrs. franklin Chase, Monroe, Button
Rug.
Mrs. J. I*. Kenniston, Dixmont,
Specimen Cake.
Miss Cora Chase, Monroe, shell Work.
Mrs. Samuel Bickford,
Newburgh, Knit Frock.
Mrs. J. P Kenniston, Dixmont, Macrame Lace.
Mrs. Thomas Snow,
Winterport, Kensington

B.Ingraham, West Camden,|b.m. Kitty McLellan....1
C. A. McKenney, Monroe, b. s. Knox Chief..2

Lesan

other

self very popular aud by promptness in running
and strict attention to business has won the confidence ot the public.

w‘M»js.

l
2
0
4

grand jury will be in attendance.
important cases to be tried are

al

This fast aud popular
lias for some time been running between tills city, Castiue aud Brooksvillc, will continue on the route. The fall time table Is published in to-day’s paper. Capt. Decker has made him-

>.

l
3
2
4

most

George White and Thomas
Dana,drunken tramps, were before Justice Knowlton on Tuesday and sentenced to ten days each in
jail—Judge Board in an, on Wednesday, sentenced
Andrew Robbins to thirty days in jail for drunken
ness... On
Wednesday for drunkenness James
Smalley was lined, with cost,
Appealed.

new

steamer,

Tnompson, Winterport, Embroidery.
Eydia Ham, Winterport, Patch Work.
Mr
L. A. Mansfield.
Winterport, Thistle wreath.
Mrs. 1-. W. Ritchie,
Winterport, Tidy.
Mrs. R. W. Mayo, Monroe, Cake and Bread.
Mrs. B. Plummer, Winterport, Bread.
Miss >Hubbard,
Winterport, Table Spread.
Mrs. Walter Haley,
Winterport, Specimen Silk
Embroidery.
Mrs. N. II. Hubbard, Winterport, Knitted
Rug.
Mi>s s. s. Hubbard,
Winterport, Specimen Hand
Painting.
R. I>.
Nealley, Monroe, Specimen Bead

class, Time. 2.33V 2.31). 2.30.
Morrill, Dexter, g. m. Surprise.1
Hollis Ravnolds, t nity, g. g. Plato.3
J. B. Woodbury, Lewiston, Nat Otis.2
C. E. Saw telle, Bangor, b. M. Queen.4

Sandy Point. Arrivals. Thursday, French K.
Hall, American Express messenger, from steamer
City of Richmond; Friday, Capt. C. L. Stowers and
Enoch k. Perkins from
brig David Bugbee, Bos*
ton-Mrs. Nathaniel S. French joins her husband
at South Weymouth, Mass., this week.
Mr.-. Hob
ert French accompanies her—Tnu
following jar
ors, both of Sandy Point, were drawn at Stockton,
Friday: Frank s. Harriman, grand, and Daniel
liev. Mr. Hardy has returned
Cottscns, traverse
from vacation... .Sociable this (Thursday)
evening.
-Our St. Paul colony reports that Mrs. Win.

Police Notes.

vessel in Carter & Co.'s yard, building
for Capt. Henry J. Chaples, has been named the
Palatka. Palatka is a town on the St. Johns river
in Florida, fifty miles above Jacksonville, and is at
the head of vessel navigation. It is an attractive
and enterprising place.
The new schooner will
carry her first cargo to Palatka.

Mrs. W. I).

W. G.

Providence,

preferment.

Clara L. Clark, Winterport, Collar.

l
2
3
4

friends here.

the route.

tlie Maine Central It. It.,
and liand vs. the Town of Jackson. Both were
tried at the last term.

very good picture of Hollis M. Coombs, Grand Master of Rhode Island. Mr. Coombs is a Belfast
boy
and has many friends here who are pleased at his

Toxford,

1
2
3
4

on

A new

those of A. A.

lars of the recent session of tiie .Sovereign Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows in that city, also presents a

Steamer

—

Levi

presiding.
Among the

We make no claim to patent rights on newspapers, and have made none. Nor do we propose to
infringe on the Prog. Age patent for stupidity. We
simply called attention to tiie fact that the Age, after
criticizing the Journal for adopting a plain letter
head, did the same tiling itself twelve years later.

Louis (
< armel, Knit Skirt.
Mrs. Carter, Monroe, Silk
Embroidery.
Mrs. Carter, Monroe, Knit Rug.
Mrs. M. T. Carter, Monroe, Knit Skirt.
Mrs. Mary L. Croxford, Carmel, Knit Tidies.
Mrs. Mary E. Croxford, Carmel, Crochet Flowers.
Mrs. Isaa Mo<*re, Monroe, Bead Cushion.
Mrs. Isaa*- Moore, Monroe,Table Mat.
Mellle is now Winterport, Knit Lace.

R. Hunt, I’nity, blk. m. Gazelle.1
D. Bumps, Thorndike, b. g.
Baby Boy....2
If. Nealley, Monroe, b. g. E. H. N........3
M. Eaton j Plymouth, b. g. Robin.1
Time. 2.51 V 2.30,V 2.30.G

He sells the cattle

supreme Judicial Court begins its October
session in this city next Tuesday, Judge Symonds

Watab, a trotting horse owned by the Mudgctt
Bros., of Belfast, was injured at Monroe trotting
park on Friday of last week. While the animal
was being exercised preparatory to
trotting a heat
it stepped on a small stone spraining its ankle. The
animal could not be brought home.

s.

B.
A.
E.
A.

—

waterproof cloak.

The

one

with the traders.
hands.

Millie Lane, Brooks, Table Scarf.

1st.

a

telephone.

the

last the shoe factory hands were
month’s labor, the amount paid out
The stores were busy places in the

for

paid
being $5,000.
evening, a large portion

Cora F. Robinson, Carmel, Worsted Skirt.
1> If Johnson, Carmel, Embroidered
Quilt.
Carrie E. Hardy. Winterport, Collar.

Show of Fowls—C. (J. White,omb, Dixmont, 3d
prem.; J. P. Keniston, 1st; W. Woodworth New-

rington the pastor being at Minneapolis, Minn.,
attending the Freewill Baptist general conference.
Barney Dodge takes the cake in this section on
raising potatoes. From ** of a bushel ot seed
planted he raised lifty bushels. He had another
line piece but it gave a smaller yield.Miss Martha B. Small, ol’ Bar Harbor, has been
visiting

Bockland people hear the ringing of Belfast
church bells by telephone. Ben Wells says ills dog,
which was in the Belfast telephone office, heard his
son’s voice who was talking from Bangor, and recognising it waged his tail and whined. Croat is

Saturday
off

LADIES DEPARTMENT, GRATUITIES.
Mr-. T. A. Snow, Winterport, Table Scarf.
Mrs. David Plummer, Boston, Ladies’ Vest.
Angie Pickar I, Plymouth, Fancy Articles.

roc, 2u.

Greeley was formerly from Palermo but
has lived in Liberty for thirty years. He is a respected and hard working man. For many years
he has teamed to Belfast, where he Is well known.

his bail temper. He is said to have threatened the
life of Miss Greeley, and lias practiced target shoot-

of 117.

herd

man

On

—

|

Montville. The fall school at Centre Montville
Is in progress under the instruction of Warren
Turner.There has been no preaching at North
or South Montville the past two
Sundays, Mr. Pur-

gentlemen who are at tlie heads of the severdepartments of the Maine Central Railway, together with the railroad commissioners, were In
now proprietor of a
place of amusement at 431 Fill- j Belfast yesterday. They are making a tour of Inton street, Brooklyn, N. Y., known as the Standard
spection of the road.
Museum, and is said to be doing well.
Tlie Boston Herald
in its
of

—

j

camp

John F. Lawry, the cattle buyer of
Searsmont,
passed through Belfast Monday with a part of a
drove of cattle. He recently left Easton with a

—

Thoroughbred Hereford Bull—Parker A Otis, Beifast, 1st prem.; C. A. McKennev, 2d; Parker A
Otis, Belfast, 3d.
Thoroughbred Hereford Bull Calf—Parker A
Otis, Belfast, L t prem.; C. A. McKenney, Monroe,
2d; Parker A Otis, Belfast, 3d.
Grade Bull—Wm. A Herbert Black, Searsport;
J. II. Cates, Jackson, 1st prem., W. B. Ellis, Mon

Grade Bull Calves—R. W. Mayo, Monroe, 1st
prem.; John Moore, 2d.
Stock Calves, Hereford—Parker A Otis, Belfast,
1st prem.; C. A. McKennev, 2d; Parker A Otis,
Belfast, 3d.
Thoroughbred Hereford! Cow Gratuity to Parker
A <)ti», Belfast; C. A. M* Kenney, Monroe.
Matched Horses
Luther Benson, Frankfort;
Ivory Graut, Monroe.
Family Carriage Horses—John Nealley, Monroe;
A. > Grant, Pittstield; Geo, Sweetser, Newburgh;
Frank Ames, Brooks; E. J. Mureh, Winterport; J.

it, is always dressed in

Mr. John W. Holmes, of Belfast, formerly In the
employ of P. T. Barnum and Adam Forepatigh, is

Specimen Pickles—Mrs. A. B. strattard, Monroe.
Mrs. James Downs, Monroe,
Specimen Jelly
Miss Amanda Durham, Monroe.
Mrs. Miles Luce, Waldo,
Specimen Preserves
Mrs. James Downs, Monroe, Mattie Lane,
Brooks,
Mrs. A. J. Kenniston, Dixmont, Mrs. A. B. Stratturd, Monroe, Mrs. E. 11. Gregory, Hampden.
Tidies—Miss Bell Nealley, Hampden, Mrs. Isaac
Moore, Monroe. Mrs. Sarah Ruggles, Carmel, Clara
L. Clark. Winterport, Mrs. Betsey Stevens, Winterport.
Mrs. B. W. Mayo, 1st prem.;
Specimen Butter
Mrs. Miles Luce, 2d prem.; M. li. Smith, :M
prem.;
Mrs. M. L. Croxford, 4th prem.
Specimen Cheese—7. P. Keniston, 2d prem.

Kenney,

tire

petition of Hiram
road through the

Tire waterproof ghost that has haunted
Searsport
some time has arrived in tills
city. His ghostderives
his
name
from
the
ship
fact that he, she or

Arnold Harris has notified the Masonic Temple
Association to discontinue the drain from the Temple building across his land in the rear of Main
street. The matter may come before the coin ts.

single Mittens—Mrs. C. A. McKennev, M on roe,
Franklin Chase, Monroe, Mrs. A. B. Strattard
Monroe, Mrs. J. W. Lang, Brooks.
Specimen Domestic Yarn—Mr>. E. C. West, Monroe, Mrs. James Downs, Monroe, Amanda Durham, Monroe, Nellie Rvtler, Monroe, Mrs. M. S.
Miles, Jackson, Mary L. Croxford, Carmel, Mrs.
Alfred Getehell, Carmel, Mrs. B. W.
Harden,
Hampden.

3d.
Milch Cows “3 year old”—Freeman Atwood,
Monroe, John Twombly, M. C. Grant, Monroe, J. II.
Cates, Jackson, 1st prem; Wm. and Herbert Black,
Searsport, 2d; Freeman Atwood, Monroe, 3d.
Stock Cow “with call”—J. II. Cates, Jackson, 1st
prem.; W. B. Ellis, Monroe, 2d; John Twombly,
Monroe, 3d.
Two Year Old Heifer—Irving Bailey; Wm. and
Herbert Black, Searsport.
One Year Old Heifer—It. W. Mayo, Monroe;
John Twombly; Wm. and Herbert Black, Searsport; J. H. Cates, Jackson; W. B. Ellis, Mouroe.
Heifer Calves—W. B. Ellis, Mouroe; C. A. Mc-

a

for

rallied.

stole a sheep skin belonging to Small A
Houston, from the sidewalk on Friday. Mr. Small
caught the thief who was on his way to the wool
factory with the skin where he would have sold it.

on

nished with funds to pay tire claims.

should embrace this opportunity,
Mrs. Silvia I\, widow of the late S. B. Hanson,
died at her home in this city on the 6th, aged 73
years. She was attacked a few years ago with

A

to act

The women who exhibited babies at the
agriculfair in this city last week, are asking about
their premiums. The Committee has not been fur

The B. & B. Steamboat company has decided to
extend the excursion rates to Boston until Monday,
Oct. 15th. Those wishing to visit the great fairs

never

Tuesday

—

tural

the court at Portland were excused for dis-

paralysis from which she

on

Buggies to discontinue the
groundsjust above the chain.

Thursday morning of last week the sidewalks
thickly strewn with hailstones. Snow has
fallen in several towns in the county, and ice has
made several nights.

Carmel.

Mi

ground

were

—

One Year Old—Wm. and Herbert Black, Searsport, 1st prem; Fred Savary Searsport and E. C.
Ritchie, Monroe, 2d; Stephen lame, Frankfort, 3d.
Steer Calves— F. A. Parker, Monroe, 1st prem;
Eli West, Frankfort, 2d; W. B. Ellis and John
Moore, Monroe, 3d.
Trained Steers—Leslie Low, Monroe, 1st prem.;

The county commissioners visited

is called the Hunter's

The Belfast party who picknicked on the fair
grounds at Monroe have christened the spot where
they made their coffee Elizabeth valley. Asa will
tell you why.

—

roe, 3d.

Send In

pages.

—

Three Year Old Steers—Wm. and Herbert Black,
Searsport, 1st prem ; Fred Savary, Searsport, 2d.
Two Year Oid Steers—Columbus Peabody, Dixmont, 1st prem. and Wm. Ritchie, Winterport; E.
B. Greeley, Swanville, 2d; C. A. McKenney, Mon-

comer put in an appearance last
Saturday.
Mrs. Arnos Storer, who recently sold her house
in this city, is moving to Camden. Her household goods will oe hauled to that town in teams.

Kev. Mr. Gerrlsh’s book, “The Blue and the
Gray,” will be ready for delivery about Oct. 12th.
The book has been enlarged aud now contains 835

—

port, 2d.

moon

Head of the Tide. Mrs. R. A. Gurney lias returned from California, where she has lived one
year. She has come home satisfied that there is no
place like Maine
Miss Hattie S. Nickerson of
Swanville is teaching a very successful term of
school in this village. She registers about
fortylive pupils, with an
average attendance of about
thirty -eight.... Mr. G. U. White is in Brockton
Mass., attening to his business interests_Miss
Etta Brier is in Boston visiting friends.

new

Large numbers of Belfast people have taken advantage of the excursion rates and visited Boston
ami the fairs.

—

prem; J. II. Cates, Jackson, 2d.
Draft Oxen 7 ft. or under—Wm. and Herbert
Black, Searsport, 1st prem; Cbas. Gorgen, Sears-

1st prem; Wm. and Herbert
J. If. Cates, Jackson, 3d.

term of

Monroe.
Braided Bag Bug—Mrs. Louise Page, Monroe;
Mrs. Isaac Moore, Monroe; M. H. Bariev Brooks.
Farm Carpet Home Manufacture—Jus. C. C.
West, Monroe; Mrs. B. W. Mayo, Monroe.
Mrs. Mary Ellis, Monroe, Mrs. AlBag Carpet
fred Getliell, Carmel.
Silk Quilt
Mrs. Walter Haley, Winterport, Angusta Biehards, Belfast, Mrs. A. I). Grant, Winterport.
Worsted (Juill—Mrs. Albert Clark,
Winterport.
1‘alcli Work—Eddie B. Nealley, Monroe, Elma
Penny, Brooks, Everett E. Robinson, Carmel.
Cotton Patch (Juilt
M. C. Plummer, N. Searsporf. Mrs. A. S. Hill, Glenburn, Rosina Sargem,
Monroe, Mrs. A. (’. Flcett, Monroe Mrs. Sarah
Ruggles, Carmel, Carrie E. Hardy,' Winterport,
Miss Bell Neally, Hampden, Mrs. Isaac
Moore,
Monroe, Mrs. Phebe Hopkins, Winterport.
Mrs. J. P. Kennlston,
Specimen Woolen Cloth
Dixmont.
Ladies’ Knit Nose
Mrs. George Clements, Winterport, Mrs. C. A. McKennev, Monroe, Mrs. James
Downs, Monroe, Mrs. Alfred Getehell, Carmel, B.
W. Harden, Hampden.
Gents’ Hose—Mrs. James Downs, Monroe, Mrs.
Sarah Ruggles, Carmel, Louis F.
Croxford, Carmel, Alfred Getehell, Carmel.
Double Mittens—Mrs. George Clements, Winterpori, Mrs. Sarah Ruggles, Carmel, Alfred Getehell,

:

Mr. and Mrs. A. Cutter Sibley, of this
city, are
over the birth of a ten
pound boy. The

rejoicing

ability.

Kitchie, Winterport.
Drawn Bag Bug—Annie I.. Morse, Dixmont;
Mrs. Albert ltobertson,Carmel; Mrs. Isaac Moore,

gambling
prevailed.
premiums

Vicinity.

vessel building in McDonald & Brown’s yard
for Capt. Holt, of Ellsworth, will launch Oct. 18lh.
All the U. S. jurymen from Belfast at the recent

Specimen Fancy Work—Mrs. R. W. Mayo,
Monroe; Mrs. C. A. Fichett, Swanville; Mrs. Isaac
Moore, Monroe; Mrs. Sarah Ruggles, Carmel; Miss
Celhi M. Lane, Brooke.
Specimen I alee Work—Blanche Simpson, Dixmont; C elia M. Dane, Brooks; Lizzie D. .Moore,
Monroe; Mrs. I*. Kelley, Monroe.
Specimen Hair work—Mrs. John Taggelt, Brooks;
Mrs. C. A Fichett, Swanville; Mrs. Miles
Luce,
Wahlo; Mrs. Hannah Thompson, Monroe.
Toilet Set—Miss Bertha Wallace, Jackson; Miss
Bosina Sargent, Monroe; Miss Emma Clark, Winterpnrt.
Tilly—Mrs. Geo. Clements, Winterport; Mrs. C.
A. McKenney, Monroe; Mrs. Augusta M,
Tasker,
Monroe; Mrs. Hannah Thompson, Monroe; Mrs.
A. S. Hill, Glenhurn; Mittie Lane, Brooks; Cora
Uobertson, t arinel; Carrie E. Hasty, Winterport.
oil Fainting—Mrs. s. M. Kami, Monroe.
Mottoes on Worsted—Mrs. Hannah Conant, Monroe; Mrs. lb W. Harden, Hampden; Susie Webber,
Monroe; Edith Webber, Monroe; Mrs. B. W. Harding, Hampden.
Yarn Hug, Home Made—Mrs. S.
Porter, Dixmont; Miss Bell Neally, Hampden; Mrs. F. W.

The Grand Stand has been enlarged to double
its former seating capacity, new cattle sheds

and

The

roe.

roe.

of Belfast

The present beautiful
Moon.

Collection of cut flowers—Mrs. Levi Rich, JackMrs. A. B. Strattard Monroe.
Collection of Pot Flowers—Mrs. J. \V. Lang,
Brooks; Mrs. John Moore, Monroe; Mrs. C. A.
McKenney, Monroe; Mrs. F. \V. Ritchie, Winterport.
Specimen Wax work—Mrs. E. A. Mausileld,
Winternort.
Specimen Worsted Work—Mrs. John Fogg,
Brooks; Mrs. Chas. Marden, Swanvflle; Miss Bell
Neally, Hampden; Mrs. Amanda Durham, Monroe.
Specimen Worsted needle work—Mrs. John
Averill, Frankfort; Miss Amanda Durham. Monroe; Mrs. George Hasty, Jackson; Mrs. Celia M.
Lowe, Brooks; Mrs. David Plummer, Boston; Miss
Mattie Lane, Brooks; Mrs. A. B. Strattard, Mon-

implements. Parker & Otis from the stock
farm, Belfast, exhibited their fine herd of Ilerefords which has taken premiums at state fairs.
The show of fowls was good, particularly the
Plymouth Hocks by C. C. Whitcomb, of Dixmont. and Franklin Chase, of Monroe.
The display in the hall was very large. A.
B. Strattaril’s showing of apples, produce, flowers, &e., was perhaps the best.
The ladies’ department was full, which shows
that they have as much interest in the work as
the men.
Among the fancy work noticeable
was the pen work of John S. Staples, of Mon-

in this

Strattard—Duchess Ollenburg.

son;

almost any trick required of them. Charles
Conanthad the largest display of agricultural

News

The Journal to be Enlarged. The Journal
will be permanently
enlarged beginning with the
Issue of October 18th, thus enabling us to increase
the reading matter about one-fourth.
There will
be no change In the subscription
price.
your subscriptions now.

Robertson—2 Dishes Apples, Onions.
LADIES DEPARTMENT.

monster ox
which girted nine feet. Willard Low had a
pair of trained steer calves that would perform

him to the dedication ball at Knowlton’s new building, but she again refused. He replied to her,

Mass.,

D. S.
A. B.

F. W. ltitchle—Grapes.

a

and

“Damn you, you shall go”! Miss Greeley, who
then at Dr. Porter’s, shut the door in his face.
Daggett told Mrs. Greeley what her daughter had
done and.rcMarked—“No woman shuts the door in
my face and lives.”
Sunday afternoon last Miss Greeley rode out
with Truman Linscott, which fact coming to the
knowledge of Daggett enraged him. At <> o’clock
the same evening Dr. Porter brought Ella home to
see her mother’s uncle, Mr. Ebeu Grant of
Hudson,

Oldnyburgh.

money was taken at the gate as last year.
The show of stock was larger and better than
upon any former occasion. Win. Black & Son
had the largest display, thirty head of oxen.

thing to smooth matters with him. The daughter
thought of going to Michigan, where a married
sister lives, to avoid Daggett.
Recently Miss Greeley went to the village to live
in the family of Dr. Porter. The village school
teacher boarded iu the same family which fact
maddened Daggett and aroused his jealousy, she
refused to accompany Daggett to the entertainment
of the Park family at the village recently, and on
Thursday evening last he wanted her to go with

was

J. P. Kenniston—Dish
Beauty of Kent, Swar, Por'
ters, Orange Sweets, N. Y. Sweets, Gendon.
Clark M. Marden—4 Varieties Potatoes.
I. It. Moore—Onions.
Alfred Getehell—7 Plates Apples.
Isaac Dearborn—Sweet Corn.
II. W. Brown —Pop Corn, Onions, I)lsh Duchess

I

day evening,

and nearly blockaded the street.y
Howland Coombs fell from the st< u
boat wharf into the river, but was shortly rescind
by Mr. A. t. Adams....The sen. Henry
little

son

of

Whitney

arrived

from Uungor .Sunday morning, lumber
laden, bound to New York. She has lately been
commanded by Capt. Samuel Wescott. Capt. N. U.

Cray

is

master-Seh. Anna W.

now

Barker, Capt.

Snowman, is about ready for sea_Sell. Rushlight has just di .charged a cargo of lumber for the
Castine Lumber Co.John Collins Jr. was drawn
to serve on the grand jury, and J. F. Rea on the
traverse, for the October term of court at Ellsworth.

Bin'ksi’okt. L. L. Uncoln, formerly superintendent nl‘ our Railroad, has moved to Woodford,
near

Portland.

Central.

\\

He is

are

in the

now

sorry to

lose

employ

«>f tin* M

genial a familv.
..The Young People's Christian Endeav->r Soci«*
tv was organized last week, A F. Rage, Eps.
Miss Alice Garduer, Vice; Dr. Adams, See.; \:\ o
Dorr, Treas. This society contributed largely asocial inllucnee as well as religious, last winter_
e

so

Mr. Alonzo Colby having sold iii< cottage at Tern
pie Park to Mr. F. W. Smith of Rockland, is n« \>
erecting another on the adjoining lot.lames liar
dy had hi.- foot cut by a kettle falling <*n it tf»s,i
the hands of a ou.-toiner. He will be laid up a month
or more.
This is unfortunate, as this is the bu.-v
at Mr. Buck’s and Jimmy is the head mai
there-The timber for another three master ij
coining down by rail from Kingman for Win Bea/
ley Ji, Co. Grass dees not grow in this yard
The three master Jennie K. Stubbs, has u.-t been
thoroughly overhauled and sailed. The three mast
er A. R. Emerson is here
having extensive repairs.
season

..

Her masts are being spliced
by Master Charles Rarker.

in

an

The

original

mani.fr

innovation

eau-es

much comment
The A. O. V. \\
society had
grand sit down last Friday evening. Oysters, cof.
—

fee and cigars with sparkling speeches constituted
the course ...The remaining lectures to he deliver
ed at the Methodist church by the pastor on Sun

day evenings are as follows: Oct. *21, Dangerous
Camping Ground; Nov. t, Loss and Gain; Nov. I**.
The \ oung Teetotaler, Dee. *J. The Bramble King;
Dee. It’., From Strength to Wcakne.-s, Dee. to, Da;,
ger without. >o far the course has »ecn entertain
ing, calling out good audiences. Mr. Cl'i.Tord -a
worker, v ery popular with his -oriel. and oui |
pie generally-K. M. Blake and wife of Portland,
who were injured .it Searsport by their carriage
breaking, lft-! week, have been obliged to remain
here at the Robinson House a number of day- on
account o! their hurts, which were
quite seri'Mi-.
We aiv ohligcd to hold over until next week what
our correspondent has to
say concerning a watei
supply. Ed.)

Schools
School now

I sm.

High

arc

progressing finely. The
fifty liv. sclndarpromotions to the Hi-

numbers

bridge, Mass., will preach at the Unitarian Church
next Sunday morning— Rev. Mr. Pond, of Warren, will occupy the pulpit of the North Church
next Sunday. Services morning and evening_
Rev. Mr. Tufts will preach at Poor’s Mills next
Sunday morning.

There have been tliree
School this term, Boyce Mitchell, Cl ire Wldtncv
ami Josie Hanson. The action of the district last
fall in grading the school and establishing the
courses of study has proved to be a move in the
right direction. It not only acts as an incentive to
greater exertion on the part of the students, but
tends to increase the interest of the parents in the
school work. Previous to this there was no
system whatever. The scholars were allowed
to grade themselves and to pursue any studies in
If a scholar “didn’t like
any order they saw lit.
the teacher” up stairs he packed his books and
went below. The first term Mr. Luce, the present
teacher, was here, he detained a class in arithmetic

Transfers in Real Estate. The following
the transfers in real estate in Waldo county for
the week ending Oct. 9th. Juliett A. Ames, Bel

night after school to make up a les.»on In w Jiicli
they were deficient. When he called the recitation
the next morning every member of the das.*, but

fast, to Charles L. Wing, same town. Benj. F.
Chase, Unity, to Charles Stone, same town. F. A.
Dickey, Northport, to Charles O. Dickey, of Conn.
John Griffin, Palermo, to Elbridge Griffin, same
town. John W. Herrick A als. Bradford, to Benj
Colson, Prospect. Leslie L. Higgins, Thorndike, to
Sarah R. Lewis, Belfast. Hezekian Herriman,
Stockton, to Henry W. Herriman, same town.
Henry W. Herriman, Stockton, to Sarah ilerriman,
same town.
Ezra A. Knowlton, Swanville, to
David E. Seekens, same town. Joel Lane, adm.
Frankfort, to John S. Hadley, same town. Alfred
E. Nickerson, Swanville, to George T. Peavey,

two had

city last Sunday-The subject of Rev. Mr.
Williams Sunday afternoon sermon at the M. L.
Church will be—“ Evidences of a Future Life.”
Lecture in the evening.
Subject—“A man who
played the Fool.”-Rev. Minot G. Gage, of Camin this

are

town. Job Philbrook & als. Islesboro, to
Henrietta J. Drinkwater, same town. Frank A.
Patterson. Belfast, to Louisa K. Patterson, Belfast.
Lewis H. Ryan, Belfast, to George W. Paiterslmll,
Moses Rankin, Lincolnville, to Hezesame town.
kiali Rankin & als. same town.. David E. Seekins,
Swanville, two lots to Ezra A. Knowlton, same
same

town. Frances P. Storer, Belfast, to Harriet. Wentworth & als. same tow n. Charles A. Swett, Winterport, to Alden X. Swett, same town. A Men N.
Swett, Winterport, to Edwin F. Littlefield, same
town.
Sea us mont. The cooper shop of Mr. Timothy
Dunton, who lives in the east part of the town, was
burned last Friday morning together with tools and
lumber. Cause of fire unknown; no insurance....
Mr. E. L. Bean is In Boston buying goods_At
the annual meeting of Quantobacook lodge of F. A.
A. Masons the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: R. F. Meservie, NV. M.; U. N.
Dyer, S. W.; A. B. Knight, J. W.; Otis 1). Wilson,

Treas.; Daniel (J. Wentworth, Sect.; Edward Hemenway, S. D.; A. B. Ripley, .J. D....Manley Wilhis buildings and building a new
main house-Mr. Chas. Ripley was at
home recently. He is empioyeu as salesman on
the road by Boston parties ...Dr. Harlow and
wife, of Lewiston arc visiting friends and relatives
in town for a few days. The Dr. is in poor health.
_Samuel Miller and family, consisting of wife
and two daughters, while out riding last Sunday
son

is

repairing

L to the

barely escaped

severe

injuries by

the

overturning

of their wagon which was occasioned by improper
driving. They were all thrown some distance, but
escaped unhurt. The wagon needs some repairs.

one

concluded to go to the tower school. I ie
teacher of the lower school contended that if thev
holars
saw
lit to come down they were her
-•

that Mr. Luce had no right to oblige them to go
above and recite. He appealed to the -Supervisor,
Mr. Tabor, »vho ruled in his favor. That was the
beginning of the present graded system. Now
when a scholar in the Primary school has completed the prescribed course of study to the satisfacand

tion of the

Supervisor and teachers, he receives
certificate of promotion to the High
.School. When in the High School either of three
courses of study can be pursued. Written examinations are passed in each branch of study, and if
satisfactory the scholar receives a pass in that
study. If not, lie is required to take the same
study the next term. Tills method insures thorough
work by every student. The next movement is to
move the school house to the opposite side of the
street, grade a good play ground in front, and put
from

them

a

both rooms in first class condition with all the
modern improvements. The people here are ber
ginning to see that they can educate their children
much cheaper at home. The present term closes
with ti»e usua 1 exercises at the church Friday eve.
Oct. *25tli_II. B. Bice, our present P. M., talks of
selling out. He has a line stand in the village and
two small farms just out of the village-Mrs.
Craig, wife ol Jas. Craig M. 1>., is very ill It is
feared that she will never be any better ...The
recent rains have entirely subdued the fires that
were raging so in this town ami Burnham-The
weather has been very eold for the past week, lee
a quarter of an inch thick on three successnights, and a snow squall each day reminded
us of what is coming. So far this week the weather
has been more moderate....Active preparations
are being made for the fair which occurs next
Wednesday and Thursday. We don’t propose to
have as much liquor sold this year as there was
last_The Good Templars Lodge is in a nourishing condition. They are talking of buying an

formed

ive

organ

and

one

lias

been ordered

on

trial.. .In viotus

Lodge I. (). O. F. at a recent meeting conferred ihe
initiatory degree upon J. W. Bachelder of Brooks.
District Deputy Murch w as present ami pronounced the lodge in good working order.

Locals.

Searsport
The
Rev

proved

lias

rproof ghost

w au

The
a

myth.

Merrill of Brewer paid us

B. It.

a

B. C.

Ft rest

Treat.

Colson has sold her house to
Capt.
the storm the Park

account of

»u

perform

Tuesday evening.

here

Family did

1-red B. smith has just returned from
excursion to

Bangor

via.

not

pleasure

a

Bradley.

Hattie McO. Buck will probably sail for
Bucksvillc >. C. after her repairs are completed.
-h.

Colds and sore throats are quite prevalent in
town, ow ing probably to the sudden changes In
tie- wfather ‘*f late.
1

v

IOWA RETURNS DELATED.

Cyphers, with several carpenters left here
tor N"itl)port to begiu work on Capt.

M<

..

J-:i::

Havener's

DesMoines, Oct. 9th. Indications point io
the largest vote ever polled, consequently the
returns will he delayed. Secretary Newman
had a majority of 1,915 last year.* There are
1.819 wards and precincts in the State. Fiftyfour wards and precincts show a net Republican gain of 557.
The lirst amendment gets 1.394 and the second 5,840 votes. One hundred
wards and precincts show a net Republican
gain of 682 in a total vote of 22.032.

bouse.

Nickel-, w ho left here twelve years
aur". an-; has resided -;uce on the Pacific coast, is
vi-uii.g her uativc tow n.
Mi-- Fmelirc

hundred copies of the Republican
'' nr-.: I are tak> : in this place, which shows the
1
ability "t the paper here.
Ncar 1 v

1

tw

l.-t

t.

a.

eng. church has secured the services for
a the Rev. Mi. Hawes.
He will begiu

.illy

.a-,

Liberty.

in N-.v ember.

David Mostnan iia-^put his street lamp in
p"-ition, and has also niaue many improvements
the stret t leading
Utrough his laud.
1

II.

f business in

1

rides to and from Ids
carriage chair recently pur

Merithew
a

for him in New
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His

remains

funeral look

ssels

v

taken to the Insane
month ago died there

was

brought

were

place Tuesdav.

having serious trouble

are

this

-charging their cargoes. The sch. Laekaquite a distance from the wharf and
lo get in unless the tides are
higher.
Nickels left Tu* -day for his home in
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Office autlioritie* are agitating the
of increasing the limit of letters for

single postage to one ounce.

Mrs. L. D. Edgorby, Dexter, Mk
says:—
“Brown*.* Iron Bitters cured me of debility* and
of the heart.”

palpitation
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ARRIVED.
4th. >< ii. A. W. Lllis, Ferguson, Boston;
sloop New Fra, Waite, I.ynn.
<>« i. Tlii. >< t v I.. 1 »avH, Burgess, Bo-ton.
*
"ili. ■-i h- -Inchin, French, lio-ton; Mary
Farrow, (. ondon. Boston.
Oet. nth. seh. £ l. Warren, Babbage, Boston.
’> t-

SAILED.
Oct. ;>i;.
oet.
it!!.
schs. A. W
son.

of south (

m.-lma, nas on exiiilarge bottle tilled with alcohol
Kind" of "iiake", which he killed
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l!. Brilliant. Taply,
Brig Deo. 1.. Dale,
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Bangor,

Pierce, Bangor:
Lllis, Ferguson, Bangor; A. RichardPatter-hall, Bangor.
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II a.g K mg. ii:- last \o\ageirom Cuba was the
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives an appetite and imparts new life and energy t » nil trie function* of
tiie body
Try a bottle and realize it.
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A hurricane at >t. Pierre, .Martinique
Sept.
4. destroyed all the vessels in tin* harbor, with
many of their crews, and causing a pecuniary
loss of j82.00O.OOO.

leading from
I’nion school House. Theycle:
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M*cn

picture

The

on

Al.oNO

inflammation of the bladder; all medicine and treatment had seemed to fail. 1 was recommended to try Hunt’s Remedy, as it had been used
in several such cases here in Portland and vicinity.
1 purchased a bottle at Smith’s drug store here, and
found after using the first bottle that it relieved me
greatly, and after using several bottles found that
it did me more good than all other medicine and
treatment I have ever received combined. And to
add to my good opinion of Hunt’s Remedy, I beg to
my wife lias been for a long
time troubled with a weakness and inflammation of
tiie bladder, with a complication of other diseases
peculiar to women. After using only two bottles
she has been completely cured; and I can say that
my wife is loud in praise of this wonderful medicine, and 1 would highly recommend it to all who
are snivel ing from kidney diseases or diseases of
the bladder.”
state in

closiug

that

In 1>7"», thirteen moil comprised tlie
entire working force used in the manufacture el the James Boss' Gold HuteA Case.
Nowover fa hu,-J are employed, and the
number is constantly increasing. The reason of this increase is this:
In the James
Boss' Gold II '.h'11 (.asc a;l the metal in sight
and subject to wear is .W/u </o/J. while the remainder, which only lends strength to the
case, is of str ng»*r metal than gold,
giving gold where gold is needed, and
strong, elastic metal where strength and
elastb-ity are needed, a combination producing a watch case better than solid gold
and at oxe-half the cost.
^
Over 200,000 of these cases
Sdi
have been sold, and every jeweler in the
country can testily to their quality and
merit.

LuniNiiTON', Micii.. Deo. 5, 1882.
F. M Marsh, 'T tile 1 ‘emocrtii. b, •: iurlit a Jas Boss’
Gold Watch cast' ’.s jvr.rs :iyv>. and carried :t utit’.l a
short time airo, wlu'ii 1 purchased it. and sold it to a
customer. The case showed m» turns of wear -\ a t
that natural t" any case, and I uin satisfied cau he
safely guaranteed !■ at least ten years m re. I have
sold the James Boss’ Gold Wat eh Case for many years,
and the parties who bought the first ones are earning them to-day, as well satisfied as thouirh tin v had
bought a polid gold case costing twice the inoiitA
i
regard them a» the only cases i.f this kind a jeweler
should sell who desires to give his customers :fii
worth of their money or values his reputation
Wm. J Cush way, J< e'er.
Send 3 rent

stamp

Jaaies

lion"

and

Fall River, Sept. 3()th. bailed seh. D. D. Haskell.
Haskell, for Brunswick to load lumber for New
Arrived bark Adolph
‘brig. Maples. Hong Kong. on. 1st. arrived ship
Dov. Robin Doodeli, New \ ork. Oet.
Cleared
ship NN in. MeDilvery, l)tinl*ar, Queenstown,
Brunswick, Sept. isth. Cleared seh. Viola Rep
par i, <Igler, Baltimore.
\rrived -eh. Au-tin I).
Baltimore, Oct. -Li.
Knight, Drinkwatei Boston, tie.1:. Cleared .-dir.
id

Nellie, Drinkwater, Belfast.
Apalachicola, sept. 2Dth. Arrived
Dray, Ivey West.

Jacksonville, Oet. 1st.
guson. New York. Oet.

Keystone

Watch t’a»e

KejtUono Watch Cates

AMERICAN FORTS.

London.
San Francisco. Oet.

to

Factories, Phila-

delphia, l’a.. for handsome Illustrated Pamphlet shin* in a:
are

seh.

Jlera'd.

Boston

how

made.

(lobe continued.)
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Plymouth.
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Fail & Winter,
fl

Saturday, Oct. (5.
Bi
tit—Trade remains liarcly steady at quotations, and seems a little easier; there is a tendency
for stocks to accumulate in the hands of dealer’s
when prices are high ; northern creamery fine freshmade, W't.'.oc; western do, 2S.j3(V; fair to good,
•2fi<j_*7c; fine northern dairy, 2ii<j2sc; choice New
York am! Vermont fresh-made, 244-ac; straight
dairies. 2Ia23e; fair to good, 17«20c; common to
poor, 11 a 15c ; choice western dairy, 20igilc; ladle
choice, Ifiulsr; common to good,' 12 q a 15c. Tile
high price demanded for fresh made fancy creamery and
dry butter gives a good opportunity to

<*rk if -ummer held and cold storage stock.
Cmkksi -The rise of cheese both here ami in
Liverpool indicate that the supply is not equal to
the immediate demand, iml it i> the general impression that the stock in hand is light; fancy
factor--, northern and cas ern, 12<jl2qe; and -oni'e
ask l ie; ehoice, liqyliqc; fair to good. 10a 1 lc;
western choice, liq<jl2e; skim, iy'de, including
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Handsome
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Clothing

Sheetinys, Tattle Linens, XapLins,
Towels, Iilanhets, Com fortuities antI

M EN’S & BOYS’

Ready Made
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There

Saturday from

yard of Hon. Win.
Roger-. Rath,
a large number of
spectators, the magnificent ship Kennebec, owned
principally l»v tn builder. The ship was built for
the California trade, will be commanded by
Capt.
Aiai.son Ford,of Searsport, and when fitted for sea
the
in the presence of

about $120,000. .Site is a lirst-class
ship in every particular. Her dimensions are as
follow s length, 237.7 ft; breadth,43.3; depth, 27.05;
gross tonnage, 2120.51 tons. The follow ing particular- are from the Bath Times:
Tin* building of ibis vessel was commenced the
loth of June, and it is the seventy-fifth vessel Mr.
Rogers has mbit. The model and draughting were
tin* work of Messrs. Hotter and Rideout, Bath’s
will

nave cost

noted draughtsmen and is their masterpiece. This
vessel is as perfectly constructed, as regards
strength and beauty of workmanship as the capabilities of -killed and experienced workmen can attain to. Tin* frame is of w hite oak. The ceiling of
the lower deck is \ > and 13 inches. The ceiling
throughout is extra edged-bolted. Every scarf in
her clamp- have big screws
through them, and set
up w itli nuts. The fore and aft pieces In each deck
frame is double-kneed from one end to the oilier of
!u r deck*.
Full set of spar beams. The ventilation of the ve&sel is perfect, being well ventilated
at each cud and large capacity for ventilation in the
middle down to the floor ceiling. The lower masts
The mainmast is 85 ft. long and 30 Indies
arc set.
through. The foremast is one foot shorter and the
same in diameter.
The mi/.zen mast is 77 ft. long
and 2s inchi * through. The lower yards are SO ft.
52
ft.
masts
long, top
long and 111 indies through,
flie masts and spars are made of the best southern
pine. tieo. Merrill was master spar builder. The
w ater capacity i- 45,<XXi gallons.
She was coppered
on the stocks.
4000 sheets from is to 24 ounce was
and
it
is
on
as
nice
and
smooth as wall
used,
put
paper. The cabin of the Kennebec is as line a one
It is large, roomy and
as w as ever put in a ship.
finely arranged. The main cabin is veneered. The
fancy w ood of which the main cabin is composed is
California Laurel, Black Walnut, Blister Mai.de,
Mahogany, Birds Eye Maple and Rose Wood. The
wood used for the -tiles was imported from the
Hlnllippine Islands. The doors on opposite sides
are so
arranged tiiat the grain of the wood matches
each other in a remarkable manner. Two handsome lounges on each side of the saloon are covered
w ith raised maroon
plush, in the main cabin is the
captain’s room, medicine room, line bath room aud
two state rooms.
The stand has a line Tennessee
marble top, with silver rails.
All the trimming of
the cabin is solid bronze. The forw ard cabin has
a large dining room, four state rooms
and a large

bandy pantry.

The pantry, closets, lockers and

rack- are made of black
walnut, in one cornor is a
w alnut molasses tank, which Alls from
the deck.
All the windows and blinds in the cabin are
slide,
and shutters outside. The wheel house is large and
convenient; and lias one of T. W.
Hyde’s
patent
The
w heel is made of walnut
steering apparatus.
and mahogany, brass mounted. The two
large
5200 pounds each, and were made in
anchors w

Camden.

eigh

Mrs. Cornwallis West, the English beauty, is
about to visit h^r brother-in-law, the British
Minister, at Washington.

would carry more cargo of lumber or dead
tight, she was single decked at that, while the
other had two decks laid high. Which was really
the larger vessel?”
8< h. II. J. Cottrell, of Belfast, before
reported
ashore below Newburyport, was hauled off 2‘Jth
and towed up to the city.
Sch. Josiah
of st. George, was driven ashore at Portsmouth Oct. 2d,
during the storm.
Sch. Napoleon, from Bangor for New York, had
both masts carried away Tuesday, off Thatcher’s
Island, during the storm. She’was towed into
Gloucester 3d.
The condemned lr. S. ships Ohio, 2,700 tons; the
Sabine, 1,475 tons, and the, propeller Kan/as, 410
tons, lately imn hased by Capt, Israel L. Snow, will
be taken to Rockland and probably broken up.
A four-masted schr. of sttf) tons will be launched
from the yard of 11. M. Bean, at Camden, on the
10th lost.
The ship Cora, of Belfast, has not been sold ns
stated last week. The order authorizing her sale
has been countermanded.
The ship has been
chartered to load for Callao.
The new schr. Meyer & Muller, of Belfast, has
been chartered to take her first cargo at
Bangor—
shook8, brick mid hay for Jacksonville.
sch. Penobscot, Carter, of Belfast, which arrived
at Jacksonville on the 8th, made the run from
Belfast in eleven days—a very good passage.
The steamer which towed dismas'.ed schr. Lois
V. Chaples Into Charleston was the Vindobala
(Br), from Newcastle, E. for Coosaw. The schr.
will be sold at Charleston Oct. 12th.
Sch. Vary Jane, of W interport, while taking in
corn at the G T Elevator, Portland, started a leak
and will have to go on the railway for repairs.
Sch. Ella, of Bangor, in getting under weigh at
Hyannis 5th, fouled the schr. T. B. Garland and
carried away jibboom and headgear. The T. B. G.
"

Whitehoiise,

sustained no damage.
Sch. Welaka made

the

Charleston,

days.

8. C. in live

run

from

Belfast to

1 ii Bella.-t, oet. 5th, Miles Staples, aged 7U years
and 8 month".
In Belfast, Oet. Oth, Silvia 1‘. Hanson, aged 73
years and 0 months.
In Belfast, Oet. 3d, Emery Sprague, aged 75
years and 10 months.
In Liberty, Oet. 5th, Mrs. Caroline, wife of William C. Crockett, and (laughter of the late John and
Hannah Berry, of Liberty, aged 50 years.
In Stockton, Oet. Mb, Israel Rendell, aged 00
years and 3 months.
In Belmont, Oet. 1th, William M., aged 2o years,
5 months, and 12 days, son of Martin and
Mary A.
Greer.
[Mass, papers please copy.]
In Liberty, Oct. 7th, Miss EllaO. Greeley, aged
21 years.
in Liberty, net. 7th, Ambrose Daggett, aged 23
years.
in this city, Sept. 22d, Mr. Abram A. Larabee,
aged 50 years, 2 months and 17 days.
In Montvilic, Sept. 17th, Mrs.
Lucy Howard,
wi'low of the late Samuel Howard, aged 88 years

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE.
and

Monday

oc,rr.

Tuesday Evenings,

mtii. «v

i<»t ii.

OPERETTA

“Red

Riding Hood,”

I’M)Kit Till. IHKKI’TION OF

MISS EMMA

POND,

of

Boston,

AS8INTKI) BY
MB. 8. E. PLIMMKK, Tenor.of lletrelt.
I)B. J. A. BEECHER, Tenor.Scarsport.

and 24 days.
-AND——
In California, recently, Mrs. Thomas ltobiuson !
formerly and for many years a resident of Mont- Miss Maud Mlillken, Miss Isa Conant, Miss Mary
82
vilie, aged
years.
Faunee, Mrs. J. 11. Qulmby, Mr. Percy SanIn Lineolnvilli Sept. 2<stl», Mrs. Loarm Harwood
born, Mr. B. P. Chase and a chorus of 75
formerly of Hope, aged 48 years and 0 mo.
In Camden, Sept. 18th, Mrs. Susan W. Buzzell,
voices.
aged 50 years, 1 month and 10 days.
Selections of vocal ami instrumental music will
In Rockland, Oet. 3d, Mis. Damaris R. Rollins,
he Introduced between the scenes of the Operetta,
aged 85 years, 2 months, 0 di ys.
making an enjoyable roneerl programme, which
In Waldoboro, Sept. 20th, El: ius Mank, aged *22
will be changed each evening.
years, 5 moot ns, in days.
Reserved seats at POOR .V SON'S.
lull
in Waldoboro, Sept. 25th, Lizzie J. Welt, aged 2*2
years.
In Waldoboro, Sept. 23d, Thomas E. Ilaupt, aged
Fall
35 years, 5 months, 14 days.
In Vinalhaven, sept. 17th, Thaddeua Roberts, jr.,

aged

Belfast,
Castine, Islesboro
FOUR ROUND

24 years.

I \ ^*15 Main Str<‘et.
Belfast,, Sept. 27. ISS2.—31)
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PRODUCE MARKET.

Apples
"

Monday Trips.—Leaves Bronksvillc (Wasson’s
wharf,) at 10 45 A. M., Castine 11.15 A. M., Islesboro, 12 m., or on arrival of Queen ( ity from Bar
Harbor.
Leaves Belfast same day at 2.30 l*. m., for
same places as above.
Wkdnkbdav.—Leaves Ryder’s at s a. .m., Wasson’s wharf, Brooksvllle, lit s.45; Castine!) a. m.;
arrives in Belfast 10.30 A. M. Leaves Belfast same
day at 2.3o l’. M., for same places as above.
Friday .—Leaves Ryder’s at 8a.m., Castine 8.45,
for Belfast direct. Leaves Belfast same day at 2.30
for Castine and Islesboro.
Saturday.—Leaves Ryder’s at 8 a. m., Castine
8.45, for Belfast. Leaves Belfast at II A. st. for Castine, connecting with Queen City at Islesboro for
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, s. w. Hurboraud Bar Harbor.
JM-Arrives in Belfast each trip in lime for B. &
B. Boats or Trains going West.
Dot. s, 1883.—Iyr41*

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

bush,
35475 Hay ¥ ton,
8.OO310.00
dried W lb,
8§10 Hides
lb,
5^(«7.la
Lamb X? lb,
bu,2
5042.75
Beans,pea,^
7fl<j
Lamb Skins,
medium,
235.<§2.50
80S 1.10
14
yellow-eyes,2.7543.00 Mutton W lb,
7^8
Butter V lb,
22 325 Oats 4P bush,
10§43
Beef V lb,
40 §43
730*>2 Potatoes,
00370 Hound Hojrvi,.
Barley ^ bush,
r,*,s7
Cheese V lb,
0.00§8.00
12313 Straw ty ton,
13 c 15 Turkey V tb,
Chicken W lb,
OOgOO
Calf Skins W lb
7s.s
J2312>* Veal O' ib,
33
Duck
lb,
00400 Wool, washed l?1 tb,
u2.">
W
11)23
oo
u
n
w
ashe<
Ifc'
24
Kggs^doz.,
I,
Fowl
lb,
12314 Wood, hard,
LOOgfj.uo
Geese 4P lb,
3.iX)§3.50
00400 Wood, soft,
W

RETAIL MARKET.
1.15
lb, 8®09 Lime ty bhl,
5 £10
20 OatMeaUflb,
Butter Salt, ¥ box,
72 Onions ^ lb,
Corn ¥ bush,
:{/*4
Cracked Corn ¥ bush, 72 Oi 1, Kerosene,-tfgal, 14 g IS
72 Pollock
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
lb,
:Ui<g4
loan
Cheese 4P lb,
14# 15 Pork ^ lb,
1.55 Plaster ty bbl,
1.10
Cotton See<I ¥ cwt,
:i
Codfish, dry, ¥ tt>,
5&7 Jtye Meal V lb,
1.20
Cranberries, ¥ «jt, 8g)3 Snorts If cwt,
Clover Seed ¥ tt>,
If
tt>,
s,1^
1U®28 Sugar
Flour ¥ bbl,
40
4.00®8.75 Salt, T. L, 4f bush,
11. G. Seed ¥ bu, 2.40 «2.50 8. Potatoes W tt>,
.1^ a4
Lard ¥ It»,
11® 12 Wheat Meal-If lb, 4ej4\,

Beef, corned,

¥

DR. B. S. MASON’S

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

varies. A marvel of purity,
This powder
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the 'multitude of low test, short weight,
Sold only in cans.
alurn or phosphate powders.
lioYAi, Hakim; I'owdku Co., 10G Wall St., N. Y.
never

Iyr37

Perfected

Liniment !

safe and sure remedy for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica, (iout, Pains in the Chest, Side, Back
or Limbs, Nervous Headache, Earache, Diphtheria,
Sore Throat, Cramps, Colic Pains, Corns, Stiff or
Inflamed Joints, Bruises, Burns, &c., &c. Buy it;
try it, and you will be .satisfied that your money
is weed invested. Price 25 cts. per bottle. ProMISS CLOIE M. TIBBETTS,
pared only by
Rockland, Me.
6in41*
For sale by Druggists.
A
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Belfast, Oct. 11, 188.3,-41
REPORT OF T1IF CONDITION OF THE

NATIONAL

BANK,

At Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close of
business October 2, 1SS3.
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LADIES. \II.NSEs
.S.

l\'o. 13 Main St

Forbes

XX.

••Her- I" lii-i "lb
rn laruv, ib<v

li I I >

Mens’ Call’, kip and Thick Hood. Rojs and
Youth’s Boots and Sinn ». ronsfstiim otVa»f
Billion and fait'Ball., also s-iiool Reel'
SOLID Lealher, < arpeulcrs a d Laborers’
llea\) solid Leather. I ustom Made shorn,
our own make
that will stand hard wear.
Dents' tali' Button and Conirr-’ss Boots,
Calf Low shot '.

=

Over $2,000 Worth of
I

all at tlie lowe>l

i^ 1:be

price-t.»i-

call and examine
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Surplus
Cndivided

33,000.00
protits.
7,848.7!)
National Rank notes outstanding. 133,200.00
Dividends unpaid
648.00
Individual deposits subject to check. 155,888.41
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GOOD NEWS

!!|_ADlES?
IMIBI ——

II

"Now’s your time to get
Up Orders for our CELEBUA
TKI) TEAS and COFFEES, and
ncautit'iii MOSS
secure a
ROSE or COED-15 AND CHINA TEA-SET
(44 pieces), our own importation. One of these beautiful china sets given away to die party sending an order
for $25. This is the greatest inducement. ev<-r oflered.
Send in your orders ami enjoy a cup of HOOD TEA
or COFFEE, and at the same time procure a HANDSOME CHINA TEA-SET. No humbug, (iood Teas,
dOc., 35., and40c. per 11*. Excellent Teas, 50c. and COc.,
and very best from 05c. t<> 00c. W e are the oldest and
largest Tea Company in tin* business. The reputation
Df our house requires no comment. We have just imported some very tine WHITE oftANTTE DINNER
SETS, (115 pieces), which we give away with Tea aiul
Coffee orders of $40 ami upwards. Tor full particulars,

Address THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA GO.
J*. O. Box 289. 81 and 83 Veeey St.. Now York.
6m 41

NEIGHBOR

Advertises that lie will sell

Novelty Clothes Wringers for $.'t.
1 will sell either NOVELTY or INIVKBSAL Tor *2.75.
If you are in want of any kind of hard ware call
and see me.
GEO. O. BAILEY
Belfast, Oct. 11, 1883.—2w41

Now Is the time to ride and plow.

4141

Winter-port.
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This Yarn is SUPERIOR in

for gone
Yarns tor

W.

BURKETT,

S.

and

Belfast.

K.

p

s<

Sittings

for L.3dics and
We

wear.

were

the first to introduce this

Sleeper,

Yarn in this

anti havd

city,

received

just

a

new

stock

of the 0RIG2&AL SPANISH
Wishing

retire from the Dry Goods business,
will close out his

to

p

YARN

S

8
8
ISAAC M. BOAUDMAN,
Treasurer of Belfast.

knitting Hosiery

Children’s

No. 56 Main St.,

City of Belfast, Oct. 9,ISS^.—3w4l

in ali the desirable

shades at retail

STOCK OF DRY GOODS

whole-

or

sale.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Searsport

National

AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

Bank,

At Searsport. In the State of Maine, at the close of
business October 2, 1SS3.

I IIAVK IN

B.

F.

Wells.

Belfast, Sept, i:!, is-;!.—:S7U'

STOCK

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$70,118.00
C. S. Bonds to secure circulation. 50,00o.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages. 2,011.no
Due from approved reserve agents. 34,543.00
258.04
Current expenses and taxes paid.
270.17
Checks and other cash items.
480.00
Bills of other Banks.
....

Fractional paper currency, nickels and

4.51
pennies.
Specie. 2.404.00
notes.
tender
2,000.00
Legal
Bed emption fund with U. S. Treasurer, (5
percent, of circulation). 2,250.00

Total.$170,404.84
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$.*>0,000.00
Surplus fund. 1,000.00
Undivided proiits. 3,210.00
National Bank notes outstanding. 43,000.00
400.00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.70,788.78
Total.$170,404.84
State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, ('H AN. F. UOKDON, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of iny knowledge and belief.
Chas. F. Gordon, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day
of October, 1883.
Chas. K. Adams,
Notary Public.
lw41
Correct— Attest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON, )
Directors.
J. II LANE,
J
ALBERT B. FERGUSON, )

NOTICE.
committee of Belfast, win i>u
session at the High School room in Belfast,
on Saturday, Nov, 3, 1883, at 10 o’clock A. M., for
the purpose of examining teachers for the winter
schools. All candidates are requested to be presK. F. DUNTON,
ent.
) S. S. Com.
F. W. BROWN,
of
[
G. C. KILGORE, )
Belfast.
3w41
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&

gun

81 & 83 Main St..
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Jc

repag

every respecl to ali other

CEO.
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8
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S

will

as

time.
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our

the stgles and richness of the

it si ii^=_I if?i j if
33

Total.$480,585.20
state ok Maine, cocnty or Waldo .ss.
L A. H. BRADBl BY, Cashier of the Belfast National Bank of Belfast, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowland belief.
A. II. Uhadiu hy, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn t«» before me this 9th day
of October, 1883.
Joseph Williamson,
Justice of the Peace.
Correct. Attest:
JOHN U. BROOKS,
)
DAMKL H A R A DION,
1 w41
WM. B. SWAN,
)

$(iO.

Dram! Opt ning of these floods,

YBILITIES.

Fit Kit ATWOOD,

goods

~

-"

C3

Capital stock paid in.$150,000.00

PLOW

l.oircsl liottom

If

_

Total.$480,585.20

MY

|

shall

we

Friees ranging from $10 to

KESOCIU’ES.

Loan's ami discounts.$200,871.00
150,0'M).00
15,824.17
t!f?,f>72.99
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
7,rx.o.oo
Current expenses and taxes paid.
027.40
Premiums paid.
10,oo).oo
Checks and other (‘ash items.
1,004.08
Bills of Other Banks.
3,48mm)
Specie. 10,563.90
000.00
Lejral tender notes.
Redemption fund with U.S.Treasurer (3
per cent, of circulation,'.
0,750.00
L. 8. Bonds t<> secure circulation.
other stocks, bonds ai <1 inorttfag:es.
Due from approved reserve agents.

U2!S

which

(Mil
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Blank Books!'Mu"..

>

E
?
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BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected| Weekly for the Journal.
By C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.

Lengths!

HIHII
27th
f- Thursday, Sept.
5

~

r

our own

dnia

Stationery, iiisssa'"

5000 Yards INKS,

as’remaining

:

from

—

SCHOOL

of W aldo, forthe year 1SS2.
TlAHK following list of taxes on real estate of non
resident owners in tin* City of Belfast, for tin
1
year 18S2, in bills eoimnitted to FKFl> A. < AULF
Collector «>f said eitv, on the 10th day of duly, IStyJ
has been returned by him to me
no
paid on the ‘Jth day of .July, iss3, by bis eertiiicaU
of that date, and now remain unpaid; and notiet
is hereby given that if the said taxes, and interest,
and charges are not paid into the treasury of -aid
eitv within eighteen months from the date of cum
milment of said bills, so much of the real estatt
taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount dm
therefor, including interest and charges, will with
out further notice, he sold at nublic auction at tin
treasurer’s office, viz
At the Aldermen's Boom in
said city on the second Saturday of January, |s*4,
at 3 o’clock P. M. :

CIloK'K assortment ot'

& BrooMe.

TRIPS PER WEEK,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday.

Short

inspect the targe

W. Burkett,

Geo.

FI LL and

a

THOMPSON i SON

At COST. m close nut

t

are

C

Non-Resident Taxes in the City of Belfast, County

FALL it WINTER

We

«

to shotr yon.

pleasure

our

to

1

<

j

of Carpetings it trill he

assortment

Clothing,

Furnishing Goods

15«kl Isis«* I

BLOCK,
STREET.

MAIN

Belfast, Me.

hand.

■

Cents’

PALMER’S,

4,1SS3.—4\v40

They

Treasurer’s Notice.

1883.

FRONT

LOWER

-A N D

specialty.

a

Constantly

HATS, CAPS,

1

IRON

found at

Temple.

Carpets

■

A good reputation having been acquired by us
for selling llrsl-elnss goods only, al POPILAB
PlilCES, He distinctly Hlsh ll understood that we
Hill not be undersold.
3m41

usual. Embalming bone y an EX'
1’EKlENb ED HAND if b dred.

as

REMNANTS

CORNICES, POLES,

CHILDREN'S

Made

to be

7iir. to $1.00.

Made

Yarn,

<

■

U ndertaliins

a

HANGINGS OF ALL KINDS

HORSE BLANKETS,

of Us.

business,
along with your
M( >\ K\ and give us a rail.

by

Cemnantown. Scotch Hall, Shetland, Saxony. Ilartland, Corentry. Spanish. Andalusia,

Robes,

Buying

so route

fl'e show

-AND--

Cinyeriny

or

as

G O O 1> * :
are

JUST

A. HARRIS & SON

>

met

city

prices

in Boston,

as

Atiir. >. ISS f

TAPESTRIES

Counterpanes.

Also all shades In

B. F1. WELLS.

'•

Oct.

in this

We !>uy most of
express added only.
goods of the tnanufa'di. .ers, and < an

mean

Done

full line of

P.

DWIGHT

We

&c.

be

1

•'

A

kept

ever

Save You Money by

little folks.

f«r tin-

goods

and

our

PlatjitKj. <fv.

School,

All the above

ll'ttrsleds.

Lap Robes, Halters, Surcingles, &c.

goods.

DOLL CARRIAGES
F V IN’ C A

Is very large, comprising

OK

Buffalo ami Wolf

Low
freight

P

II elsh
ALSO

these

full of

■

seel Ton of the State, and at

Books, Stationer)/, Bens, Pencils, Ink. Tissue
tmil Shelf Paper. Partis. Birthtlai,

There Is no exaggeration In the statement that
out stack of these goads is larger than we
have ever shown before. Our stock of

Clothing

sizes ami tiesrrijifions.

sior

Best Selected

Frotr H 7 to Sac.

Searsmont, Oct. 17, HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
A First-Class

Largest ad

HOSIERY,

have the best made and fitting

that I

see

Carpet

All-Wool

papular as they are nt present.
special attractlans In these goads.

never so

He have

MITTENS.

Books. School

Masonic

now

fashionable styles and colors.

tlu city. I am agent for the HIGHMIH SHIRT,
widen always gives satisfaction. Be sure and

Blank

are

—

exceedingly law prices.

AT

forget

large additions to their extensive
prepared t«. >how one of the

le

nia

stock,

Laundried & Unlaundried Shirts
in

For only ‘2Ac. per yard.

WILL

Having

Wear

and Hats Covers.
Don’t

Rugs, Mattings,

that cannot

another

Also

lot of

Collars, Cuffs, Suspenders, Hdkfs., Umbrellas, Rubber Coats, Rubber Hats

Cotton Chains,

the trade

VELVETS

and desirable shades.

Necli
In all the

competition in this city,

Trimmed Goods

new

large

on

Lowell Extra Sopers.,
INGRAINS, DOUBLE WARPS,

At

Upwards,

or

Flannel Shirts !
all the

In

Thursday, Sept. 27,

Our

Is seeontl In none In the city. The styles are
AFW, the tinIsh FAILTLESS anil shape I’FIIFEl'T. He offer the 1’LAIXFxT as well as MOST

at

Furniture.

BARGAIN.

We shall

Hemps, Rugs,

fiaboraiely

to

a ease

GLOVES.

Oil Cloths, Oil

Lace Goods

Is very attractive

pleas-

Brussellsjapestries,

Anti nil other articles kept In a tlrst-class establishment. Our stuck ill'

1883.—41 tf

our

A Full Line of

Notions,

Made-up

been

to present the public.

-A N D-

Carter, Belfast.
Miss Hichborn,
Delaware Breakwater. Oet. *:
Arrived lu-iir
; hi. who ii
gathered quite a cabinet of Jvatahdin, Hayes, Bangor.
>ealtle. Sept. •>. sailed ship Abner Coburn. NidiThere an- four -pecie.- of the rattle
o]-. San Francisco.
•.ico
.a- iu
k ry, oak, w ater and
ground. I
Charleston, Od. 1. Cleared -eh. Fred A Carle.
Co. a-in, black, marsh,
( ondon, Barren Island. On.
grass, and chicken
Arrived -do We
"i aki.
The colors of -mne of these are hika, Cottrell, Belfast.
Oet.
4th.
Portsmouth,
Arrived sdi.-. Marv L.
1 ‘til ai, in*- black
-,<"i" looking like velvet.
Pearson, Pendleton, and Tantamount, Pendleton,
" -i
Oct. ath, arrived brig James Miller, War
akv
i- a lizard which has a
history. Bangor.
New York
*'
-Mi. Sy:: rkman accidentally putting his mi,
\ ri’t.Fs—Receipts are very goo«l; quotations are
Cleared brig Amy A. Lane, CosBangn-. »» t.
wile
back, tell ."ometiiing whichseemtigau, New York.
easier, pound sweets, $3«3 5o; llubbardstons, $25uu3
¥ bbl; <.raven-teiu Nova Seotias, No. i, $t ¥
and on in \ estigation the lizard was
FOREIGN roiMS.
bid; New England varieties, choice, £2 50^3 ¥ bbl.
b
: ween the lining- of her dress.
l.<*gh )rn. Sept. jsth. Arrived bark Sarah A. StaHay a.md >traw—Market quiet fur hay; choice
ple-, Klwell, Philadelphia
eastern timothy, $17 t? ton; medium, $I.Vyl(l; line
b'
i< n-runaway occurred here Thursday.
.*
alparaiso, Sept. J Arrived bark M -onbe.am, hay, $14315; ordinary, $lt)gl3: western timothy, j
H«*-:
-aic"im*ii
tlieii-w ives were driving
1 >unbar, New York.
$b>3 IT : swale, $o«.10; rye straw, $12313 ¥ tor.; oat
t.-t with a-oaii belonging to the Belfast
straw. $fi ¥ ton.
*1 Alfl lilJv 31i.SCr.LLAN V
lie coming down the hill past Capt.
Of every description and kind at wholeSchooner YoungChicf, Capt. 1 >avis, uf >l. George,
!• I
I' ! ’i :--or
reddence, one of the irons w hich v..ip-i/."l off Cape Porpoise, October -i. Nothing
MARRIED.
sale
or retail.
A new stock just imported
a- -rivcl except two dories.
The crew was taken
Ji*
Hi
out, '.* illng tne er».»ssbar down,
!••
a!.-.aril schooner Exchange and landed a! Portland.
and
for
sale
CHEAP.
-II
wa;*
tin
horses
heels
schooner Hannah !>.. of Westport, was abandoncaused them t<
-trikhig
In this city, Oet. 7th, by Rev. \V. 1L Williams
cd ten miles from Boon Island
r
at. i When near the house of Mr. Bletheu the
Thursday, having George G. Brown and Mrs. Lucy Gilmyu, both of
-pi ung aleak and being full of water. Capt. Reid
Belt ast.
.image ma into tiie ditch and w as capsized, throwHid three of the crew were brought to Boston FriIn Searsport, Oct. 10th, l»y Rev. Wooster Parker,
b
*:
day afternoon and he was given a passage home ( apt. James G. Pendleton and Mrs. Hannah T. M«*party out. The horses kept on with
on the steamer Star of the East.
tA'
a triage
to the hotel, where In turning the
(tilvery, both of Searsport. No cards.
The schooner Martha Weeks, Kennedy, from
in Lincolnvilh*, Oct. 4th, at the residence of the
:
r iIn > ran over Mr. David
Mosman, knocking Rockland for New York, landed at Vineyard Haven
bride’s father, by Rev. B. C. Wentwortii, Mr. Geo.
last Thursday night, ( apt. Lambert, llis wife and
"
at In miraeulo
>. Miller, of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Hattie E.
.-ly escaped with slight ti»e crew of
the brig Tally Ho, of Maddas, PhiladelRuss, of Lincolnvilh*.
1 ai"c>.
Tiic horse- were slopped near the stable
phia fur Boston, with coal. ( apt. Lambert reports:
In Prospect, Oct. 7th, by Rev. XV. G. Carlev, Mr.
"<
’*
I
Would announce that they have a large stock of
>et.3d, about .'.3(1 t\ m., lwo miles east of Cross Rip George 1L Lowell, of Bucksport, and Mi>s Annie
up:mt- of the carriage were taken
into
Mi
Blcthen'- h -use and Dr. Stephenson light bouse, was run into by au unknown steamer
Harris, sf Stockton.
which -truck the brig amidships, sinking her in 2u
In searsport, Oct. 3d, by A. E. Mathews, Esq.,
:'i• 3. who foiin
them a.1 bruised more or less
&
minutes. Tin; crew were in the boats fourteen
Mr. Geo. M. Cunningham" ol' Searsport, to Mis>
1 U more -cared than hurt.
hours, and were nearly exhausted when picked up.
Delia M. ( oleord of swanvillc.
The American ship st. Mark, Capt.
In Augusta, Oct. «!th, by II. W. Tilden, Mr. StanNichols,
r'ank
Pray employed in the s. s. & B. Co’s. bound from Liverpool lor New York with coal, has i ley s. ( rawford of Yassalboro and Miss Lovira A.
!
put intoQueenstown with a number of her crew lo-t.
her
Biicklin of Belfast.
was
presented Friday by his fellow
A man had fallen overboard and a boat manned bv
In Boston, Oct.2d, by Rev. O. P. Gifford, Charles
"•
a kin,
with a i'cautiful hanging lamp. Mr. u. L.
six hands was lowered to rescue him, but neither
Elliott of Hyde Park and Hattie L. ( lark of Boston.
’•
the boat’s crew' nor men were seen
kiauag r, in a short presentation speech
beIn Monroe, *»cpt. isth, Mr. Edwin >. Curtis of
afterwards,
ing in the night time and very dark.
Monroe and Miss Etta R. Goodwin, of Lincoln.
k
i-i* -ii t* mention the record of the
recipient
«>.
.1.
of
-ANDCapt
Bowers,
In Appleton, September 29th, Edward E. Bowes
Camden, has purchased
uil employee, saying, “that in a
period of an eighth of Barque Hannah McLoon, of Rockland, and Hattie B. Bills, both of I'nion.
and will take charge of her.
which Mr. Pray had been
In Deer Isle, September 25th, Dr. Langdon S.
employed in
Ba'iii. Oct. 3. (d»ss & Sawyer launched at Bath
< hilcott, of Bar Harbor, and C. Lillian Eaton, of
btetoj-y he had never been absent but one to-day a three-deck
named John Keih*v.
ship,
Her
Green
Our ui»'.airs department is stocked with
Landing. Deer Isle.
:
; w hen the mill was running, and iu that
In Waldoboro, S ’pteinber 25th, Seth A. Eaton, of
length is25<;.nfeet, and her gross tonnage 2,334 tons.
g tin.*
had never failed to he present at the 8he is owned in Bath. Capt. Gibbons of Bath will
and
Cassie
K.
Middleboro, Mass.,
Welt, of Waldocommand her.
she is the largest vessel ever built
boro.
*1
|ihi tiie whistle blew to
go t* work, and he
in Maine, and the launch was witnessed by 2,uoo
In East I'nion, September 22d, George Hill, of
:
left until it )»iew to quit work.” Mr.
persons. The Portland Press says the largest
Pittsfield. O.-tego cm nty, New York, ami Eva M.
-ANDvessel ever built in Maine Is the ship Ocean King,
**r
:;a- been emoloyed in the
j Moore, of l nion.
finishing depart- now
at San Francisco, built at Kennebunkpurt in !
In
Oct.
Mr.
Hancock,
Thomas
A.
Gott and
-t,
o.
WINDOW SHADES!
aid a- hr is a very rapid workman, and
1874. She registers 2,510 tons, but a correspondent j Miss Hattie J. Brown, both of Ellsworth.
mai-*
'»n
ui average lifty spools in a
In Burlington, YL, Sept. 2Mh, Mr. F. S. Warren,
which will lie sold as LOW as the LOWKST.
minute, we j of the Bath Times asserts that the Kelley is wider
and longer and has greater carrying capacity than
of Deer Isle, and Miss Ella Atwater, of
ba \
made a rough estimate of the number he must
Burlington.
the Ocean King. He presents the following illustraA. HA It It rs a soy, ;.S Main Si.
I mc made in the nine years, and lind it to exceed
tion “A few years since two brigs
to
Bath,
belonged
Belfast, (let. 11,1883.—3m! 1
1
light, illion*i. A- the spools average in length
registering 3S4tons, while the other registered 225
ton.-. The latter was longer and wider than the other,
DIE1Dc
rc and one
quarter inches this number if
1

We would announce the arrival of
the LARGEST and most elegant
designs in Carpetings for the Fall

v All are invited to call and examine

her

directly

go

colored in all sizes.
Have ju>t re
of I'nderwear at 50 cl*, that we
guarantee are tin* BEST GOODS for the
price in the city. Don’t fail to examine
these goods as it is a GREAT

reived

Domestics,
White Goods,

line.

price,

you will find

From 25 Cents

open

New York & Boston,

or

Shirts and Drawers

Dress Goods,

Returns this week from

-1 N-

P. Palmer’s,

Where

unusually

an

quality

Dwight
Hither white

flOUTHWORTH

w

L«u;s—The market for fresh stock; eastern, 24 q
'j2 >e ; t ape eggs, 2fi<j27c.
Bfans—Receipts iigiit, whether because of scarcity or the frost or the hulls, nothing short of the
future can demonstrate which; choice northern
hand-picked pea, small, $2 'Jay 3 p1 bus; do large,
a2 75 ; medium, $2 05a2 75; yellow eyes, im$2
proved. $3 55; do choice fiats, $5 laud 2.5; red kidneys, £3 40a3 5o, and some ask $3 00.
I'otatoks— Receipts continue light and consumers arc required to pay higher; early rose, Aroostook and ibullion, 55c; Burbanks, 5uy5Sc; peerless,
-■>035.3c; natives. $1 02,q ¥ bbl; Maine ami down
casters, *1 02 q ¥ bbl.

Vie are carrying, this season,
complete line of

Bargains!

on

nderwear,

No matter what

It Is with confidence in the continued patronage of our customers and with hopeful anticipation of tucreased sales, that we call attent<> «ur XKVt WELL ASSOKTED and JIDICI!I<>n
DlSLl SELECTED GOODS, purchased with a
special view to the wants or this locality.

Market.

common.

Cleared seh. Florida, Fers.
Arrived -di. Penobscot.

XT

nounced it

got suited

If you want to

■

neys too intense for me to describe, and tried sevremedies that were recommended, and was examined by one of our best physicians, who pro-

THE WHARVES.

New York, <>et. 1st.
Arrived .-eh. Hannibal, Bangor. ( >ct. ill, cleared seh. Florence Leian l, Adams,
Demarara. o. t. 3d, arrived sells. Charlotte T. >ib
ley, Bartlett, Jacksonville; Win. Flint, Douge and
Paragon, sliute. Bangor. Oet. 4th. arrived .-eh. D.
K. A rev, Ryan, Boston: cleared sdi.-. L. (.. Knight,
Blake, and Fannie & Ldith, Warren, Boston, on.
b. Cleare i ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, Yokohama. Oet.
Cleand .-di-. Mary A. Hall. M
Donald, Demarara, and T. 11. Livingston, Stinson,
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POLICEMAN'S DUTY.

Policeman Ed. K. Heath, 29 North Street, Portland, Me., May 11,1883, writes:—
“1 have been troubled for a good many years
with inflammation of the bladder, dating as far
back as during the time I was in the army. 1 suffered with dull, heavy pains in the back and kid-

the road to success.
A great deal of this work has been done the
present season. On Monday of last week Mr. Fred
Portland, Me., May 11. issa.
I hereby certify that I know the facts of the sickKnowlton dedicated a new building which ha* just
ness of Mrs. E. Iv. Heath, and that thev are correct,
been completed. It is 30 by 60 fed witli basement.
Tlie lirst story and basement an* used for stores, ly stated in the foregoing certificate, and her cure
was accomplished by the use of Hunt's Remedy.
the second lloor for offices and ante-rooms, while
A. W. smith, Druggist,
the hall story is for the Grand Army Post. The
C or. Portland and Green Streets.
Post will dedicate the room on the 23d inst. .John
Wellington has built a new house. Hunt, Walker
iV Co., tanners, have built a new office. J. ,i.
Walker has built a stable and is repairing his
NO MATERIAL CHANGE.
house. Mr. W. H. Hunt has also repaired lus |
Thi>i< to certify that 1 have used Hunt's Reined v
house. George Stevens is building an addition to ; for the kidney complaint, and derived much benefit
hi* saw mill, and will put in stave, heading and
from its use.
I have been afflicted about one
shingle machines. George Palm, r has built a
year, and receivslaughter house. Janie* F. Brown is putting on an ing treatment from the local
physicians, anti used
addition to his house. El. Knowiton, tanner, has
a number of -o called
specifies without any mabuilt a new dwelling house. James Place is getterial help. 1 am happy to say, after using three
ting lumber for a stable. H. N. Dennis is building bottles of Hunt's
Remedy, 1 was completely cured.
and making additions to his house. Edward
I never fall to recommend it, and you are at liberMitchell, who recently bought the Clough place,
ty to use my name in any manner von may desire.
is repairing the dwelling house.
Briggs Turner
John \V. Johnston.
has built a new blacksmith *h«»p....The tanneries
Norwich, Conn., May 7, Iss3.
arc in active operation.v. D. Mathews’ tlouriug and grist mill, one ot the best in Waldo county,
(bnunued from last week.)
is in full operation. Not so mu. h llour will be
made as formerly, a* lee* wheat is received-1
How Watch Cases are Made.
C M rse i* busy, but is not
running his mill on full
time “wing to scarcity of water.

taken off.

mini-.-ioners, on petition of Capt.
aii<l -thers met here Friday to decide
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Pernambuco Tuesday. He reports
masts were rotten, and were carried
-cry heavy weather. The crew were
k sever.il day.**, and could not have t*ur-
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was

Pendleton, recently lost
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prosperity, then

Mi.

Mr.

A

Columbus, Oct. 9th. At midnight the result on the 8tate ticket and Legislature is in
great doubt. Chairman Larger, of the Democratic Committee, thinks their majority will be
about 7000 on the State ticket and that they will
carry the Legislature. The Republican Committee expects to elect the Governor by a few
hundred but concedes that it depends oil the result in Cincinnati and Cleveland.
The returns are so meagre that neither committee is over confident. An impression prevails that the second amendment will be carried.
Neither committee seemingly cares for the Legislature. Gov. Foster concedes that the result
dependsion Cincinnati-mid Cleveland and says
calculations as to the strong localities have been
received on both sides.

visit last

week.
Mr*.

Elections.

1 HE RESULT IN OHIO IN DOUBT.

s. s.

t'assameres,

Flannels,

Worsted

NEW

Dress floods. Feints. Lining Cambrics, Silesia, Hleaehed and liroien
Sheetings, ’Fable Linen, Linen ltossoms, Crashes,

ItKCKIVKII

a

variety

of other

goods

useful for

a

family.

I will also seli or rent my store, which Is in the
central part of Main St., and well located for nothing and Furnishing Goods, Hardware or Grocery
business. For further particulars enquire ol'

S.

SLEEPER,

at the Store.

ALSO

Great Auction Sale !

TIIK

AT

I'll K

LAUCiKNT

Caps.
STOCK

OK

UOKKS

Boston

Clothing Store,

Mark Andrea's, Proprietor,
II

~

OK

To lit1 foiinil In the flly, al prlt cs tlmi (lef) rompi'llllnn. I'lrasr rail and rxamlnr uoods
mill prlrrs.

F. ('.
3m40*

Collrv'H, Uolliiwl,

LINK

Trunks. Valises. Horse Blankets

(food 5c. (THAIS call for the F.
at

KILL

Hats cfc*

New

AT THE DOLLAR STORE.

W. O.

\

ANl)

FRANK PIERCE’S

a

HAY

CHILDRENS & BOYS’ CLOTHING,

Belfast, Sept. 4, 1SS.J.—

If you waul

KVKItV

Tickings, Flannels,

Thread, Xeedles, lfosierg, flloees,
Mens' Shirts anil Drawers,
and

GOODS!

Pha'nt* Raw.

■

Brlfast, Mr.

Administrator’s Sale

AUTOMATIC
VALUABLE REAL ESTATE.
Centrally
business yarl
situated
Belfast,
OF
House
slsting
adjoining the
STREET LAMP!
streets,
extending
High
house and stable,
Angier
of
run
Court
t.» Church
and known as the
homestead. Also a lot of land corner of Church
and Bridge streets, with house and stables. The
above! property will be sold at puhlie auction on
Tuesday, Oft. 10th, at 10 o'clock A. M.
C.ALV IN IIERVEV, Admr.
7w35
of

lot and
with

Handy,

and retail.

economical and low
Send for circular.

price.

Wholesale
Sw41

FRED ATWOOD,

Winter-port,

Me.

a

in the
lot of land
from

The

WE DO NOT CLAIM
that IIood’sSarsafarilla will cure everything, hut the fact that on the purity and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor and
health of the whole system, and that disease
of various kinds is often only the sign that
nature is trying to remove the disturbing
cause, we are naturally led to the conclusion
that a remedy that gives life and vigor to
the blood, eradicates scrofula and other im-

purities from it, as Hood’s Sarsafakii.la
undoubtedly does, must be the means of preventing many diseases that would occur

without its use: hence the field of its usefulness is quite an extended one, and we are
warranted in recommending it for all derangements of the system which are caused
by an unnatural state of the blood.

Why Suffer with

Salt-Rheum ?

Messrs. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer from
Salt-liheum on my limbs, for a dozen years
previous to tlic summer of 1H70. at which
t,;ue 1 was cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The skin would become dry. chap, crack
open, bleed and itch intensely, so that I
could not help scratching, which of course
At the time I commade them worse
menced taking Hood's Sarsaparilla iin the
summer of ts7tv> they were so bad that they
discharged, and I was obliged to keep them
1 .mdaged with linen cloths. The skin was
drawn so tight bv the heat of the disease
that if 1 stooped oVer they w ould crack open
and actually hiing tears into my eyes. 'Hie
first bottle benefited me so muon that I continued taking it till i was cured 1 used one
box of Hood s Olive Ointment, to relieve the
itching. Hoping many others may learn the
value of Hood's Sarsaparilla aiul receive as
much benefit as I have, I am,
Very trulv vours.
MitS. S. S. MOODY.
S i. 75 ltroadway.
Lowell. Mass., Jan. 15, lsTS.

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

I- sold by druggists. Price 81. or six for $5.
Prepared by C. 1. HOOD ^ Co., Lowell, Mass
lyr9

Wind,

He

n Y It. P.

Have you listened to the wind, my dears,
To the strong wind when it roars!
When it whistles about the windows.
And rattles and shakes the doors?
Have you heard the soft wind whisper.
Hid you list to the gentle breeze?
Have you heard the sad wind murmur
And sigh among the trees?
Have you listened to the glad wind.
To the fresh wind when it sings,
When it drives away the storm elouds
And golden sunshine brings?
Shall I tell you about the winds, my dears.
And what they do and say,
What they bring to us as the seasons change.
Scarce resting bv night or day.

fiercely

the north wind
From his haunts of ice and snow,
With his breath so cold
And his strength untold,
Over the earth to blow.
He tosses the wintry elouds on high
And sends the frost’ from the clear cold sky;
The birds and the brooks will cease their song.
Tile flowers will die if lie tarry long;
But the children's hearts must grow bold and
V

comes

strong.

F or to work, to work, is the north wind’s song.
Then cheerfully, steadily work away.
The cold, bold north wind blows to-day.

gently

comes

cheerily

RICH

BLOOD,

completely rlianp- the blood in
the entire system in three months. Any
person who will take 1 PHI each night
from 1 to 1 2 weeks, may be restored to
sound health, if such a thing be possible.

curing

For

these

Pills have

Complaints

Female

equal. Physicians
practice. Sold everysent by mail for
cts. in
no

them in their

tise

where,
stamps.
1.

or

pamphlet

Send for

FKFH

JOHNSON A < (U tost on, M

S

ass.

A song of the sunshine the west wind sings
When lie comes at morn on his golden wings;
Fill all vour hearts with sunshine to-day,
(ill. children rejoice and be glad on your way.
< >.

of

will,

Thought.

Cneasiness is a species of sagacity; a passive
sagacity. Fools are never uneasy. [Goethe.
The

NEURALGIA,

RHEUMATISM.

JOHNSON'S ANODYM I.1NDU NT
I//!' r nul and Erbrnai u<> will instant a neon s’ v
r -li. '.v these terrible diseases, and will
p<
lively cure nine oases out f ten. Informal i«»n
Hiat will save many lives sent free by m.a.l.
Don’t dela> a moment.
Prevention i-: b« it«-r
:
n cure.
1. S. -Johnson & <
Host*
«

It i- a web-known fact that most of tin* Horse
and Cattle Powd* rsold in this country
worthier-; that Sheridan's ('"ndition powder is al>
’• i'
1 y pun* and v ry valuable
Nothing on
* arth will make liens
lay like Sheridan's
Comlition Powder. I >•
ne teasp *•nful to
on.eh pint food,
s
id everywhere, or sent
y
mail for 25 cts. in stamps.
We furnish it it! 2}
ib. cans, price si.no Hv mail, 81*20.
1. S. Johnson i: Co., Boston, Mass.

lyrlG

Bi tter titan

Bra

ruder

—

zes

a

a

tat Blossoms

Xetc Flag.

Kvt*n the balmy air and orange groves of Florida
ail to keep its people fulled happiness and comfort.
Art must In p nature everywhere—in the
1

tropics

pines of the North. “And
rhief among the blc-.-mgs which are adapted to all
/.one.-," writes Dr. .1. <.. Wallace, of Fort Dade,
Fla., “is Pakkku’s Tc.vn
It seems to have the
world for a field, and nior-t of the current diseases
yield to its action. I have used it in the case of a
delicate and dy-peptle young lady, with the most
as

among :lie

There is. by (toil's grace, an immeasurable
distance betwi cii late and too late.
[Madame

Swetcbine.

A top may lie used with
propriety in a similitude by a
Virgil; when the sun may be dishonored by a Marius.
[Broome.

The greatest friend of Truth is Time, her
greatest enemy i- Prejudice, and her constant
companion is Humility. [Colton.
Greater mischiefs happen often from folly,
meanness and vanity, than from the greater
sins of avarice and ambition.
[Burke.
The death of a -bi 1 < 1 occasions a passion of
grief and frantic tears, such as youreud, brother
leader, will never inspire. [Thackeray.
cause, which is not always observed, of
the insufficiency of riches, is that they very seldom make their owner rich.
[Johnson.

gratifying results. It seemed to accomplish with
e t-e what the usual
prescriptions and treatment
1'
that mi-crahle malady failed wholly to bring
about, i am also glad to state that the Tonic has
greatly relieved me personally of a troublesome
atonic condition of the stomach of long .-landing.
It is the ideal purifier and invigorant.”
Mc--r-. His* *><'K \ Co. call special attention to
tile fart that after April Pi. l»:i. the name and style
"t lid- preparation will hereafter he
simply l'/irJ'onir. The word “(finger” i> dropped, for the
rca-'-ii that unprincipled dealers are
constantly dcc
-iving their patrons hv substituting inferior prepaa,.- under the name ‘>1 Ginger: and a- ginger
is
ii unimportant flavoring ingredient in our Tonic,
'vc arc .sure that our friends " ill
agree with ’as as
:
the propriety of the change. There /rill In no
riidtifit, however, in tlu- preparation itself: and all
"Ule- remaining in the hands of dealers, wrapped
under the name of "PakiyEuS Ginckk Tonic,”
■'•main the genuine medicine if the signature of
IIiscock & Co. is at the bottom of outsider wrapper.

True feeling is a rustic vulgarity the flirt does
uot tolerate: she counts its healthiest and most
holiest manifestation all sentiment.
[Ik Marcel.

Syllogism is of necessary use, even to the
!ovci> of truth, to show them the fallacies that
are often concealed in llorid, witty or involved

discourses.

mental force
Kltot.

and

“Without hfcorphlne
What gives
A\ hat

cures

Cliil In
their 1

‘-ur

n

Children
ox*

Narcotine.

rosy cheeks,

makes them sleep;
’Tis <‘:>storia.

"When Baliies fret, and cry by turns,
W hat cures their colic, kills their worm a,
Kn i Cast oria.
What quickly
Sour

(

onstipntion,
Stomach, Colds. Indigestion
cures

But

;

Cast oria.

Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,
Castor Oil and Paregoric, anil
Hail Castoria.

Contaur Liniment.—An absolute cure for Rheumatism,
Spraius, Earns, Galls. &c.. and au

There cannot be a more glorious object in
creation than a human being, replete with bein \ oleiiee.
meditating in what manner he might
render himself most acceptable to his Creator
most
by doing
good to his creatures. [Field-

ing.

With the sinking of high human trust the
ot life sinks too, we cease to believe in
better self since that also is part of the
nature which is degraded in our
thought, and all the finer impulses of the soul
are dulled.
[George Kliot.

dignity

An Irishman, watching a game of base-ball was
sent to the grass by a foul, which struck him under
the tilth ill). ”A bml was it? Oeh sure, I thought
it was a mule!”

Many forget that the hair and scalp need cleansing
as

well

as

the

hands and feet.

Extensive

use

iustantaneous Pain-reliever.

Iyr8

“It's

a

Good

Thing

And i Know It,” were the words of Mr. Levi Porter, the Celebrated Fashionable Cutter \n the
Firm of Nathan A Taj lor, under the Narra-

gansett House, Providence, R.I.—Shows
what an Honest Thing will Do.
“It’s it good tiling; I know it’s a good thing.” Such
the words addressed to your reporter when
he called at the fashionable establishment of Nathan

were

Taylor, under the Narragansctt House, I'rovi.
deuce, K. I. The speaker was Mr. Leroy Porter,
head manager of the tailoring department of this
large clothing house, as he was cutting his way
through a mammoth pile of brocades, Scotch plaids
and broadcloths.
“I felt sometimes as if there was a cannon ball
resting on my stomach. I would have to get up at
A

night, for I was so short of breath. You see in the
Spring—our busy season—we are at work sixteen
hours per day. Have short times for meals, and at
irregular hours. My stomach became very much
disordered, and I w-as all out of health. I tried
every kind of medicines. The doctors said it was a
touch of dyspepsia. I could get nothing to do me
permanent good until a friend recommended Dr.
Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY. 1 know it’s a
good medicine. It has completely cured me of
stomach disorders and indigestion. It seems to be
a thorough cleanser of the
system from biliousness

anything

that kind. I know this for I’ve tried
it. I’m in the best health now, but should I ever
have a dyspeptic turn again Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY would be my source of relief.
Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY acts upon

or

of

digestive organs in a charming manner, regulating their action, strengthening and purifying the
wdiole system.”
Im39
Ask your druggist for it.
the

Administrator’s Sale.
undersigned will sell at public- auction on
the premises, at 2 o’clock In the afternoon of
Saturday, October 13, 1883, a wood lot consisting
of 25 acres, more or less, lying on the road leading
from the'resldence of the late Wyman Drinkwater

THE

to Kendall’s Mills, In Lincolnvllle. Said lot is about
one-half mile northerly of the Drinkwater farm,
and contains 400 cords of standing wood, consisting of about one-third hard wood and the remainder
■oft wood.
ltUTH DIUNKWATEK,
Administratrix estate of Wyman Drlnkwutor.
Dated August 24,1883.—5w37

well

Vogeler

Co

A. VOGELER 4 CO )

lyreowol

the overthrow of the corrupt men who rule
Miry land.

Republican ratification meeting in TreTemple, Boston, Sept. 20., was a verylarge and enthusiastic gathering. The Temple
was packed, and an overflow meeting was held
The

mont

in

the Meionaon. The speakers were Hon.
George D. Robinson, ex-Goveruors Long and
Banks-, ex-Collector Beard, Hon. J. Q. A.
Brackett, Chas. A. Foster, Cbas. W. Slack and

others.

The New York Democratic State convention
met at Buffalo, Sept. 27tli,. and after a bitter
fight between the various wings of the Democrats, recognized the county democracy of New
York city as “regular,” but compromised by
dividing the delegation from that city between
the county democracy, Tammany and Irving
Hall. Israel Maynard was nominated for Secretary of State, Chapin for Comptroller, Maxwell for Treasurer, and O’Brien for Attorney
General. An indefinite glorification platform
was adopted declaring for Cleveland and “reform.”
The fusion Greenbackers in Massachusetts
very closely resemble the fusion Greebackers of
Maine—they are Democrats very thinly dis-

guised.

That they should nominate Butler for
governor, after Butler had declared the Greenback party dead, is a degree of stullification
which few demagogues ever have genius of depravity enough to get down to so successfully as
the Massachusetts fusionists. The Massachusetts
fusionists in their platform declare for universal suffrage for men and women; for an income
tax, for the obliteration of national banks, the
return to paper money without gold banking;
shorter hours of labor. The fusionists severely
denounce the Republicans, mildly criticise the
Democrats and warmly eulogize Butler. One
of the ridiculous feats of the convention was
the nomination to be Attorney General of a
man who never opened a law book.
It is calculated that the Panama C'anal will be
18h8.

BE-

It is said that ten millions have been spent on
llats in New York this year.
This probably includes what Mrs. Langtry and Oscar Wilde took

Up TIIK IIOHSK.
with, testimonials,
Seat fre« on Application.

CO

When you call for Hinds' Kadk al Cohn Hemover, insist upon having it. Inferior arlieles pay
dealers a better protit. This is guaranteed. 1 y.13

you want to experiment on the adhesiveness
affection, endeavor to divorce a lazy boy from a
bed on a cold winter morning.

If
of

warm

lour Own Doctor.
It won’t cost you one-halt' as much. Do not delay.
Send two 3 cents stamps tor postage, and we will
semi you Dr. Kaufmann‘> great work, tine colored
plates from life, on dDea.-e, its causes and home
cure.
Address A. 1*. Ordwav A Co., Boston, Mass.
of the Leigh Valley Railroad in
has six lingers and a thumb on each

employe

An

Pennsylvania*

which shall he a credit to the city In which for
nearly llfly-tlve years It has been published.

To all who

from the

errors

are so

fond of

News.

perching.

/ owe my

(Restoration.

|

lo Health

jind Rcauty

LANK, Agent, Helfa.-t.
Sept. 25, IS83.—30

Tie Best

lo the

() CUTICURA
a) REMEDIES."
a

Humors, Humiliating Eruptions,
Itching Tortures, Scrofula, Salt Kheum, and
Infantile Humors cured l>y the Cunt ra Remedies.

ISvsul

Strictly

Agriculture, and

Grange

perance, and gives reviews of new
other publications.

books

Clour in Town!

MITVHKLL <f

occasional correspondence from Maine men In all
parts of the world. The endeavor In the future, ns

Watches, Jewelry,

the past, will he to make It a MAINE NEWSPA-

Cuticura Resolvent, the new blood purifier, clean'
ses the blood ami perspiration of impurities and
poisonous elements, and thus removes the cause.

exquisite Skin Beautilier and
Toilet Requisite, prepared from Cuticura, is inin
treating skin Diseases, Baby Hudispensable
mors, Skin Blemishes, Sunburn, and Rough, L'hapSoap,

GEOEGE,

mXFAST.

eral

or

vegetable poison whatsoever.

and Skin Blemishes

use

Only $2

ADDRESS

LETTERS

1

TO

ltolfusit,

QfjlUNS
N/OLTA/C/
N

Pains, Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
'Liver Complaint, liilious Fever,
Malaria, and Epidemics, use Col/ELECTRI C*''Jins’ Plasters (an Kleetrle Battery
combined with a Porous Plaster)
piasters and laugh at pain.25c.every where.

was

Disgusted, and what Might

have been Done without Him.
Dr. E-, as he entered his
was situated In a cosy village in cenwhich
house,
tral New York, “I have got back from a long and
dreary ride away down among the mountains, and
all to no purpose whatever. The messenger said
the man wouldn’t live till morning, when the fact Is
he had only an ordinary attack of colic.
If the
simpletons had only had sense enough to put a
BENSON’S CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER on his
stomach he would have been all right in an hour or
two. But some foP's are slow' to learn,” added the
old physician, swallowing the cup of steaming tea
his w ife had just poured for him.
Doctor E-was right, yet people do learn, even
though slowly. The rapidly increasing use of Benson’s plaster proves this beyond question, and the
good doctors are certain to be saved much of their
needless toil. In all diseases capable of being affected by a plaster Benson’s acts efficiently and at
once. The genuine have the word CAPCINE cut in
the centre. Price 25 cents. Seabury & Johnson,
1 m39
Chemists, New York.
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last

not
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FANCY

GOODS,

I si I

Ladies’

Articles

Thoroughbred
Weanlings
HAY

price.

WM.

employ ;t per^m
capable of securing

“Inventors cannot

worthy

A

more

or

more

for

the

Boston, <)ctober la. lsTu.
It. II. KDDY, Ks«|.— Dear sir
Y«»u procnre'l for
in ls4n, my tirst patent. Since then you have
acted for ami advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the bc<t agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I
still give you almost the whole of my hii.-ines.-, in
your line, and ad\ ise others t<> employ cm.
Yours trnl\,
OK' >H<«K DKAPKK.
Boston, Jan. 1, lss.;.—lyrl

to whom \va- awarded
oold and .-ew
died medal by the National M'-dwal
—eiati-o
hn af: 111 and
II
*t,t
e
ii.rrr;. e p
valuanb pro- rip.
inir.-, dee p.tires, more than
lioti- for all form-"i di.-ea.-e-, acute and ebr-an
tile result of many years of \ tem-;\ e and -nee,
ful practice, either one of w kwh is worth ten tin
the price of tin hook. Hound in beautiful French
doth, embossed, full jriit. Price only -rl -'1. bv
niail, postpaid, on receipt of price, 'illustrated
sample -i\ cents. Si nd now
..

of

misery,

a

TUB SCIENCE OF LIFK; OR, SELF-PRESERVATION,
is beyond all eomparison the most extraordinary
work

is

(Jetting

bed

e\

er

puhlishc1‘here

m-th-

Well.

“My daughters

say:
"How much better father is since he used
Hop Bitters."
“He is getting well after his long suffering
from a disease declared incurable"
"And we are so glad that he used your Bitters."—A Lady, of I'tica.N. Y.
Imbu

fO.

Phx -i• 1 >iry

on

whatever that tin: married or -dude can eitn-T
require or xvish to know hut what i- fully explained.
[ London Lancet.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; OR, SELF-PRESERVATION.
is a marvel of art and beauty, warranted to be a
better me In al book in every >en-e than can he oh
tained e Dew her-• h >r double the price, ..r the mom y
will be refunded in everv instance.
Author.
N. It.— A OP ND and .MIDDLE At.ED MIN r:ii
sax a
much time, -uil'eriiu' am'. \pci -e b\ r-udir:_
the Science of Lite, or conferring w ::h the ;l! ti e-,
win.) may be consulted on all di.-eases requiring
skill ami experience. Addre-.PE1B0DV MK1HC-U IVSTITl TE,
or W. M. PARKER. Y
15..
t Budlnrh Street, Boston, Mass.
lyr.Vi

ing

"From a complication of kidney, liver, rheumatic trouble and Nervous debility,
"Cnder the care of the best physicians.
“Who gave her disease various names,
“But no relief,
“And now she is restored to us in good health
by as simple a remedy as Hop Bitters, that we
had shunned for years before using it." Tin:
l’AltKNTS.

t'other

-.

■

—

Daughter’s Misery.
daughter suffered on

h\ the PL A IH >1 > Y

experience,

l>i<l She Die ’/
‘•No!
"Slip lingered and suffered along, pining awu;
all Hie time for years,”
“The doctors doing her no good;"
“And at Iasi was cured by 111i> Hop Hitters
tlip papers miv so mucli about.”
••Indeed! Indeed!"
"How thankful we should be for that medicine."
“Kleven years our

published

medical xv-.rk

new

MKDK AL IN>TI M 1 1
Hoentitled, THE
SCIENCE OF MFF ; OK, SELF-PKESKRA ATIOV. l a
hausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical Debility,
Prematur** Decide
Mar., »»r Vitaliiv Impaired f.v
the Error*
Y-urh. or too do- application to
he
restored and manhood retrained.
biminess, max
JaStli edition, rex i.-ed and endure !, ju.-t published. It is a .-tandard imdie..i work, the be.-t in the
English Iamrun^e. written by a phv-irj m .} or* it

me

con-

Book for Every Man !
Young. Middle-Aged and Did.

IMIK untold misern-s that result iron indi-erctioji
1 in early life may hr alleviated and tired.
Those who doubt this assertion sb« uld purchase

trust-

them an
earlv ami favorable consideration at the Patent OfKDMl'ND lit KKK,
fice.”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
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now

ready for delivery

VIEW

FULLER,

Law

at

our

Shop.

Foreman.

TEAS !!!

!St.,

Dr. 7.7. Nichols,
Surgeon

< LlJ
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IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

!

o
co

H

SAVES LABOR, TIME ami SO A P AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWAltE of imitations
well designed to mislead. FEAULINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
9teow35

Stands acknowledged the

It

ELY’S

Catarrh

has trained

an

CERES

ROSE

Dentist,

HAY
[s not

EM BROI DERER in the world.
will do the widest range o" work, ami is
tho
the LIGHTEST RUNNING n mb >,*
t.
market. Agents want* d :u urn .■••.]
lory.
It

|

■

CLARK & FREEMAN,
163 TREM0NT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

GOLD,

9m4

FEVER,

-:

xnutf'-

a

ESTABLISHED, 1830:-

anest, Reiiableand Standard

—

HAY- FEVEBta«™M°. w"S'

absorbed it effectually cleanses the. nasal pa*-s
It al
virus, causing bealtby secretions.
lays inflammation, protects tin* membranal linings
of the head from additional cold', <1'plidcly In al
the sores and restores the sense ot ta-de and snal.
llenelieial results are realized by a few applications. A thorough treatment will cure. Send lor
received.
circular.
By mail, prepaid, •Vie.—stamps
Sold by all druggists.
KLY BKOTIIKKS, Owcgo, N. Y.
Ivrl3

GRIFFITHS’

ages of

GRAVES’ PATENT
IMPROVED

«£*

ln'lNG|«ll
610.

AUTOMATIC

the only perfect

It has the best

enviable

re p u t ation wherever
known, displacing all
other preparations. An
article of
undoubted
merit

has

BOBBIN WINDER ever made, winding every
bobbin as smooth as a spool of silk.

BALM

CREAM

llpfr?JAM

&

™

Cold In the Head.

iterate Us Naas.

Tie Best are tie Clearest.

—

of these saws is worth three of any other /. xnd.
Made O! Best Helined fust steel. tineiy tempered
ami finished, ami perfect cutting tools, h'.ntirr sutWe manufacture Saws of all
x.-hirt mit guaranteed.
kinds, and etu ry saw is warranted. Try them. Don’t
buy any oilier If your hardware dealer don’t keep
them, order from lis direct. Agents wanted every54th Anuual Price List, etc., free*
where.
>.i.

Welsh & Griffiths, 91 Water St. Boston, Mass.
IMPORTERS OF BEST FRENCH BAND SAWS.

£

13\v29*

;TO

Office at residence of Capt. W. G. Nichols,

Searsport*

Maine.

3*itf

NOTICJE.
TIIE LADIES AND GENTS who read
advertisement, kindly send ns their
full 1’. O. address, with stamp, as we
would like to engage your help in our work, which
Is artistic and very pleasant. Easily performed in
your own room. We will give you constant employment and pay you well, l’lease address for

WILL
and

this

name

particulars,
:im33*

P. 0. Box 2‘27S Boston, Mass.

to

Stone Cutters Wanted.

|

Conveyancer,

BEST THING KNOWN

HUGHES,

No. 1500 Cumberland
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Notice.

Belfast, Sept, lb, 1883.
N. B. Office, McClintock’s Block over W. T.
Ids old patron |
21038*
Colburn’s store,
he has again taken up the
X
Belfast,
razor and will be pleased to welcome them at his
new shop over Hiram Chase’s, No. 23 Main street.
1 > o \v
M.
.t
Chair new and everything in first-class order. Call
and see me. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Justice
&
Trial
ALEX. McCAMBlilDGE.
tf40
Belfast, Aug. 21, 1883.—34tf
BROOKS, MAINE.

-inifo

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring medical advice or
treatment, arising from any private cause, would
do well to banish all diflidence ami make an early
application to DR. llUGHKs.
The Doctor’s long, successful practice in this city,
together with the marvelous cures, are unquestionable guarantees of his skill ami ability.
Persons who can not personally consult the Doctor can do so by writing in a plain manner a description of their disease, and appropriate remedies will be forwarded immediately. All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be returned if desired.
lylO

FARM.

rphe
jL

B. F. Wells’.

Premiums.

O

2

as

a

gfc

_i
cc

CONFIDENTIAL.

undersigned, Counsellors and attorneys at
Law, have this day formed a copartnership, to
be known as the firm of JEWETT A BROWN, for
the purpose of practicing law in the courts of this
city and county and in any other county in this
State where our professional services maybe required; and we shall endeavor to make it for the
interest of all persons having need of professional
assistance to consult with us, and to commit their
A. G. JEWETT.
business to our care.
F. W. BROWN.

different shades and qualities at

d

Private Medical Rooms.

TEA COMPANY have just rerpiIE HAMPTON
JL ceived 2000 pounds of choice Teas of all grades
and kinds. Also just r «*i i*. cd 45 sets of Decorated
English China, both Tea and Dining, 25 sets of
Cold Band and other fancy China sets of the latest
styles and finest qualities just imported, KM' Tea
and Dining sets of the White English Stone China
of the first quality; and one of the largest stocks of
Glassware ever offered in this city, some styles entirely new. Agents wanted in every town in the
State to canvass for the Hampton Tea Company to
sell Teas. Our canvassing books are now ready to
be distributed. Send for one at once; that is, to
those wishing to become* Agents. The books give
list of Teas, prices, Ac. All correspondence directed to It. Kittredge, Hay ford Block, Belfast, Me.
K. klTTBKiHfK, Agent and Manager.

Frizzetts]

□

ELAND, ME.

THE GREAT CHINA TEA COMPANY,

& Grade Yorkshire

TEAS ! TEAS ! !

MAINE.

announces

A

Solicitor of Patents.

YI.S.

”1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of themost cujuible
and successful practitioners with whom 1 have had
ollicial intercourse.”
CIIAS. MASON, ( ominissioner of Patents.

TEA CLUBS.

DR. J. B.

STREET,

New Barber

TESTIMONl

PREMIUMS for the forming of
Send your address to

List of

For the front hair, in all the

undersigned
rpiIE
of
that

The farm

by II. H. HAY

inventions.
K. II. EDDY,

touol

•210 STATE ST., BOSTON. MASS.,
ami we will mail you our ( Lilt BOOK mintainin^
PRICE LIST of our TEAS and COKKEK.-j and a

Hanson,

BELFAST,

no

White ami Decorated Tea, Dinner and Toilet Sets,
Moss Rose and Gold Band French <'hina Tea Sets
and Thousands of other Useful and Ornamental

an

Belfast, May 1, 1833.—18tf

BEAVER

tentability of

Blacking,

Gold, Silver and Nickel Watches, Diamond
Rings, Silver Ware,

REMEMBER—This is not to sell off a few unsalable goods, but to close out their stock entirely.
Belfast, Sept. 4, 1883.—3Gtf

Tell your neighbors and friends

E. F.

State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the I'nited States, also inlir- a;
Pritnin, France and other foreign e untrii
»'■•j-'e•>
of tin1 claims of any Patent tarnished l»y n■mining
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
AV> agency in the United States ]n>s.>*-.>ses sujierior facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the pa-

WE ABE OIVI.NIi AWAY

immense discount. Traders in surrounding
towns would do well to call, as they can buy at
COST, and save express from Boston.

to hay for next

some

MANHOOD!

EDDY,

No.

the

Will make it to

hand at

»

TEA CLUBS. WASmG^BLEACHING

Yarns, Worsteds, &c.,
At

going to sell what stock
on

Aro

Orders by mall and express receive prompt attention. Correspondence solicited from Dealers
and others.
lyrlti

FF.R THEIR STOCK OF

MILLINERY &

Don't fail to call at once,

am

Burnham at >.:io a. m.
Leave Belfast at ; la p. n ..City point J.JJ. Waldo
B7, Brooks :i.r>s. K m \ 4. IS, Thorndike 1 -.’s, t 'nity
4.4 ', Leonard's < r« -.-ing 4Ar», arriving at Burnham
at r,.lo p. m.
Returning—Leave Burnham at .- at* a. m., Leonard’.- Crossing a u-_’.t nitv 1V20,Thorndike!*.:::t, Knox
i.t.'J, Brook in.os, Waldo lu.-jo ( ity point lo..i.*, arriving at Belfast at In. C> a. m.
Leave Burnham at n.:;o, p. »n., I eonnrd'- (
'rising
a.in, [ nity o.oO, T mrndike H.oo, Knox c>.o7, Brook-,
C.’... W aldoO.n'.i. ity Point n.arriving at Belfast
i.oo p. in.
PAiSOX TICKKB, (ien’l Manager.
Belfast, .June 1". lss.>.— i\rl

To-Day!

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES. &c.
Nos. 256,258 & 262 Midflie^unc. Free Sis.,

QUiNIBY.

GREAT BARGAINS
year.

Bottle

a

3*ou lo'w-^piritcd and weal:, or
sn fieri ns iron Lu- exm^ses ofyiith?
1 f so, SULPliUIt BiTTKKS will cure
yOU.
A. P. Ordway
n.Mass.

Drugs, Mines, ctnals,

will

MRS. GILMCRE & BABCOCK

advantage

JTDon't wait until to-morrow,

R. H,

qaal

h iia

connected for .-beep and dressing, one -table 3(5x3*‘>
with basement; bouse good size with ell and wood
sheds connected, all well finished inside and out,
with a good cistern and well of water in the house.
Also in connection with this farm arc two other
dwelling houses and a stable, all under rent; a good
-ton* 24x3(» with hall, also in rent; one workshop
18x32, carriage house, store houses,
The millconsist of a Hour and grist mill 32x32, with three
run of stones; one of the best circular-aw mills
lately putin for sawing long lumber; the building
is 2ix*i0. Connected with above is a building two
stories, 30x47, with a line of shafting running the
entire length of mill, which runs a shingle, stave
and heading machine, jointers, stave and hoard
plainer-, turning lathe, cutting off saw. Ace. The
above mills are in good running order and arc
driven by two good iron whels, one Ie-ffel Double
Turbine, and one Uohins’, which arc connected
with one of the best water powers in Waldo county, with a short dam founded on a ledge, with long,
deep pond. In connection with the above arc three
or more acres of land, one dwelling house in rent,
blacksmith shop, dry sheds, «*tc. Tin* premises arc
quite convenient for several families. Are in a
very pleasant location on the Marsh stream, 3>3
miles from Frankfort, and a‘2 miles from Winterport villages, and will be sold together or separately, to suit purchasers, at a great bargain. For
further information, price, terms of payment, Am.,
call and view the premises and see the proprietor.

Established In

paying

CLOSING OUT SALE.

your

bo

CO.,Proprietors,

Wholesale Store 262,

to close out.

:r

y

hundreds,

PATENTS.

B. PLUMMER.
West Winterport, Me., Aug. 30, 1833.—3m35

BOUND

long.
GEO. A.

ALL FOR NOTHING.
Why the Dortor

few lots of

a

Apply

/ shall offer Carriages at

the relief and prevention,
the Instant It Is applied, of Rheu/m a t i 8 ni, N e u ralgia, Sciatica,
Coughs, Colds, Weak Back.Stom’ach and Rowels, Shooting Pains,
Num bness, Hysteria, Female

have

you

save

ue,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

For the XFXT TWO WFFKS

For

Tin, Copper, Botala,

Moint-.

CARRIAGES!
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

j

C. HERVEY.

VESTS for which I

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

cuticura Soai*.

Head Colds, Watery Discharges from the Nose
and Eyes, Ringing Noises in the Head, Nervous
Headache and Fever instantly relieved.
Choking mucus dislodged, membrane cleansed
and healed, breath sweetened, smell, taste, and
hearing restored, and ravages checked.
Cough, Bronchitis, Droppings into the Throat,
Pains in the Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of Strength
and Flesh, Loss of .Sleep, etc., cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, in one package, of all druggists, for $1. Ask for Sanford’s
Radical Cure, a pure distillation of Witch Hazel,
Am. Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold, Clover Blossoms, etc.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

MAIMI.

year in advance.

a

Restoring IVat.

.subscriber oilers for sale bis mills am! farm

Belfast, Me.

ED. VV. KNOWLTON.

E-mimauen. II by
/tcringaro
Kemember what

jrits use.

lyr2*

and forty-live acres of land
(245)
connected, except a small portion bcina near bv in
Frankfort, and is well divided into tillage, pasturage and woodland, with loamv -oil, well watered
and under good cultivation. Cuts about on toj
of
English hay and has a very good young orchard,
lias good buildings; one barn 42x(>8, with -In ds

Fine Watch Work, Engraving and Jewelry repairing done in the best manner.

NOW,

o!g
M

Cleansing

Cleaning and Polishing

in West Winterport.
THEsituated
two hundred

rates.

SUBSCRIBE

TlftfiE-TABLE.
and after Monday, June Is,
trains »ani.
nsf v Ban^ >r
neeting at Burnham
Waterville Portland and Boston, will run as fid
1 °'v"
Belfast at 4."> a. in.. City Point, *•..'<J.
W aldo
e. Brooks 7.2J, Kiio\ 7
57, Thorndiki 7. ;■ •,
l nity S.o,, Leonard’s (Crossing s.17, arriving at
On

Send two 3c. stamps to A. P. Ordway & Co..
Boston. Mass., and receive an elegant set of fancy
cards free.

tains

and .JEW EERY in this section of the state, that
it may be hardly ne<vs*ary to say to our customers
that w *. are constantly adding to'our large stock all
NEW and DESIRABLE PATTERN" of goods in
our line.
Goods always sold at the very lowest

butions.

Maine Central R. R.

Su,i’;iw

/The

§ / Try

Plummer’s Mills & Farm for Sale.

It i' rmw so wvd understood that this old establish m* i.t is headquarter* for t lie sale of \V A TCI IES

The popular Maine humorist, and who has non a
national reputation, it ill continue his contri-

an

pod. or Greasy Skin.
( utlcura Remedies are absolutely pure, and the
only real Blood Purifiers and Skin Beaut i tiers, free
from mercury, arsenic, lead, zinc, or any other min-

orj

1 > r.i.i

-A T-

home and abroad, and In the various walks of life.

(utlcura, the great Skin Cure, instantly allays
Itching and Inflammation, clears the Skin and
Scalp, heals Fleers and Sores, and restores the Hair.
( utlcura

£'

41 BROAD STREET, BOSTON
For salt* by 4. A. HOWKS A Co., Belfast.

Spectacles & Silver Ware

PER, giving place to the writings of native authors
and recording the achievements of Maine men at

:J®“

aid

CHASu Ft BATES &

THOMAS,

MASOMt IILOIK, llllill ST.

v-

'V.;;->°r

it may
jSrcadithere,
has saved

w

NOTICE.—Be sure and get the Kitchen
tad Hand Mineral Soap, and take 120
other and you will
always use it.

Pure Cream Tartar, Spices, Tea,
Coffee, 4c.

The Journal has LOCAL CORRESPONDENTS In
each of the twenty-six tow ns in Waldo County, and
In Knox, Hancock and Washington Counties, with

uEl;t ails

y°°-

1T IS

GEMBAl DOL'SEIIOID I'SE, IT IS OSUEPASSED.

\Yc hayc all needed supplies, as good as Ihe best,
as low as the lowest. In quantities to suit,
and for jour Oil Stoves, IIOWMilt’S
OIL, high tesl, no smoke, and
Ihe only Oil that does not
trust the wick.
WK ALSO MAM FACTCHK
CIK Is HIMTCTSOMHV for Wholesale and lletall
trade. MTS. LTt.s, Iim.S. and Kill ITS oT all
kinds In their season, (.he us a tall.
-jr.tf

and

—

Invalid':! Friend,
iHgii-col/liiOyoung,
thonged end tot-

tt

] ’or removing Point, Varnish,
Grease,
! all imparities lroia tLu
Loads, it Las
i.i L_ie market.

Ta the Dwellers in Tents !

News.

Its stories, poetry and miscellany are carefully
selected for home reading. It records what Is beng done at home and abroad In the cause of tem-

DlsFIGFRING

ur4oJ

SOAP.

ytu

^OTlpfc? to!

H;u*uuit/"°^ta‘:.1J

1

If

yrilow sfieky//

a

fonsive? lair 6tom#non>tv-„i).
aeh ia cut of order
Use

HAND

For

r

iicsday’s tripAt Bar Harbor with steamer for (huildsboro, I a
nioine, Hancoi k and Sullivan,each trip.
Rt.ii km\g
Will I a \ a Bar Harbor at 7.on v. m.
Monday, Wednesday and Frida) touching at South
W
Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about Yon r. \i., commoting with train for Boston,
arriving at burn i*. m
E. ( l SHINli, licneral Manager
(iEOIKiK L. DAY Treas and tit n'l Ticket Agt.
Portland. June, issk

}*m

--.

/% /irans, Kijgs, Potatoes, <C’c.
To those In the city, we have the

fvlanufactories.

OUE

(With

GOOD

V

U.estimonial of
Ilostoa lady.

*‘3m O0atod/'d°

KDTCKEN

Introduced for

knives and

/lE^

made.

oredf

Soap

■

/

lest and best nicdicino evcr#kA ®

or

MINERAL

Portland.
The m w steamer (TTY OF lUCHMoNIt,!
apt.
W M. I- D1.n m-■ >
leave same wharf ever*. Monda), Wedncsda) and Saturday evenings at i: \:»
o’clock, or on arrival <d Steamboat Express 1 rains
Iroin Boston, 1 i* Mt Desert, '"outhw -t and Bar
Harbor.-, touching at Roeklaml on'.v, ;md arriving
at Bar H .rl op about lo \ M. next
day
Connections made at Rockland with steamer for
BlneliiII, Surn and Eilsvv.a tb, Monday's ami Wed-

ff

ASK YOLT; GROCER FOR

AND

PILLS

BLUE

HOUSEKEEPERS
THE

Purifieiy

*our Kid
lor arsenic, they aro deadly,
iPlace your irusfc in SUL’->ync>'s nrc
of order
PIIUR JBITTKRS, 1 > pur

Syiicb. FSour for $6.50 per bbl.

The Fisheries,

in

4th,

LITTLEFIELD, Sup’t.

D.

Farmers !

AND WANT

am! in-

O

to Oct. 12th. Tickets good to return on
steamer of this line, on or before Ort.
20, 1SS3.

•IAS.

-ALSO-

Swallows are said to be able to lly two hundred
and forty miles an hour. They probably learn how
bv getting ideas from the telegraph wires on which

they

To the

Notes.

CARD.

suffering

are

FOR

opportunity.

tills

Boston,

Friday evenings at 11.15
Express Trains
Ro’klami. Casting, Deer Isle,

fur

Sedgwick, Mage from Sedgwick to Bluehill on nrof steamer;, south West and Bar Harbors,
Mill,‘ridge, Jom ^jiort and Machiasport
Connect at Rockland with steamer for Biuehill,
Surry and Ellsworth, Friday's trip. At Bar Harbor
uitu .'trainer f r Houidsboro, Lamoinf.
Hancock,
Sullivan and Ellsworth each trip. Also with B. .*
U. Steamers at Koeklaml, going East, for
Bangor
and River Landings each trip.
Returning—-Will leave Machiasport ev tv Monday ami Thursday, at 4. JO a. m., touching at intermediate landings, ami connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train f« r Boston.
( onnect with Bosp.n and
Bang t steamers at
Roeklaml, (conunj- W e-t. ri I receive pas-enger**
and freight frau Bang-u- ai d River Landings for

This Great Onr
.icine is com-# ^
Mandrake.#?
T*o:cd of Yci:
Uc'.'.Uan, Dai!
:iiprr I!or-# »
comb.
v.
.i
tl'.o Ex-# et?
ries, etc.,
tract cf Sulphur, ivl : u makes it# _<
B! >od Purifier# y
the
Ureates;
# 8)
knovm. Do not ever taka

...

W 1. HAVE GOOD

discretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac., 1 will send a recipe that
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America, send a self-addressed envelope to the
Hew .Joseph T. Inman, Station I), Neio York City.
lyr-is

The Greatest Blood

Horkland and Camden and return. 2.3(1
Bluehill and return. 3.30
Surrey and return. 3.50
Ellsworth and return. 5.on
Northwest Hurlmr (Deer Isle and return
3.50
This i< the grainiest event and these are the lowest rates ever given tin1 people oil the l’unoliseot
River and Hay, and all should avail themselves of

NOTICE.

The Journal makes specialties of

lay

and
a
ci'u k. <>r un arrival ot .steamboat

'<

rival

Co.

Cct.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Deeking, will leave
Kallroad Wharf,Portland, Tuo*

on miles

9

OPEN

Bangor Steamship

and

iVlachias Steamboat Go.

Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.

from

Bangor anil Boston anil return.$3.30
Hampden and Wlntrrporl and return
3.30
Bueksport and return. 3.30
Belfast and Searsport and retura.
3.till

over

A Texas owl mistook a sleeping man’s head for a
chicken and fastened its claws into his hair and—
“Well! what’s the matter now, old womansaid
the assailed, as he awoke.

.V

,\s

R. H. COOMBS & SON, Sole Agents.
Belfast, Sept. li. isss.—»;

SCIl*lo, N. ^

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert

BY

Iyr27

GRAND EXCURSIONS

any

the endeavor will be to present a paper the value
of which shall be recognized by all readers, and

Shipping

Ur. J.C.

-THE-

m its work
will he seen, it consists of two parts,
not
unlike
a
common bedstead, having
frame,
s<d’t, fiexible bands extending from side to side, on
which the patient rests white wounds are
being
dressed, or anv attention rend ere* 1 that may lie required. These bauds are adjustable and may be
easily removed. The other part is a -ort of movable ear, or trundle bed frame, on which the bed imade.
Il is so arranged as to he raised or lowered
by a crank, being elevated to tile bauds and supporting the patient, or depressed and removed as occasi"n may require. It is admitted to he the most com
pletc invention of the kind in use. For eases of
severe wounds, amputation- and
every kind of disease which inquires the patient to maintain a
quiet
state, and in which extreme weakness makes it
painful to move, it is invaluable, inasmuch as it
change of bed-clothe.-, cooling and airpermits of
ing the mattress, adjusting bandages, and any seri‘v on tlu* part of the nurse without pain or e\cn
annoyance to the ,-ick or to attendants.
It all'orded comfort to the late President Garfield
while suirering from the etlVct of the assassin’s
bullet, ami is highly endorsed bv Drs. Bliss, Boynton, and by ninny otic v distinguished physicians.
It is adoptt d in the hospitals of the United States
government, and is invaluable in cases of accident,
child-birth, or sc\ore protracted illness. Call and
-seo it- operation m l read the testimonials from
eminent phy-icians and surgeon.- and parties that
have tested its merits.
For sale in this city by

County and of this city a specialty, and will lend a
helping hand to every worthy pursuit and enterprise In which Maine men may be engaged by sea
or land.
Recognizing the prime Importance of
agriculture, it will continue to devote a considerable portion of its spare to that Industry
In brief

Shipbuilding

PREPARED

tASE’ Agen‘-

JAMES LITTLEFIELD, Nupt.
Belfast, May .‘{0, 1HS.).

Institute Building end of lluntington Avenue, Boston.

rPHIS invention is absolutely perfect

The Journal will continue Hie pulley indicated
y the late \Y. II. SIMPSON, In his valedictory published Sept. 30, isso. It will he decidedly and
unswervingly Republican, will present a reliable
and Interesting weekly digest of Intelligence,
will make, as heretofore, the news of Waldo

...

E—-

-OK TH

Commencing Thursday,
lugs.

Leaving Lincoln'.- Wharf, Boston, every day except Sundays, at r> o’clock r. m.
Ion l’oitTt.Anii—Passengers and freight will lie
forwarded to Portland, conneeting at Rockland witii
steamer Lewiston every
Monday and Thursday.
Eure to Boston amt return.$5.00
Single ticket, do.
3.00
Fare to Lowell

affections, by the use of Ayer's cherry
Pectoral. Being very palatable, the youngest children take it readily.

From (Jangor and River Landings,

cars.

Dec. 1, 1879.
I am the 1‘astor of the Baptist Church here, and
1
am not in practice, nut
an educated physician.
am my sole family phyMcian, and advise in many
chronic, cases. Over a year ago 1 recommended
your Hop Bitters to my invalid wife, who has been
under medical treatment of Albany’s be.-a physicians several year.-». She has become thoroughly
cured of her various complicated diseases by their
use.
We both recommend them to our friends,
many of whom have also been cured of their \ arious
REV. E. It. WARREN.
ailments by them.

pntdr.I.

Great

HAVE PROVIDED

a
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EXPOSSTiOSSJ

Largest Weeklies in tie State.

8

••

Sold by all Druggists.

NOW

WEEK

Commencing Monday, June 4, 1883,

--

Boston &

Providence evidently intended that he should

couple

name on a

particulars, free books, etc., write to
ELLIS SPAVIN Cl'IIK CO.,
Sudbury £t.« Boston, or 870 4th,Ave., New York.

Tlie

PER

Steamer PENOBSCOT.('apt. W. K. KOIX,
"
CAMBKIDUK.
OTIS INURAUAM,
KATAIIDIN.
P. ('. HOMER,
Will make SIX TRIPS PER WEEK, leaving Belfast for Boston every day except Sundays, at 2.3(1

for

Crosliy ivli Bedstead.

or

TR5PS

8

Thousands of testimonials certify t<> Ihe
cure of all bronchial
and lung

I Price of Ellis’s Spavin
(cure 91.00 per bottle.

Drugrj

Daily

I’nder certain circumstances it makes a man feel
mean to have people give him a wide berth, but
somehow it never does when he is traveling on a
steamboat.

Send

All these on sale at
Stores and harness dealers. |

DAILY LmE K\i.EPTEi>.)
Touching at Hampden, Wlnterport, Hucksport
Searsport, Belfast, Camden and Rockiard.

prompt

one.

prepare Condition Powders and Hoof Ointment.
Heave Pow ders, Worm Powder and Colic Powders.

o

no Increase In subscription
adtcrtislnpr rates.

A FA lit TRIAL
will convince every

Wo

October 1Mb, niaklnK It one of the

There will be

IT LEADS ALL
the world, and.
IS 1IIC1II.Y ENDORSED

As TIIE BEST of ull Horse liemcdies.

away.
What will Hrow n’s Iron Hitters cure? It w ill cure
Heart Disease, Paralysis, Dropsy, Kidney Disease,
Consumption, Dyspepsia, Uheumalisni and all similar diseases. its wonderful curative power is simply
because it purities and enriches the blood, thus beginning at the foundation and by building up the
system, drives out all disease. For the peculiar
troubles to which ladies are subject it is invaluable,
it is the only preparation of iron that does not color
the teeth or cause headache.

IT REMOVES SPAVINS
'and without blister or blemish.

HIMUHt

Bangor
Co.

Stt'iimship

we came to a country store,
where, on asking
for some remedy, I was urged to try Ay tit's
Ciie it it y Pecto it a
1 did so, ami was rapidly cured.
Since
then 1 have kept the Pectoral constantly by
me, for family use, and 1 have found it to be
an invaluable remedy for throat and
lung
diseases.
»J. W. Whitley.

I

whore others fail
SPLINTS, RINGBONES Ar.

Iyr22

Permanently Enlarged

i

IT WILL CURE

dandruff, cools and soothes the
scalp, and stimulates the hair to renewed grow th
and beauty.

Republi-

Congressman Iliscock, of New York, speaks
confidently of Republican success in that State.
He says Republicans generally are much encouraged, and that the prospects for unity are
better than they have been for years.
The Maryland Republican State convention,
held at Baltimore, Sept. 27th, nominated Congressman Hart B. Holton as the Republican
candidate for governor and adopted resolutions
in favor of a protective tariff, free schools, and

-WILL

removing I

Undisputed Positive Evidence of AbroIute Cures.

as removes

Hon. George D. Robinson, Republican candidate for governor, spoke to a crowd of about
20,000 persons at the Bristol countv fair in
Taunton, Mass., Sept 20th.

completed in

to

is the only
preparation tlrnt will.”
It

swelling
Taflamm.it ion.

or

of

Mr. Faxon, at a Prohibitory Conference and
Convention at Brockton. Mass., urged tempervoters to cast their ballots for the

(Suoomwts

Baltimore, Md., C. S. A.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor has proven that it is the best
cleansing agent for the hair—that it prevents as

Pimples

party.

nominees.

The Charles A.

A peculiar virtue in Ayer's Sarsaparilla is that
while it cleanses and purges the blood from all corruptions and impurities, and thereby roots out disease, it builds up and invigorates the w hole system,
and makes one young again.

It would require this entire paper to do justice to
a description of the cures performed by theCUTici;ka
Resolvent internally, and Cuticura and
The unaffected of every count ry nearly resem- ;
! Cuticura Soap externally.
ble eacli other.
Paltry affection, "strained
Eczema of tin; palms of the hands and of the
allusions and disgusting finery are easily attainends of the lingers, very dillicuit to treat and usualed by those who choose to wear them ; and they I
ly considered incurable; small patches of tetter ami
are hut too frequently the
badges of ignor- salt rheum on the ears, nose and sides of the face.
ance or of stupidity, whenever it would enScald Heads with loss of hair without number,
deavor to please.
[Goldsmith.
beads covered with dandruff and scaly eruptions,
especially of childrens and infants, many of which
since birth had been a mass of ?rabs;
Political Points.
itching, burning and scaly tortures that ballled
even relief from ordinary remedies, soothed and
The New York Prohibitionists held u Stale
healed as by magic;
convention at Syracuse and nominated a State
Psoriasis, leprosy, and other frightful forms of
ticket.
skin diseases, scrofulous ulcers, old sores, and diswounds, each and all of which have been
barging
The first Butler flag of the season was throwc
speedily, permanently and economically cured by
out from a drinking saloon
Wednesday evening the Cuticura Remedies when physicians, hoson Cambridge St.— [Boston Journal.
pitals and all other remedies failed, as proven by a
vast number of sworn testimonials in our possessThe Greeuhackers proclaimed one truth.
ion, which we will cheerf ully mail to any address.
There is no longer a Democratic party in MassaPrice: Cuticura, f>0 cents.
Sold everywhere.
chusetts—only a “Butlerpartv.” [Boston Her- Resolvent,
Potter Druo
$1. Soap, *J"> cents.
ald.
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.”
K. Moody Boynton’s call for an anti-Butler
Greenback-Labor Convention in Massachusetts DC A I BHCV Vnv Rough, Chapped and
is indorsed by prominent members ‘of the
DZ1AU I T Greasy Skin, Black Heads,

ance

languages.

One of tlie saddest sights in these hard times Is
to see a woman with a live foot husband trying to
alter his pants to lit her six foot son.

the direct sequence.

A true sarcasm is like a swordstiek—it appears. at first sight, to be much more innocent
than it really is, till, all of a sudden, there leaps
something out of it—sharp and deadly and incisive—which makes you tremble and recoil.
[Sydney Smith.

can

Sold by all Druggists and
Dealers.
Directions in 11

Cured My Wife's Weakness.
From Evansville, 1 ml., the home of our corn*'
spondent, Mr. -Jno. K. Patterson, comes the follow
ing: “Samaritan Nervine cured my wife of a ease
of female weakness.” It's an extract from Mr. Patterson’s letter. $1.50.

[Swift.

our own
common

infants

valuable in

'lameness,

The only known specific for Epileptic Fits.^ft
iPS^Also for Spasms and Falling Sickness.“itft
Nervous Weakness quickly relieved and cured.
Equalled by none in delirium of fever.*®^
it ^'Neutralizes germs of disease and sickness.
Cures ugly blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quickens sluggish circulation.
Eliminates Boils, Carbuncles and Scalds.
Permanently and promptly cures paralysis.
Yes, It is a charming and healthful Aperient.
Kills Scrofula and Kings Evil, twin brothers.
Changes bad breath to good, removing cause.
fdET’Roats biliousness and dears complexion.
Charming resolvent and matchless laxative.'-'©ft
It drives Sick Headache like the wind."&ft
£ ^“Contains no drastic cathartic or opiates.
Promptly cures Rheumatism by routing it.*^*
Restores life-giving properties to the blood.*=w3jL
Is guaranteed to cure all nervous disorders.
£ -^"Reliable when all opiates fail.'ypfc
Refreshes the mind and invigorates the body.
Cures dyspepsia or money refunded.*^<1
£-*7“ Endorsed in writing by over fifty thousand
Leading physicians in U. S. and Europe.
Leading clergymen in U. S. and Europe.•=&&
Diseases of the blood own it a conqueror.
For sale by all leading druggists. $1.50.*=©8l
The l)r. S. A Richmond Medical Co., Props.
St. Joseph, 'Mo.
(2)
For testimonials and circulars send stamp.
C. N. Crittenton, Agent, New York.

Boston and

While with Churchill's army, just before
the battle of Vicksburg, 1 contracted a severe cold, which terminated in a
dangerous
cough. 1 found no relief till on our march

I

remedy of thp age.1*

Extraordinarily

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Y es,” he said, "I prefer to have black sand given
instead of pepper by my grocer. It doesn't
hurt my eyes so much when niy wife gets mad.".

"

as

“The most remarkable

FROSTBITES,
Bt HNS. SC4 CBS,
And all other bodily aches
and pains.

1883.

cough remedy.

as a

•CUBE

SPRAINS,
Soreness, Cuts, Bruises,

1883.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

ELLIS'S
SPAVIN

QUINSY. SWELLINGS,

me

The strength of the donkey mind lies in
adopting a course inversely as the arguments
urged, which, well considered, requires as

[George

BACKACHE,
IIE A D A < H E, TOOTH A CHE,
SORE THROAT,

“A ill year old horse of mine, formerly spavined,
now travels as smart as a colt,” writes Fred. Loris,
413 Washington st., Boston. “Ellis’ .'spavin Cure
caused this agreeable change.”
J vv41

To he ruined your own way is some comfort.
When so many people wouldruin us. It is a triumph over the villainy of the world to he ruined alter one's own pattern. [Douglas Jerrold.

great a

cures

Neuralgia,

Ohio

many things under the name of
trifles is a very false proof either of wisdom or
magnanimity, and a great check to virtuous
to fame.

Calvert, Texas,
May 3, 1882.
I wish to express
my appreciation of the
valuable qualities of

dentist has devote I himself to active
politics, probably on the ground that his calling has
lilted him for “taking the stump.”
An

[Locke.

with"regard

RHEUMATISM,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

Mr. E. C. Crowell, Proprietor “American House,”
Yarmouth, N. S., sends us this. “Ellis’ Spavin
Cure has cured my horse of a icind-i/all."

Kxploding

actions

EXPERIENCE.

Relieves and

Junior Alley who is sweet on Flora, hearing some
say she was cold and stiff in her manner, says
that is natural, because she is an ice floe.

hand.

Une

and Florida.

Oranges

refinement which brings us new
exposes us to new pains, [liulwer-

same

pleasures
Lytton.

FOR PAIN.

one

He

Gems

An Old Soldier’s

blood, eradicates scrofula and other impurities
from it, as Hood’s Sarsaparilla undoubtedly does,
must be the means of preventing many diseases
that would occur without its use. Sold by dealers.

comes

the winds blow every way, iny dears,
But our father knows them all.
He semis forth the winds at Ills own wise
And the winds return at His call,
lie sends 1 he east wind and the rain,
Then the fields grow green and fair;
And the north wind and the south wind.
And the west in His tender care.
Tin n well trust to the all-wise F'ather,
F’or He knows which is best.
Be it strong or gentle, or glad or sad,
F’rom the north, south, east or west.

tism of the back, used some St. Jacobs Oil,
which gave me instantaneous relief and linally
cured me
completely. 1 think it a remarkable
remedy, indeed.” Ills candid and courteous expression carries weight.

REMEDY

Disease of various kinds is often only the
sign that nature is trying to remove the disturbine
cause.
A remedy that gives life and vigor to the

high.

Vml will

THE GREAT GERMAN

system.

the west wind
F'rom Ills home in the sunset land,
And the day will seem
Like a golden dream
With earth by the fresh breeze fanned.
The storm clouds know him and flee apace,
The trees stand erect in their grandeur and
grace,
Bending o’er all is the deep blue sky,
And -lill waters reflect the peace shining on

MAKE NEW

Objection.

lll'MAN Hlood.—On the purity and vitality of
the blood depend the vigor and health of the whole

O gloomily comes the east wind
With darkness and elouds aud rain,
W ith his breath so chill,
And his sullen will
lie breathes o’er hill and plain.
He broods o’er the sea and the waters roar,
And the waves rise high on the pebbly shore.
The tall trees know when he draws nigh,
And they bend and whisper and sob and sigh,
Oh. a wild, -ad chant is the east wind's song.
And the children sigh if he stays too long.
< >h. for blue
sky aud the sun, we say;
The gloomy east wind blows to-day!
11

So

It is said that the critics cannot kill a play. Possibly not, but we have seen gome plays which are
quite bad enough to kill off all the critics.

the south wind
F’rom the sunny land of flowers,
With his touch so light
And his fairy might,
With sun and sparkling showers.
The snowbanks know him oil his way,
And shrink like winter ghosts away.’
lie sets the brooks from ibeir fetters free,
There is joy and music o’er land and sea;
’Tis a welcome song the south wind sings,
And joy to the children’s hearts lie brings.
Be happv, oh. fling dull care away.
The gentle south winds blows to-day.
11

Has

Indianapolis, Ini*.—The lion. Daniel W.
Voorhees, United States Senator from this
State, remarks: “My opinion, sir, I have no
objection to giving. I suffered from rheuma-

J

A
fast.

FEW FIRST CLASS STONE CUTTERS,
to cut monumental work at City Point, BelNEW ENGLAND GRANITE WORKS.

Sept. 5,1883.—lltit f

630.

FOil SALE BY J

R. H. COOMBS,

‘2Gteowll

Belfast, Me.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
fJ'MIE
1
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
MARY J. BLANCHARD, late of Stockton,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
EVERETT STAPLES.
3w40
to him.

G.

P.

LOMBARD,

FISTULA

AND PILES

Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM HEAD (M. I> Harvard. 1842). and
KOliEl; 1 M. HE AP (M I).. Harvard, l87ti), ottlrrs,
Evans House, 175 Tremont Street, Boston, give
special attention to the treatment of FISTULA,
PILES AMI ALL DISEASES OE THE RECTUM without
Abundant references
detention from busiuess.

given

Pamphlet

sent

uni

application.

Office Hours—11 A. M. to 4 o’clock i\

Sundays.)

m.

(except
IjtO

WANTED !

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes
APPLY TO

Corner of Chnrch »nrt Spring Sts.. Belfast.

JOHN S. RANLETT,
March 4,1883.—10

Rockland Me

